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ABSTRACT

Deterioration of road infrastructure arises from aging and various other factors.
Consequently, inspection and maintenance have been a serious worldwide problem. In the United
States, degradation of concrete bridge decks is a widespread problem among several bridge
components. In order to prevent the impending degradation of bridges, periodic inspection and
proper maintenance are indispensable. However, the transportation system faces unprecedented
challenges because the number of aging bridges is increasing under limited resources, both in terms
of budget and personnel. Therefore, innovative technologies and processes that enable bridge
owners to inspect and evaluate bridge conditions more effectively and efficiently with less human
and monetary resources are desired. Traditionally, qualified engineers and inspectors implemented
hammer sounding and/or chain drag, and visual inspection for concrete bridge deck evaluations,
but these methods require substantial field labor, experience, and lane closures for bridge deck
inspections. Under these circumstances, Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques such as
computer vision-based crack detection, impact echo (IE), ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and
infrared thermography (IRT) have been developed to inspect and monitor aging and deteriorating
structures rapidly and effectively. However, no single method can detect all kinds of defects in
concrete structures as well as the traditional inspection combination of visual and sounding
inspections; hence, there is still no international standard NDE methods for concrete bridges,
although significant progress has been made up to the present.
This research presents the potential to reduce a burden of bridge inspections, especially for
bridge decks, in place of traditional chain drag and hammer sounding methods by IRT with the
combination of computer vision-based technology. However, there were still several challenges
iii

and uncertainties in using IRT for bridge inspections. This study revealed those challenges
and uncertainties, and explored those solutions, proper methods and ideal conditions for
applying IRT in order to enhance the usability, reliability and accuracy of IRT for concrete bridge
inspections. Throughout the study, detailed investigations of IRT are presented.
Firstly, three different types of infrared (IR) cameras were compared under active IRT
conditions in the laboratory to examine the effect of photography angle on IRT along with the
specifications of cameras. The results showed that when IR images are taken from a certain angle,
each camera shows different temperature readings. However, since each IR camera can capture
temperature differences between sound and delaminated areas, they have a potential to detect
delaminated areas under a given condition in spite of camera specifications even when they are
utilized from a certain angle. Furthermore, a more objective data analysis method than just
comparing IR images was explored to assess IR data.
Secondly, coupled structural mechanics and heat transfer models of concrete blocks with
artificial delaminations used for a field test were developed and analyzed to explore sensitive
parameters for effective utilization of IRT. After these finite element (FE) models were validated,
critical parameters and factors of delamination detectability such as the size of delamination (area,
thickness and volume), ambient temperature and sun loading condition (different season), and the
depth of delamination from the surface were explored. This study presents that the area of
delamination is much more influential in the detectability of IRT than thickness and volume. It is
also found that there is no significant difference depending on the season when IRT is employed.
Then, FE model simulations were used to obtain the temperature differences between sound
and delaminated areas in order to process IR data. By using this method, delaminated areas of
concrete slabs could be detected more objectively than by judging the color contrast of IR images.
iv

However, it was also found that the boundary condition affects the accuracy of this method, and
the effect varies depending on the data collection time. Even though there are some limitations,
integrated use of FE model simulation with IRT showed that the combination can be reduce other
pre-tests on bridges, reduce the need to have access to the bridge and also can help automate the
IRT data analysis process for concrete bridge deck inspections.
After that, the favorable time windows for concrete bridge deck inspections by IRT were
explored through field experiment and FE model simulations. Based on the numerical simulations
and experimental IRT results, higher temperature differences in the day were observed from both
results around noontime and nighttime, although IRT is affected by sun loading during the daytime
heating cycle resulting in possible misdetections. Furthermore, the numerical simulations show
that the maximum effect occurs at night during the nighttime cooling cycle, and the temperature
difference decreases gradually from that time to a few hours after sunrise of the next day. Thus, it
can be concluded that the nighttime application of IRT is the most suitable time window for bridge
decks.
Furthermore, three IR cameras with different specifications were compared to explore
several factors affecting the utilization of IRT in regards to subsurface damage detection in
concrete structures, specifically when the IRT is utilized for high-speed bridge deck inspections at
normal driving speeds under field laboratory conditions. The results show that IRT can detect up
to 2.54 cm delamination from the concrete surface at any time period. This study revealed two
important factors of camera specifications for high-speed inspection by IRT as shorter integration
time and higher pixel resolution.
Finally, a real bridge was scanned by three different types of IR cameras and the results
were compared with other NDE technologies that were implemented by other researchers on the
v

same bridge. When compared at fully documented locations with 8 concrete cores, a high-end IR
camera with cooled detector distinguished sound and delaminated areas accurately. Furthermore,
indicated location and shape of delaminations by three IR cameras were compared to other NDE
methods from past research, and the result revealed that the cooled camera showed almost identical
shapes to other NDE methods including chain drag. It should be noted that the data were collected
at normal driving speed without any lane closures, making it a more practical and faster method
than other NDE technologies. It was also presented that the factor most likely to affect high-speed
application is integration time of IR camera as well as the conclusion of the field laboratory test.
The notable contribution of this study for the improvement of IRT is that this study revealed
the preferable conditions for IRT, specifically for high-speed scanning of concrete bridge decks.
This study shows that IRT implementation under normal driving speeds has high potential to
evaluate concrete bridge decks accurately without any lane closures much more quickly than other
NDE methods, if a cooled camera equipped with higher pixel resolution is used during nighttime.
Despite some limitations of IRT, the data collection speed is a great advantage for periodic bridge
inspections compared to other NDE methods. Moreover, there is a high possibility to reduce
inspection time, labor and budget drastically if high-speed bridge deck scanning by the
combination of IRT and computer vision-based technology becomes a standard bridge deck
inspection method. Therefore, the author recommends combined application of the high-speed
scanning combination and other NDE methods to optimize bridge deck inspections.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. Problem Statement
Deterioration of road infrastructure arises from aging and various other factors.
Consequently, inspection and maintenance have been a serious worldwide problem, especially in
developed countries such as the United States and Japan. According to FHWA and FTA (2014),
the total number of bridges listed in the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) was 588,844 in 2000;
approximately 67% of them were more than 25 years old, and 26% of them were over 50 years
old. By 2015, the number increased to 611,845 bridges (FHWA 2015a), and 72% of them were
older than 25 years, and 38% were over 50 years old (FHWA 2015b). Figure 1-1 illustrates the
age composition of all Nation’s bridges as of 2013.

Figure 1-1. Bridges by Age Range in USA, as of 2015 (Source (FHWA 2015b))

On the other hand, the total number of bridges more than 15 m in length in Japan is 167,385
1

as of 2014 (MLIT 2015). In addition, if bridges of more than 2 m in length are counted, the total
number jumps to approximately 700,000 bridges as of 2013. The ratio of bridges more than 50
years old is 18 % in 2013, but it will be 43 % in 2023 and 67% in 2033 (MLIT 2014a). It is also
mentioned that 68 % of the bridges are administrated by municipalities, and there is no civil
engineer who is responsible for bridge maintenance in 46 % of the towns and 70 % of the villages.
Even in the cities, about 70 % of them have less than 5 engineers who take part in bridge
maintenance due to a lack of budget, personnel, and expertise. As a matter of fact, the maintenance
budget for national roads has decreased about 20 % from 2004 (320 billion JPY) to 2013 (252
billion JPY) (MLIT 2014b).

Figure 1-2. Bridges (more than 2 m) by year built in Japan, as of 2014 (Source (MLIT 2014a))

The transportation system faces unprecedented challenges because the number of aging
bridges is increasing under limited resources, both in terms of budget and personnel. The aging of
bridges is one of the most critical factors for the deterioration of their condition and it is obvious
that as more bridges age, the number of deficient bridge will increase. In order to prevent the
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impending degradation of these bridges, periodic inspection and proper maintenance are
indispensable. Therefore, innovative technologies and processes that enable bridge owners to
inspect and evaluate bridge conditions more effectively and efficiently with less human and
monetary resources are desired.

1.2. Frequency of bridge inspection in the USA and other developed countries
In terms of inspection frequency in the United States, Section 1111 of the Moving Ahead
for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) (Public Law 112–141 2012) amended Section 144
of title 23, United States Code (OLRC 2012), requires each state and appropriate federal agency
to report element level bridge inspection data for bridges on the National Highway System (NHS)
to the FHWA on an annual basis from 2015 (FHWA 2013). On the other hand, FHWA (2013) also
states that each NHS highway bridge is inspected in accordance with 23 CFR 650 Subpart C, which
requires biennial inspection for each bridge (GPO 2015). Still, annual inspection is not required at
the present, yet there is a possibility that bridges will be required to undergo annual inspection in
accordance with the progression of aging and deterioration. According to FHWA and FTA (2014),
before the enactment of MAP-21, approximately 83 % of bridges are inspected once every 24
months, 12 % are inspected on a 12-month cycle due to advanced deterioration or other conditions
warranting close monitoring, 5 % of certain types of structures in satisfactory or better condition
are inspected on a maximum 48-month cycle. According to the AASHTO manual (AASHTO
2013), which is intended to be referred by FHWA (FHWA 2013), delamination is included as one
of the bridge defects, which cannot be detected through visual inspection; thus, not only visual
inspection, but also a hands-on inspection such as hammer sounding and chain drag to detect
interior defects are needed biennially.
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On the other hand, in Japan, it is defined that every bridge has to be inspected within 2
years after completion of the bridge, and every 5 years thereafter (MLTI 2014). Especially for
expressways, in addition to inspections every 5 years, a visual inspection is conducted every year
(NEXCO-West 2014).
Furthermore, D. Everett et al. (2008) summarized the frequency of bridge inspection in
European countries as the following;

Finland
 General inspection (primary inspection): Every 5 years, with larger bridges inspected every
8 years, depending on the bridge condition.
Denmark
 Principal inspections (mainly a visual inspection): Every 5.5 years (Average). The
inspector determines frequency of inspection. Every few months to every 6 years,
depending on condition and the inspector’s knowledge of the bridge.
 Detailed inspection: As a result of a principal inspection, a more detailed inspection may
be ordered.
Norway
 Major inspections: At least every 6 years and
 General inspections: Annual
Sweden
 Major inspection: At least every 6 years. The inspector decides at the site when the next
inspection shall be performed. Deteriorating bridges are inspected more frequently.
France
 Annual inspection (visual inspection): Annual
 Image de la Qualité des Ouvrages (IQOA) evaluation inspections (more detailed visual
inspections of structures): Every 3 years
 Detailed inspections: Every 3 to 9 years, but typically every 6 years, based on the
inspector’s recommendations.
Germany
 Major inspections (visual inspection and testing (material investigations) of all parts of a
structure): Every 6 years
 The first major inspection is performed before the structure is opened to traffic and the
second major inspection is done before the end of the guarantee period
 Minor inspections (visual inspection): Every 3 years
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Compared to the current practice in Japan and European countries, biennial bridge
inspection frequency in the USA is still higher. Even within the previously stated countries, visual
inspections are conducted on an annual basis or every 2 to 3 years. Therefore, innovative
technologies and processes that enable bridge administrators to inspect and evaluate bridge
conditions more effectively and efficiently with less human and monetary resources are desired,
especially in the United States.

1.3. Summary of current bridge condition assessment system in the USA
In the AASHTO manual (AASHTO 2013), categorization of each element depending on
the extent of several types of defect is defined as shown in Table 1-1, and this criteria shows more
objective than the condition rating categories used in National Bridge Inventory (NBI) as shown
in Table 1-2 to evaluate three primary components of a bridge: deck, superstructure, and
substructure (FHWA and FTA 2014; FHWA 1995, 2012). According to the new criteria, every
defect can be detected by visual inspection and hammer sounding or chain drag which have been
traditionally implemented for bridge inspections.
In terms of bridge condition assessment in Japan, engineers evaluate the bridge condition
into 6 grades of condition states by an engineer’s subjective judgment. This system is almost the
same as condition rating categories used in NBI as shown in Table 1-2. In addition to 6 condition
states, the potential danger of third party damage such as falling of concrete due to spalling is also
assessed since most of the bridges in Japan are across other public spaces such as roads, railroads,
parks and parking lots.
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Table 1-1. Condition Rating categories of Reinforced Concrete Deck (Element 12) (Source; (AASHTO 2013))
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Table 1-2. Bridge Condition Rating Categories (Source (FHWA and FTA 2014))

In the AASHTO manual (2013), examples of the rating system are provided. In the
examples, each bridge is assessed as a whole bridge as shown in Figure 1-3. Each defect is recorded
with the size and volume, and rated condition state separately (Figure 1-4). Then the volume of
every defect is summarized by each element and each condition state as shown in Table 1-3. As
can be seen, every defect is quantified by the size, hence, the evaluation judgment becomes
objective.
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Figure 1-3. Elevation and typical section of a bridge (Source; (AASHTO 2013))

Figure 1-4. Some defects of the bridge (Source; (AASHTO 2013))
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Table 1-3. The element quantities and condition state summary(Source; (AASHTO 2013))

This new condition rating system is much more compatible with digital image-based
technologies than physical approaches. Since sounding and visual inspections require
measurements of each size of defect after it is found by on-site inspection as shown in Figure 1-4,
it requires extra inspection time and labor work at the site. On the other hand, once a digital image
is taken and a defect is found from the data, it is possible to measure the quantity from the image
easily after the inspection; namely, those image-based technologies can reduce not only inspection
time, but also measuring and recording time of the result and condition assessment time
significantly.
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1.4. Current Practice on NDE for Bridge Inspections
Among several components of bridges, degradation of concrete bridges, especially
concrete bridge decks, is a widespread problem in the United States. Most bridge decks in the USA
are made of concrete (93 % - 343 km2 out of 369 km2 in bridge deck area by FHWA 2015c). In
addition, concrete bridge decks deteriorate faster than other bridge components due to direct
exposure to traffic. Thus, the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA’s) Long Term Bridge
Performance (LTBP) Program regards them as the highest priority issues for bridge performance
(Brown et al. 2014; Gucunski et al. 2015). Since most State Departments of Transportation (DOTs)
spend 50 % to 80 % of their expenditures on their bridges for repair, rehabilitation and replacement
of concrete bridge decks, better methods are needed to detect defects and quantify the extent and
severity of bridge deck conditions early, accurately, and rapidly with minimal traffic impact,
ideally, without lane closures for bridge deck inspections (Brown et al. 2014; Gucunski et al. 2015).
Under these circumstances, Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques such as computer
vision-based (CV) crack detection, impact echo (IE), ultrasonic surface waves (USW), electrical
resistivity (ER), ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and infrared thermography (IRT) have been
developed to inspect and monitor aging and deteriorating structures rapidly and effectively (Kashif
Ur Rehman et al. 2016; Koch et al. 2015). Most NDE methods aim to achieve the highest quality
of visual imaging of the relevant internal and/or external features of structures (Forde 2010, 2013).
However, no single method can detect all types of defects in concrete structures as well as the
traditional inspection combination of visual and sounding inspections; hence, there is still no
international standard NDE methods for concrete bridges, although significant progress has been
made up to the present (Forde 2010).
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IRT is an NDE method that has been developed to detect existing subsurface deteriorations
including delaminations and voids in concrete. IRT uses the temperature gradient between the
sound and damaged parts and inspects bridges more efficiently and effectively by scanning the
temperatures of bridge deck surfaces. Traditionally, qualified engineers and inspectors
implemented hammer sounding and/or chain drag, and visual inspection for concrete bridge deck
evaluations, yet these methods require substantial field labor, experience, and lane closures for
bridge deck inspections. In terms of sounding tests which detect invisible interior defects of
concrete structures, the alternative NDE techniques, such as IRT, GPR, and IE have been
developed in place of the sounding test, and CV technique is utilized as an alternative method of
visual inspection, which detects visible exterior defects of concrete structures, to perform efficient
and effective inspections.
IRT offers inspectors the advantage of being able to identify such invisible deteriorations
as delaminations and inner voids with reasonable accuracy; it also helps avoid the time and expense
of gaining immediate access to the concrete surface to conduct traditional sounding tests. In Japan,
IRT application is recommended as a precursor to pinpoint possible presence of defects for further
and detailed inspections by traditional methods such as hammer sounding (NEXCO-West 2014).
By incorporating IRT to the concrete inspection process, inspectors can focus their hammer
sounding test activities on those areas provided by IRT as likely to be defective. Furthermore, in
the USA, IRT has been applied occasionally for bridge deck inspections from a traveling vehicle
at a normal driving speed for several years in combination with a High-Definition (HD) digital
image system, although the method is not standard for bridge deck inspections. Furthermore, the
ASTM standard recommends a value of less than 16 km/h (10 mph) for data collection speed
(ASTM 2014). Even though the accuracy and reliability of high-speed application of IRT is still
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unclear, the combination of IRT and CV techniques such as Line Camera System (LCS) has the
potential to replace or reduce the applications of traditional bridge inspection methods since both
techniques allow for non-contact application and can instantly portray a wide range of concrete
structures at one time (Khan et al. 2015; Maldague 2002; McCann and Forde 2001; Waugh 2016a);
hence, they do not require any lane closures that are typically required by traditional methods and
other NDE techniques, and the combination will be the fastest and safest inspection method. If
IRT can perform damage detection at highway speeds with accuracy around the same level as other
NDE methods under static situations, IRT can bring great improvement for bridge deck inspections
with the combination of LCS since data regarding bridge deck condition can be collected from a
vehicle traveling at a normal speed without any lane closures. As Gucunski et al. (2015) reports,
one of the limitations of NDE methods for bridge inspection is the speed of data collection, and
the Robotics Assisted Bridge Inspection Tool (RABITTM) system has been developed for such
situations. According to them, RABITTM uses an HD camera system and four NDE technologies,
IE, GPR, USW and ER, and inspects bridge decks automatically at an average data collection
speed of 350 m2 of bridge deck area per hour (Gucunski et al. 2015). On the other hand, if a vehicle
equipped with IRT and LCS is driving at 60 km/h, the combination of IRT and LCS can scan about
350 m2 of bridge deck area in only 6 seconds, and the productivity of data collection is 600 times
higher than that of RABITTM. In this case, both IRT and LCS can capture more than one lane width,
about 3.5 m, at one time, such that the scanning speed can be calculated from the driving speed. It
should also be noted that while RABITTM requires lane closures, the combination scans bridge
decks without lane closures.
In terms of visual inspections, as Koch et al. (2015) reviewed on CV damage detection of
concrete infrastructure, the rate of the application of CV methods for civil infrastructure inspection
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has been exponentially increasing over the last decade, and automation of detection and
measurements of defects has been developing. Especially, for concrete bridge deck inspection,
LCS has been applied at highway speeds, at least 80 km/h (50 mph), by attaching to a vehicle that
drives at normal speeds without any lane closures (Matsumoto et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2014). As for
the accuracy of CV defect detection technologies, several researchers have been working on
developing automatic crack detection systems. However, the most critical factor for accuracy is
image quality, regardless if the system is manual or automatic.
Koch et al. (2015) also mentioned that reliable damage detection and condition assessment
of structures must be based not only on visual inspection methods, but also physical methods such
as hammer sounding and/or chain drag since the internal defects cannot be captured by only visual
inspection. As well as the traditional inspection combination of visual and sounding inspections,
no single method can detect all types of defects in concrete structures. While mainly HD digital
cameras have been utilized for CV methods, none of the NDE technologies have been widely
applied as a standard method for in-depth inspection methods so far. IRT is one of the strongest
candidates among several NDE methods since IRT has a potential to detect delamination, debonding and voids present in concrete structures just like the traditional ways of bridge inspection
such as chain drag and hammer sounding, but without any lane closures.
Regarding the accuracy of IRT, Gucunski et al. (2013), Vaghefi et al. (2013), Oh et al.
(2013) and Kee et al. (2012) compared and evaluated the accuracy with other several NDE
technologies such as chain drag, IE and GPR for bridge deck delamination detection at in-service
bridges. Vaghefi et al. (2013) compared IRT and chain drag at the locations of 10 core samplings;
in this case, IR showed 40% while chain drag performed 80% of accuracy for damage detection.
On the other hand, in a comparative study at another bridge, one of IEs and IR performed 100%
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accurate delamination detection at the locations of 8 core samplings, while chain drag showed 75%
accuracy (Oh et al. 2013). Gucunski et al. (2013) acknowledge that the IE method is the most
accurate technology; subsequently, IRT and the GPR were reasonably accurate as well. They also
argued that the repeatability of IRT is lower than other methods since the accuracy of IRT might
be different depending on the time window for data collection, ambient environment and surface
conditions.

1.5. Uncertainties regarding IRT for delamination detection of concrete bridges
Even though a large amount of research on IRT has been conducted, it was administered
under different conditions making it arduous to draw generalized conclusions. Therefore, there are
still several uncertainties regarding the accuracy and reliability of IRT for application to bridge
inspection as an alternative method of sounding test. However, there is only a small amount of
research or comparisons from these aspects. Most of the studies focus on whether delamination is
detectable by IRT; thus, different conclusions have been brought under different conditions.
Therefore, defining important factors, parameters and conditions for IRT is important to enhance
reliability and applicability for future infrastructure management. Through literature reviews, it
can be assumed that the following several factors might be uncertainties and challenges of IRT:

1.5.1. Data Collection Time
There are contradictory reports regarding appropriate time frames for IRT measurements.
Washer et al. (2009) recommended daytime measurements 5 to 9 hours after sunrise to detect
subsurface delamination; 5 to 7 hours after sunrise for 51 mm (2 in.) deep delamination, and 7 to
8 hours after sunrise for 76 mm (3 in.) deep delamination, for solar loading part. They also
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recommended 5 hours and 40 minutes after sunrise for 25-mm deep targets and more than 9 hours
after sunrise for a target at a depth of 127 mm (4 in.) (Washer et al. 2010). On the other hand,
others assert contrary conclusions; Gucunski et al. (2013) mentioned a thermal image recorded 40
minutes after sunrise yielded a much clearer image than another recorded around noon as displayed
in Figure 1-5. Additionally, some of the responses of delaminations were described as weaker in
IR images as the time approached 3 PM from noon while those were clearly indicated during the
time period from 10 AM to noon (Yehia et al. 2007). Moreover, Kee et al. (2012) also concluded
that no indication was found from the IR image taken 3 hours and 45 minutes after sunrise (with
the shallowest delamination located at 6.35 cm depth) while the best results were achieved using
the cooling cycle, 45 minutes after sunrise, in which even 15.24 cm deep delaminations could be
detected. Furthermore, Watase et al. (2015) proposed a favorable time for inspection depending
on the parts of the bridge; noon time for the deck top, and midnight for the deck soffit. Therefore,
generalized ideal time for IRT data collection is not defined yet.

Figure 1-5. Comparison of IR images taken at different time (Source:(Gucunski et al. 2013))

1.5.2. Size of Delamination
Although there is existing research in terms of IR thermography for detecting delamination
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from concrete structures, the research has been conducted under different conditions. While the
effect of delamination size on detectability of IRT has been argued by several researchers (Abdelqader et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2008; Maierhofer et al. 2005; Yehia et al. 2007), each researcher
has utilized artificial defects of different sizes and concluded different detectable depths for IRT.
Figure 1-6 summarizes the results of the literature and shows the relations between detected/notdetected depth of delamination and the thickness (left)/area (right) of the delamination (Abdelqader et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2008; Kee et al. 2012; Maierhofer et al. 2002, 2005, 2006; Meola
2007; Sakagami and Kubo 2002; Vaghefi et al. 2011; Washer et al. 2010; Yehia et al. 2007).
Compared to these two graphs, it can be assumed that the area of delamination has stronger impact
on the detectability than the thickness of delamination since the larger area of delaminations were
detected deeper delaminations, more than 14 cm depth, while the thicker delamination, 70 mm
thick, could not be detected even 3 cm depth of delamination. However, there is no evident
research result up to the present.

Figure 1-6. Detected/Not-detected depth of delamination depending on the thickness (left) and area (right)
Source: (Abdel-qader et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2008; Kee et al. 2012; Maierhofer et al. 2002, 2005, 2006; Meola 2007;
Sakagami and Kubo 2002; Vaghefi et al. 2011; Washer et al. 2010; Yehia et al. 2007)
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1.5.3. Data Collection Speed
An advantage of digital image scanning is the high-speed of data collection: at least 80
km/h (50 mph), that is, the bridge deck can be inspected without any lane closures in place of
visual and sounding inspection or other NDE techniques, which typically require lane closures.
This advantage can also be applicable to IRT since it allows non-contact and dynamic application,
that is, data collection from a moving platform. However, when IRT is utilized while driving at
normal speeds, there is a possibility that data collection speed also affected the result as it was
mentioned by Hiasa et al. (2014) since the research on high speed application of IRT for bridge
deck inspections has not been sufficiently implemented. It should also be mentioned that less than
16 km/h (10 mph) is recommended for data collection speed according to the ASTM standard
(ASTM 2014).
Moreover, FLIR Systems, Inc., which designs, develops, manufactures, markets, and
distributes Infrared (IR) cameras, mentions that cooled detector such as Indium Antimonide (InSb)
has some advantages, for example, use of fast/high speed application as shown in Figure 1-7
(FLIR). The picture was taken the instant that the heated rubber ball was dropped. The ball looks
like a tail of a comet in the picture taken by the uncooled camera (left image) while it can be seen
as a ball in the picture taken by the cooled camera (right image). Therefore, if IRT is utilized for
high-speed application, there is a possibility of obtaining different results depending on IR camera
specifications.
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Figure 1-7. Comparison of uncooled (left) and cooled (right) cameras (Source: (FLIR))

1.5.4. Camera Specifications
Gucunski et al. (2013) and Oh et al. (2013) compared several types of hardware to other
NDE methods such as IRT, IE and GPR at an in-service bridge. In the comparative study, they
used several types of hardware for IE and GPR, and obtained different results depending on the
device. However, only one device was utilized for IRT for their study. Therefore, they might have
gained different results depending on the type of IR camera, if they applied several types of IR
cameras. In fact, some researchers have presented the effect of different camera specifications.
Hashimoto and Akashi (2010) reported that IR cameras with more than 8 µm spectral range were
affected by the reflection of the sky, and the effect becomes larger when the angle between the IR
camera and concrete surface becomes shallower, especially when the surface is smoother. They
also took IR images of a bridge substructure using three types of cameras, InSb detector (1.5 – 5.1
µm), Quantum Well Infrared Photodetector (QWIP) detector (8 - 9 µm), and µ-bolometer detector
(8 - 14 µm), with 45 degree of angle from the ground, and IR cameras equipped QWIP and µbolometer detectors captured reflected temperature of the sky. Nishikawa et al. (2000) also
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mentioned that the short wavelength (SW) machine is influenced by the reflection of the sun and
the contrast of the sunshine and the shade, while the long wavelength (LW) machine is influenced
by objects such as the sky and the opposite building. Thus, SW machines tend to be applied during
nighttime, and LW machines tend to be used during daytime (Nakamura et al. 2013). In addition
to spectral range, several other specifications can also be assumed that affect IRT performance
such as integration time/time constant, detector type, pixel resolution, and thermal sensitivity.
Even though some literature points out the effect of IR camera specifications on
detectability, a lot of research on IRT has been conducted with one IR camera. Research on IRT
has been implemented not only for detecting concrete delamination, but also for detecting defects
of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), de-bonding parts of fiber-glass reinforced plastic (FRP)
sheet or polymeric plaster on concrete surface (Brown and Hamilton 2013; de Freitas et al. 2014;
Galietti et al. 2007; Ishikawa et al. 2013; Lai et al. 2010; Sen 2015; Tashan and Al-Mahaidi 2014);
however, mostly uncooled cameras have been utilized by the research due to economic efficiency.
Therefore, the effect of camera specifications on IRT is not discussed sufficiently yet.

1.5.5. Finite Element (FE) Model Simulation
Even though a large amount of research on IRT has been conducted, it was administered
under different conditions making it arduous to draw generalized conclusions. As a result, there
are inconsistencies in the results reported in the literature. Hence, exploring the reason why several
researchers have come up with different conclusions is important to enhance the reliability of IRT.
Although it can be considered that IRT results vary depending on weather conditions which are
different depending on the region, one of the difficulties for IRT tests is making test specimens
since those specimens become relatively huge in order to simulate concrete bridges. Therefore,
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making several sizes of delamination, embedding several depths from the surface, and handling
them under different conditions are very difficult; thus, limited test specimens have been utilized
for IRT experiments under limited conditions such as passive/positive conditions, fixed
orientations and limited locations. Consequently, localized experimentation is difficult and
impracticable despite no one bridge is located at the same place and each bridge is exposed to a
different external environment.
Therefore, if concrete surface temperatures can be simulated by applying such as Finite
Element Method (FEM), it would bring a great improvement to IRT since a large number of
experiments which require extremely time-consuming work are unnecessary not only to
investigate environmental effects depending on the region, but also to explore uncertainties for
effective utilization of IRT mentioned above.

1.5.6. Data Interpretation
In addition to the challenges regarding IR data collection, an important aspect of IRT for
subsurface damage detection in concrete structures is the interpretation of the data. Even though
the data collection is easy with IRT, the data interpretation may not be as easy and straightforward
since the implementation of the methodology has not been fully established on real life structures.
Usually, many researchers interpret IR data from raw IR images without any objective processes
or interpretation methodologies, and they distinguish delaminated areas from the color differences
of IR images using heuristics and experience. It might work under ideal conditions such as a
laboratory environment; however, it may not work properly under a natural environment since the
temperature of a concrete surface is not homogeneous even if it is totally sound concrete as
mentioned in (Gucunski et al. 2013; Kee et al. 2012; Oh et al. 2013). Since concrete structures do
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not always have homogeneous temperatures due to differences of location and orientation with
respect to the sun as discussed by Washer et al. (2010), sometimes IRT makes it difficult to
interpret the data from raw IR images due to a lot of noise depending on the time of photography
as reported in (Gucunski et al. 2013). As Washer et al. (2013) argued, if the temperature span for
IR images is setup around 2 °C, while some defects can be detected clearly, some anomalies
generate higher/lower temperature than the temperature span; consequently, IRT cannot detect
them at the temperature span. Therefore, they recommended adjusting the temperature span of IRT
continuously throughout inspections. However, it might require substantial work during or after
the bridge inspection. Chase et al. (2015) developed the time lapse infrared thermography system
to detect deeper defects than the normal IRT, which detects defects from raw IR images. However,
it requires continuous data collection at specific intervals, 20 minutes in the study, for at least one
full day from a fixed location. Therefore, it is still not an efficient methodology for bridge deck
inspections since bridge decks are too large to capture whole deck images several times in a day.
Kee et al. (2012) and Oh et al. (2013) were trying to process IR data with thresholds defined by
iterative trials in each IR image. By removing the lower temperature data in their studies
(temperatures below 70 to 90 percentile of the full temperature range of the IR image) by an
iterative and subjective procedure, IR images were processed into binary images; delaminated
areas shown as black and sound areas shown as white. However, as mentioned in the literature,
this method is subjective and takes a lot of time to process IR data (in their case, about 1 hour to
process for 25.2 × 3.6 m2 of bridge deck).

1.6. Objectives and contribution of this research
The ultimate goal of this research is to reduce the burden of bridge inspections, especially
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for bridge decks, in place of traditional sounding test, chain drag and hammer sounding methods,
by using IRT with the combination of computer vision-based damage detection technologies.
However, there are still several challenges and uncertainties, which were discussed in section 1.5,
to use IRT for bridge inspections. The aim of this study is to reveal those challenges and
uncertainties, and to explore those solutions, proper methods and ideal conditions for applying IRT
in order to enhance the usability, reliability and accuracy of IRT for concrete bridge inspections.

1.7. Organization of the dissertation
This dissertation consists of ten chapters. Firstly, Chapter 1 introduces the problem
statement and summarizes the background of bridge inspections and NDE methods. In this chapter,
several uncertainties and challenges of IRT are discussed, and the main points at issue in this study
are listed in Figure 1-8. Furthermore, objectives and contributions of this study are stated. Chapter
2 explains the mechanism of IRT and IR devices and data processing software utilized in this study.
Moreover, test specimens used in field experimentation are introduced. In Chapter 3, three
different types of IR cameras are compared under active IRT conditions in the laboratory to
examine the effect of photography angle on IRT along with the specifications of cameras for
subsurface damage detection in concrete structures. Furthermore, a more objective data analysis
method than just comparing IR images is explored to assess IR data. In Chapter 4, coupled
structural mechanics and heat transfer models of concrete blocks with artificial delamination are
developed and analyzed to explore sensitive parameters for effective utilization of IRT. After these
FE models are validated, critical parameters and factors of delamination detectability such as the
size of delamination (area, thickness and volume), ambient temperature and sun loading condition
(different season), and the depth of delamination from the surface are explored. In Chapter 5, in
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order to enhance the usability and convenience of IRT for subsurface damage detection in concrete
structures, an easier and more objective method to obtain a threshold for IR data processing method
developed in Chapter 3 is explored by incorporating FE model simulations which are developed
in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 explores the favorable time windows for concrete bridge deck inspections
by IRT through field experiment and the FE model simulation developed in Chapter 4. Chapter 7
compares three IR cameras with different specifications at different times and speeds of data
collection, and explores several factors affecting the utilization of IRT in regards to subsurface
damage detection in concrete structures, specifically when the IRT is utilized for high-speed bridge
deck inspections at normal driving speeds. In Chapter 8, the feasibility of IRT under high-speed
application is investigated. In order to comprehensively evaluate the utilization of IRT
technologies, critical environmental parameters and uncertainties for bridge deck evaluation, a real
bridge was scanned and the results are compared with other NDE technologies that were
implemented on the same bridge. The conclusions of this study are stated in Chapter 9, and
recommendation of IRT application is proposed in Chapter 10.

Figure 1-8. Main points at issue in this study
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CHAPTER 2: INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY (IRT) TECHNOLOGY
AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. Mechanism of Infrared thermography technology
IRT method can detect delamination, de-bonding and voids present in concrete structures
just like the traditional ways of bridge inspection such as chain drag and hammer sounding. IRT
uses the temperature gradient between the sound and damaged parts and inspects bridges more
efficiently and effectively by scanning the bridge surface. The mechanism of IRT is as follows:
solar loading heats up the concrete surface. If there is a delamination, that part is filled by air and
the air acts as a thermal insulator (thermal conductivity of air: 0.0241 W/m·°C) and prevents heat
from penetrating to the concrete (thermal conductivity of concrete: 1.6 W/m·°C) beneath the
delamination. Thus, the concrete above the delamination becomes warmer than the surroundings
during the daytime. During the nighttime, the heat escapes to the sky and the area over the
delamination appears cooler (Holst 2000). IRT detects interior defects by capturing those
temperature differences of concrete surface by reading the emitted electromagnetic radiation from
the concrete surface and converting it to a temperature (Tashan et al. 2015). The relationships
between the surface temperature and emitted radiation from the target surface are expressed by the
Stefan-Boltzmann law as
𝑊 = 𝜀𝜎𝑇 4

( 2.1 )

where W = radiant flux emitted per unit area (W/m2), ε = infrared emissivity of the target
surface (unitless), σ = Stephan Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10-8 W/m2/K4) and T = absolute
temperature of the target surface (K) (Starnes et al. 2003; Washer et al. 2015; Watase et al. 2015).
IRT identifies interior damages by reading the temperature differences, ΔT, defined as
𝛥𝑇 = 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) − 𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)
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( 2.2 )

where T(del.) is the temperature of the delaminated part, and T(sound) is the temperature
of the sound area. When ΔT becomes plus, mostly it is during daytime, that time window is called
daytime heating effect/cycle. On the other hand, when ΔT becomes minus, it is called night time
cooling effect/cycle.
Figure 2-1 schematically illustrates the mechanism of IRT methodology. The red line shows
daily temperature variation for the delaminated area of a concrete surface, while the blue line
shows the daily temperature variation for a concrete surface in good condition. The delaminated
concrete surface shows different temperature variations compared to the surrounding sound part
of the concrete surface. IRT technology is applicable during the periods when temperature
differentials are detectable over time (IR imagery period A and B in Figure 2-1). It is not always
possible to detect the delamination of concrete only from the color variation of IRT images since
the concrete structure itself tends to have a temperature gradient depending on location and
orientation with respect to the sun. Although there are some inherent limitations, NDE techniques
with IR still offer advantages over conventional inspection techniques such as hammer sounding
and chain drag. As many researchers suggest, IRT is the fastest and easiest NDE methodology
regarding data collection among the other NDE methods since it is a non-contact method and IR
images can portray a wide range of concrete structures at one time instantly (McCann and Forde
2001). Therefore, IRT has a big advantage compared to other NDE methods because bridge decks,
girders and other components as well as roads are quite large to inspect with inspection methods
that require access and contact to the concrete surface.
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Figure 2-1. Mechanism of Infrared Imagery Technology

2.2. Infrared cameras used in this study
One of the shortcomings of the past studies where IRT was employed for bridges is that
different technologies, test conditions and high speed applications were not compared, leading to
limitations in understanding what can be accomplished using IRT as an NDE method for bridges.
In this study, three infrared cameras with different specifications as shown in Table 2-1 (T420,
T640/650sc and SC5600 manufactured by FLIR Systems, Inc.) were used to evaluate the impact
of camera specifications when IRT is utilized for defect detection of subsurface concrete structures.
Use of different cameras avoids misconceptions as opposed to interpreting only one IR camera test
result. Since several types of hardware for IE and GPR were compared and they showed different
results, IRT must also be compared with different types of IR hardware, and the variations in
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inspection results must be evaluated.

Table 2-1. Three Infrared cameras used in this research and their primary specifications

As shown in Table 2-1, T420 and T640 have the same type of detector, uncooled micro
bolometer, while SC5600 has an InSb detector. IR cameras can be classified into two types
according to their detector type: thermal detectors and quantum detectors. These are often called
uncooled and cooled detectors/cameras respectively. Typically, uncooled cameras have lower
costs and a broader spectral response than cooled cameras, although their response is much slower
and less sensitive than cooled cameras (FLIR 2013). In terms of the IR cameras used in this study,
SC5600 captures short/medium wavelength while others capture long wavelength. Furthermore,
SC5600 has much shorter integration time (time constant for uncooled cameras) than the others,
and it helps to capture the exact figure of objects under high speed application without image blur
(FLIR 2015). Regarding the other aspects with the exception of detector type, SC5600 and
T640/T650sc have approximately the same imaging resolution, and T420 has lower resolution.
Moreover, SC5600 and T650sc are the most sensitive followed by T640 and T420 in order of
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sensitivity. Therefore, the differences in detector type, spectral range, integration time (time
constant), thermal sensitivity, and resolution are considered. The results obtained by three different
IR cameras were compared to show how the specifications of each have evident effects on the
degree of accuracy in the detection of subsurface delaminations within concrete structures.

2.3. IR data processing software utilized in this study
Theoretically, areas with delamination show a hot spot during daylight and a cool spot at
nighttime. However, it is not always possible to detect concrete delaminations only from the color
variation of raw infrared imagery since the concrete structure itself tends to have a temperature
gradient depending on location and orientation with respect to the heat source (e.g. sun). Since a
specialized process is desirable to obtain a better result from IRT as mentioned in (Kee et al. 2012;
Oh et al. 2013), an infrared image processing software as displayed in Figure 2-2 with a specialized
algorithm (Matsumoto et al. 2012) was utilized in this study. This software indicates potential
delaminated areas which have cooler (hotter) temperature distribution than the surroundings during
nighttime (daytime) with three categories, red, yellow and green colors in the order of severity,
classified depending on the magnitude of the temperature contrast as described in Figure 2-3. In
this software, the higher contrast area is evaluated as more severe delamination. The temperature
gradients are calculated and the results are categorized by taking advantage of a database of several
delaminations for more accurate classification (Catbas et al. 2015).
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Figure 2-2. An IR data processing software

Figure 2-3. Damage classification by the IR data processing software

Even though, this software processes IR data easily, there is a condition to use this software
properly (Catbas et al. 2015). In order to calibrate the parameter settings, concrete test pieces with
different thickness of artificial delamination have to be attached to the structure which will be
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inspected by IRT as shown in Figure 2-4 at least one day prior to the inspection. Then, the test
pieces are photographed by an IR camera right before the inspection as displayed in Figure 2-5 to
set up the parameters of the software and to validate that there are sufficient temperature
differences between delaminated and sound areas of concrete surface. As exhibited in Figure 2-6,
the parameters are set up with the test pieces with 1 cm, 2 cm and 3 cm thickness to show the
indications at the middle parts which have artificial delaminations. Therefore, this software still
has a limitation regarding parameter settings and calibration method since it requires extra work,
although the productivity is much higher than traditional methods even though it requires extra
work.

Figure 2-4. Installation of concrete test pieces on the concrete structure

Figure 2-5. IR photography of test specimens prior to the inspection
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Figure 2-6. Raw and processed IR images of test specimens for parameter setting

2.4. Test specimens
In this study, four concrete test specimens were made for field experiments through Chapter
4 to Chapter 7. (Even though different test specimens were used in Chapter 3, they will be
introduced in that chapter.) These specimens have artificial delaminations, each size is 10.2 cm (4
in.) × 10.2 cm × approximately 3.18 mm (1/8 in.), made by a foamed sheet and cardboard wrapped
in plastic as shown in Figure 2-7 at a different depth from the concrete surface, 1.27 cm (0.5 in.),
2.54 cm (1 in.), 5.08 cm (2 in.) and 7.62 cm (3 in.). The depth of the deepest delamination was
decided based on literature noting detection of delamination at up to 7.62 cm deep from the surface
for 20.32 cm (8 in.) thickness of concrete specimens (Abdel-qader et al. 2008). Each concrete test
specimen made for this experiment was designed as the same thickness, and the size is 91.44 cm
(3 ft.) × 91.44 cm × 20.32 cm as described in Figure 2-7. The slab thickness was designed to
simulate a typical bridge deck in the USA. Although the past experiment was conducted in an
active thermography manner and was carried out inside a lab (Abdel-qader et al. 2008), the same
depth was repeated in this study to observe the effects of the natural environment. In terms of the
depth of 5.08 cm, it was chosen to investigate the detectability of defects around reinforcing bars
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by IRT, since the top concrete cover for a bridge deck is typically 5.08 cm (2 in.), and many
delaminations occurred around them for concrete structures due to corrosion of the reinforcing
steel (Washer et al. 2010). Other shallower delaminations were located at half of it, 2.54 cm, and
the half depth of 2.54 cm, 1.27 cm for the comparison. Since this experiment aims to detect
artificial anomalies which reproduce inner cracks/voids, reinforcing bars were not installed in these
concrete slabs.

Figure 2-7. Component of concrete test specimens

A foamed sheet was installed at the center part of the specimen and wrapped cardboard was
embedded at a corner as shown in Figure 2-7. The thermal conductivity of air, which exists at the
delaminated area of concrete and creates the temperature difference between sound and
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delaminated parts of concrete surface, is 0.0241 W/m·°C. Foamed sheet and cardboard were
chosen to generate the artificial delamination to simulate similar thermal conductivity properties.
The thermal conductivity of the foamed sheet is 0.024 W/m·°C, and the cardboard has a lot of
airspace on the inward side.
The concrete was casted as shown in Figure 2-8. After fresh concrete was poured into the
frame, guide steels displayed in Figure 2-8 were set up in the concrete in order to locate artificial
delaminations at each depth correctly. Then, artificial delaminations were put on the guides and it
was covered by concrete. The guides have different height, 19.05 cm (7.5 in.), 17.78 cm (7 in.),
15.24 cm (6 in.) and 12.70 cm (5 in.) from the bottom. After concrete casting, carrying handles
were set up at the opposite angle of the cardboard by reinforcing bars and finished by trowel as
shown in the Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8. Concrete casting
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CHAPTER 3: IR CAMERA COMPARISON AND DATA ASSESSMENT
-LABORATORY STUDY1
3.1. Objective of this study
The objective of this study is to explore effects a) different camera technologies with
different detectors, sensitivity, accuracy resolution etc. b) IR image collection with different angles
which is an unavoidable condition in field applications, c) utilization of a more objective data
analysis method, and d) laboratory and field demonstrations in a comparative fashion.
Several NDE techniques such as IRT, Impact Echo (IE) and Ground Penetrating Radar
(GPR) have been developed for effective and efficient bridge inspections. Gucunski et al. (2013)
and Oh et al. (2013) compared efficiencies of different NDE methods at an in-service bridge. In
their comparative studies, they used several types of hardware for IE and GPR, and obtained
different results depending on their devices. However, only one device was utilized for IRT for
their study. Therefore, they might have obtained different results if they used several types of IR
cameras. A comparative study focusing on the effects of camera specifications is a crucial
approach to scrutinize accuracy and reliability issues of IRT; it may also provide important
information in regard to such issues as data collection speed and spectral range. Therefore, this
study involves a comparative study conducted with three types of IR cameras. In addition, the
effect of photography angle on IRT along with the specifications of IR cameras are also
investigated since vehicle-mounted IRT usually utilizes IR cameras with certain angles to capture
IR images of the whole lane at one time during bridge deck inspections. Therefore, not only the
The content of this chapter also appears in “Journal of Civil Structural Health Monitoring” as:
Hiasa S, Birgul R and Catbas FN, “Infrared Thermography for Civil Structural Assessment: Demonstrations with
Laboratory and Field Studies” (Accepted on 5/27/2016)
1
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effect of data collection speed, but also the effect of camera angle depending on camera
specifications should be evaluated. Hashimoto and Akashi (2010) reported the effects of
photography angle with different spectral range cameras under passive IRT conditions. This study
evaluates the effects of photography angle under active IRT conditions for the laboratory studies
but utilizes only ambient conditions, making it more challenging for field studies.
In the present work, a more objective method than just comparing IR images was explored
to assess IR data when evaluating the effects of photography angle and camera specifications.
Since concrete structures do not always have homogeneous temperatures due to differences of
locations and orientations with respect to the sun as discussed by Washer et al. (2010), sometimes
IRT makes it difficult to interpret the data from raw IR images due to a lot of noise depending on
the time of photography as reported in (Gucunski et al. 2013). As Washer et al. (2013) argued, if
the temperature span for IR images is setup around 2 °C, while some defects can be detected clearly,
some anomalies generate higher/lower temperature than the temperature span and IRT cannot
detect them at the temperature span. Therefore, they recommended adjusting the temperature span
of IRT continuously throughout inspections. However, it might require a lot of work during or
after the bridge inspection. Chase et al. (2015) developed the time lapse infrared thermography
system to detect deeper defects than the normal IRT which detects defects from raw IR images.
However, it requires continuous data collection at specific intervals, 20 minutes in their study, for
at least one full day from a fixed location. Therefore, it is still not an efficient methodology for
bridge deck inspections since bridge decks are too large to capture whole deck images several
times in a day. Kee et al. (2012) and Oh et al. (2013) were trying to process IR data with thresholds
defined by iterative trials in each IR image. Therefore, an easier and more reliable data processing
methodology was explored from the results obtained under laboratory and field conditions.
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3.2. Methods of the test
3.2.1. Infrared cameras
In this study, three infrared cameras with different specifications as shown in Table 2-1
(T420, T640 and SC5600 manufactured by FLIR Systems, Inc.) were utilized to evaluate the
differences of camera specifications. As mentioned above, when different types of hardware for
IE and GPR were compared, they produced different results. Similarly, IRT must also be compared
with different types of IR hardware to accurately evaluate the differences in inspection reliability.
As described in Table 2-1, T420 and T640 have the same type of detector, uncooled micro
bolometer, while SC5600 has an InSb detector. IR cameras can be classified into two types
according to their detector type: thermal detectors and quantum detectors, and these are often
called uncooled and cooled detectors/cameras respectively. T420 and T640 are classified as
uncooled type, while SC5600 is categorized as a cooled camera. Typically, uncooled cameras have
lower costs and a broader spectral response than cooled cameras, although their response is much
slower and less sensitive than cooled cameras (FLIR 2013). In terms of the spectral range, SC5600
captures medium wavelength while others capture long wavelength. Regarding the pixel resolution,
SC5600 and T640 have approximately the same imaging resolution, and their resolutions are 4
times higher than T420. Moreover, they have different thermal sensitivities; SC5600 is the most
sensitive IR device, then comes T640 which is more sensitive than T420 as shown in Table 1.
Therefore, the effects of spectral range, thermal sensitivity, and resolution are compared in this
study. As for the integration time (time constant), since this comparative study is conducted under
static conditions, the effect of the differences of integration time is negligible.
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3.2.2. Settings of test specimens
In this laboratory test, three types of separate concrete test pieces as displayed in Figure
3-1 with different thicknesses were attached to a wooden board, 90×180×1.8 cm in size, as shown
in Figure 3-2. The board can be heated up by using an electric heating mat, which is installed
behind the wooden board as shown in Figure 3-3. The room’s ambient temperature and surface
temperatures of the wooden board and test specimens were recorded by thermocouples as
presented in Figure 3-2. The concrete test pieces were manufactured and used to simulate artificial
delaminations at the middle part. As described in Figure 3-4, the space between the actual test
piece and the wooden board is achieved by attaching a 1 mm thick heat conduction sheet, which
simulates an artificial delaminated area. Since the part of the test piece attached to the heat
conduction sheet can exchange heat with the wooden board, that part represents the sound area of
the concrete surface. On the other hand, air present in the space at the center prevents heat
exchange with the wooden board; thus, that part represents the delaminated area and generates
temperature contrast between the middle part and its perimeter areas.

Figure 3-1. Test pieces (t=1cm, 2cm 3cm)
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Figure 3-2. Test plates attached to the wooden

Figure 3-3. Electrically heating carpet behind wooden boards

Figure 3-4. Structure of test piece

3.2.3. Photography methods and temperature conditions
Infrared images were taken from a distance of 5.0 m by the three different IR cameras at
the same time with angles of 0°, 30° and 45° (where 0° is perpendicular). Photography of each
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angle case was conducted at different days to keep a steady state in the temperature of test
specimens at the beginning of heating. The photographing cases are as follows;
Case 1: Photographing Angle = 0° (Figure 3-5)
Case 2: Photographing Angle = 30° (Figure 3-6)
Case 3: Photographing Angle = 45° (Figure 3-7)
In this laboratory test, the heat source for the test pieces was an electric heating mat only,
which was set up between wooden boards on which test specimens are attached. Since this test
was conducted indoors, the room temperature was almost stable due to the use of air conditioning
in the room. During the experiment, each temperature was measured by thermocouples as
exhibited in Figure 3-2, and temperature records are also drawn in Figure 3-5 through Figure 3-7.
As can be seen, each sound concrete temperature goes up gradually as the wooden board is warmed
by the heat mat while the room temperature is almost stable. Furthermore, it is also obvious that a
thinner concrete specimen is warmed up faster than a thicker specimen. This means that heat was
transmitted from the backside of the concrete plates to their front side since there is no other heat
source except the wooden board, and the speed of heat propagation depends on the thickness. From
these results in each case, it was verified that the sound part of each test specimen could
successfully exchange heat with the wooden board through the heat conductive sheet. However,
these temperatures were lower than the temperatures captured by IR cameras. A possible
explanation for this behavior is that thermocouples used in this experiment registered temperature
values that are a combination of both concrete surfaces and the room temperature which happens
to be the lowest temperature in the testing environment. Therefore, this combination gives rise to
a lower temperature reading on a concrete surface than the actual temperature value of the surface.
On the other hand, IR devices continuously register temperature values of the concrete surfaces.
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Hence, results from thermocouples were only used for verification of heat exchange between
concrete plates and the wooden board.

Figure 3-5. Photography situation of Case 1 (left) and the temperature records (right)

Figure 3-6. Photography situation of Case 2 (left) and the temperature records (right)

Figure 3-7. Photography situation of Case 3 (left) and the temperature records (right)
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Furthermore, in order to validate whether the wooden board was heated up uniformly by
the electric heating mat, IR images taken by SC5600 were investigated. Figure 3-10 displays some
of them taken at 0, 15, 30 and 75 minutes after turning the heating mat on. It can be observed that
the wooden board was heated up evenly except the edge part. Furthermore, Figure 3-11 depicts
four points of temperature around test specimens as shown in left upper image of Figure 3-10 at
every 5 minutes. It is obvious that each temperature is increasing at the same rate. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the wooden board was heated up uniformly by the electric heating mat under
the given conditions.

Figure 3-8. IR images taken by SC5600 at each time
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Figure 3-9. Temperature readings at each point at each time

3.3. Test results
3.3.1. Comparison of temperature readings from infrared cameras
In order to investigate the effect of photography angle depending on camera specifications
on IRT for delamination detection, temperature readings from IR cameras were compared. In this
comparison, two points, delaminated and sound areas, of temperatures as indicated in Figure 3-10
were read from each IR image. Figure 3-11 through Figure 3-13 gives temperatures of each point
for each thick test specimen in each case. When comparing the three graphs, each camera of Case
1 indicates closer temperature readings at each time compared to Cases 2 and 3, although T640
indicates a little higher temperature than the other 2 cameras, even in Case 1. On the other hand,
in Cases 2 and 3, every camera displays different temperatures approximately 0.5 to 3 °C, even
though each temperature rises at a similar rate. These differences might be caused by the reflection
of an object on the angle of reflection for LW cameras, T640 and T420, as argued in (Nishikawa
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et al. 2000). Furthermore, temperature readings of SC5600 dropped after 25 minutes in Case 2,
and 15 and 40 minutes later in Case 3 about 1 °C. This can be considered that the air conditioner
of the room worked at that time, and test pieces were blown directly or indirectly due to convection.
In terms of Case 1, the wooden board and specimens might be set up in parallel to the direction of
the wind, and might not be influenced by air convection. Here, the air conditioner system was set
up to start working when the room temperature became more than a certain temperature. However,
both T640 and T420 do not show the change in both Cases 2 and 3, and the possibility of influence
of refraction by an object can be considered. Even though the absolute value of each IR camera in
each case is different, temperature differences between delaminated and sound areas can be seen
from each camera in each case regardless of different temperature readings from other cameras.

Figure 3-10. Points for temperature comparison by infrared readings

Figure 3-11. IR readings (Case1: Photographing Angle = 0°, left: 1 cm, middle: 2 cm, right: 3 cm)
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Figure 3-12. IR readings (Case 2: Photographing Angle =30°, left: 1 cm, middle: 2 cm, right: 3 cm)

Figure 3-13. IR readings (Case 3: Photographing Angle =45°, left: 1 cm, middle: 2 cm, right: 3 cm)

Capturing accurate temperature is important, however, detecting thermal contrast between
sound and delaminated areas is the most important thing for IRT to detect delaminated areas from
concrete structures since the detectability of IRT is grounded on the temperature difference as
discussed in section 2.1. Therefore, temperature differences between 2 points were summarized
from Figure 3-14 to Figure 3-16 (minus means delaminated area is cooler than sound area). The
graphs on the left describe thermal contrast for each specimen in Case 1, middle ones are Case 2
and the graphs on the right show Case 3. Even though the measurement time periods are different,
each camera in each case describes a similar result; 1 cm thick specimen made the highest
temperature difference while 2 cm and 3 cm thick specimens yielded almost the same thermal
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contrast between the two points in this laboratory test. Furthermore, every delaminated area in
each case indicates cooler temperature than the surrounding sound area after 20 – 30 minutes of
turning on the electric heating mat; hence, these delaminations should be detected by IRT.
In conclusion, when IR images are taken at a perpendicular angle from the objects, IRT is
less sensitive than when it is taken from a certain angle regarding temperature reading of different
types of IR cameras. However, even different IR cameras capture different temperatures from the
concrete surface when they are utilized at a certain angle, they have a potential to detect a
delaminated area under a given condition in spite of different camera specifications since each IR
camera can capture temperature differences between sound and delaminated areas.

Figure 3-14. Temperature difference of SC5600 (left: Case1, middle: Case2, right: Case 3)

Figure 3-15. Temperature difference of T640 (left: Case1, middle: Case2, right: Case 3)
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Figure 3-16. Temperature difference of T420 (left: Case1, middle: Case2, right: Case 3)

3.3.2. Comparison of IR images
One of the valuable advantages of IRT is the easiness of wide range concrete surface
scanning based on IR images, which indicate delaminated areas by different colors. In the
comparison of IR readings, it was found that each camera was able to capture temperature
differences between sound and delaminated areas. Therefore, the visibility of delamination
detection from each IR image was compared, and an investigation was conducted on how a
difference in camera specifications and photography angle affect the visibility of damage detection
in this section. Figure 3-17 through Figure 3-19 show IR images taken by each camera in Case 1
respectively at several times; (1) 0 minute after turning the heating mat on, (2) 15 minutes after
turning the heating mat on, (3) 30 minutes after turning the heating mat on, (4) 75 minutes after
turning the heating mat on. In these images, concrete specimens are surrounded by metal frames
as displayed in Figure 3-2 to stick concrete pieces on the wooden board without any voids between
the wooden board and heat conduction sheets. Therefore, those parts were ignored in the evaluation
since metal frames reflect temperatures of frontal objects like mirrors. Furthermore, delaminated
areas are enclosed by dotted line. The temperature range of the IR images was set up to 3.0 K for
all images as Washer et al. (2013) suggested in their literature, and the level setting was adjusted
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manually for each IR image in order to figure out the color contrast between the middle and
surrounding areas.
As can be seen in (1) of each figure from Figure 3-17 to Figure 3-19, surface temperatures
of each concrete test piece were stable when the test got started, and any damage indication was
not found from any camera. After 15 minutes elapsed as displayed in (2), a slightly square shape
appeared in the IR image of 1 cm thick test specimen taken by SC5600. Similarly, the change of
color at the middle point for 1 cm thick concrete plate can be seen from the image taken by T640,
although the indication and the shape are more obscure than SC5600. In terms of T420, no
indication can be recognized after 15 minutes. Then, after 30 minutes have passed as can be seen
in (3), SC5600 shows color contrast at the middle area of each test piece, while T640 and T420
indicate contrast for 1 and 2 cm thick specimens, even though some of them are not clearly visible.
At the point of 75 minutes later, every camera displays color contrast on all test specimens at the
middle areas, even though the shapes are not exactly square especially when the plate is getting
thicker.

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

Figure 3-17. Raw IR images taken at several times by SC5600 (Case 1)
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Figure 3-18. Raw IR images taken at several times by T640 (Case 1)
(°C)

(°C)

(°C)
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Figure 3-19. Raw IR images taken at several times by T420 (Case 1)

In case of photography with a certain angle, Figure 3-20 shows results of Case 2,
Photographing Angle =30°, at the point of 75 minutes later and Figure 3-21 displays IR images of
Case 3, Photographing Angle =45° after 60 minutes have passed. In both cases, color contrast can
be recognized at the middle areas of each test specimen by any IR cameras. In these cases, the
shapes are getting obscure for thicker specimens. Regarding the effect of camera specifications for
delamination detection by IRT, no big difference can be recognized from the comparison of IR
images taken at these laboratory tests since each delaminated part was detected by every camera
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after the elapse of a certain time. However, SC5600 depicts indications most clearly among these
three cameras in any cases and times, and SC5600 and T640 yielded color contrast between
delaminated and sound areas faster than T420. These results indicate that thermal
sensitivity/accuracy and resolution might affect IRT results regarding the visibility of damage
indication.

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

Figure 3-20. Raw IR images taken by each camera at 75 minutes after started (Case 2)

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

Figure 3-21. Raw IR images taken by each camera at 60 minutes after started (Case 3)

3.4. Processing IR data
3.4.1. Methodology of data processing
One of the challenges of IRT is how to interpret and detect delaminations from IR images
since it becomes very subjective to judge whether the color contrast of the image is a damage
indication or not. Actually, since it was known that there was a delaminated area at the middle part
of each specimen, the temperature span setting was focused on whether the middle part showed
color contrast. As can be seen in section 3.3.2, when the temperature difference between sound
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and delaminated parts is very small, less than 0.5 °C in this experiment, the color contrast of IR
images becomes unclear, and it would lead to different judgments depending on the person.
Furthermore, it is not always possible to detect subsurface delaminations in concrete structures
under a natural environment, namely passive IRT condition, only from the color variation of raw
infrared imagery since the concrete structure itself tends to have a temperature gradient depending
on location and orientation with respect to the sun as discussed by Washer et al. (2010). Therefore,
a more objective data processing method was explored by using MATLAB in this study. Since
every IR image consists of a group of pixels, and each pixel has a numerical value, IR data can be
manipulated mathematically. The left image of Figure 3-22 displays a scaled version of the original
IR data after 75 minutes in Case 1 (Angle = 0°) by SC5600. However, it is difficult to distinguish
a delaminated area from this image. Therefore, the left image of Figure 3-22 is specified a range
of gray levels, such that all values lower than the delaminated area are depicted as black (“0” in
MATLAB) and all values greater than the sound area are drawn as white (“1” in MATLAB), where
both temperatures are values of two points described in Figure 3-10, and all intermediate values
are scaled within the range as given in Equation (3.1).

𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) =

0

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ))

1

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑))

𝑇(𝑥,𝑦)−𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙.)

{𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)−𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙.)

( 3.1 )

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) < 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑))

where, T(x, y) is the temperature value of each pixel, T(del.) is the temperature of delaminated
part, T(sound) is the temperature of sound area and F(x, y) is the specified value of each element.
The right image of Figure 3-22 is the result, and it provides a much more clear indication at the
middle part of the image than the IR image displayed in Figure 3-17. Here, the surrounding black
flame is made by a metal frame and the black square shape at the lower left is yielded by a
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thermocouple and the tape to attach it onto the test specimen; hence, those are ignored from the
judgment. Yet, there is still a lot of noise on the sound area. This means that even in laboratory
test conditions, the concrete surface temperature of the sound area never becomes homogeneous.
However, it can be assumed that the temperature of the sound area must be much closer to the
temperature of the sound area than the delaminated area. Figure 3-23 depicts a schematic image of
the temperature gradient of the surface. Assuming that the temperature of the sound area is constant
and the center of the delaminated area is the lowest temperature on the concrete surface, it can be
concluded that the temperature of the delaminated area increases gradually as it approaches the
edge of the delamination and the temperature becomes constant at a point of the sound part near
the delaminated area. Therefore, if those temperatures close to the sound area are removed, much
of the noise should be erased. Figure 3-24 shows a binary image of each case that only the bottom
10 to 50 % of the specified range displays as black (“0” in MATLAB) and the others are drawn as
white (“1” in MATLAB) as shown in Equation (3.2).
G(𝑥, 𝑦) = {

0
1

(𝑖𝑓 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 0.1 𝑡𝑜 0.5
(𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠)

( 3.2 )

Where G(x, y) is the value of each element of binarized image. Then, from these images,
an image, which has relatively less noise and clearer delamination indication is chosen, 20% was
chosen in this case. This procedure is relatively subjective, yet this is a more objective way to
judge a delaminated area than it is to decide it from raw IR images since the indication is displayed
as black while the sound area is shown as white.
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Figure 3-22. Scaled IR data (a) and specified range of IR data (b)

Figure 3-23. Image of surface temperature of test specimens

Figure 3-24. Binary images (Case 1: SC5600, 75 min.)

3.4.2. Comparison of processed images
Based on the methodology described in section 3.4.1, each IR data shown in Figure 3-17
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through Figure 3-21 was processed as displayed in Figure 3-25 through Figure 3-29, respectively.
In terms of Case 1, photography angle = 0°, no camera can detect delamination at the beginning
of the test as can be seen in (1) of each figure. After 15 minutes have elapsed, 1 cm and 2 cm
images of SC5600 indicate something like a square shape at the middle parts of the images;
however, they also depict a lot of noise at the lower left. Still, SC5600 does not show any indication
for 3 cm thick concrete plate at this time. T640 also indicates the sign of delamination at the middle
area for 1 cm thick plate, although it also shows misdetection at the lower left. Regarding the other
two thicknesses, T640 could not detect the delamination. In terms of T420, no indication can be
recognized after 15 minutes. After 30 minutes have passed as exhibited in (3), both SC5600 and
T640 point out delaminations for every thickness of test specimens with some noise, even though
SC5600 draws more likely square shapes for each specimens. On the other hand, T420 depicts
something like a square shape at the middle parts of the images of 1 cm and 2 cm thicknesses:
however, it also shows a lot of noise at the left. At the point of 75 minutes later, every camera
indicates delaminations on all test specimens at the middle areas with less noise. At this time,
SC5600 also indicates more likely square shapes for each specimen than T640 and T420. When
comparing T420 to the other two cameras, indications of T420 are much rougher than the others
since the pixel resolution is 4 times smaller than the other cameras, and it might cause lower
performance in damage detection for T420.
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Figure 3-25. Processed IR images taken at several times by SC5600 (Case 1)

Figure 3-26. Processed IR images taken at several times by T640 (Case 1)
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Figure 3-27. Processed IR images taken at several times by T420 (Case 1)

In regards to photography with certain angles, in both cases, every camera clearly displays
delaminations at the middle areas of each concrete plate at the point of 75 minutes later for Case
2, Photographing Angle =30°, and after the elapse of 60 minutes for Case 3, Photographing Angle
=45°, even though the only indication of T420 for Case 3 for 3 cm thickness is unclear.
Through the comparison of processed images, only T420 shows lower performance than
the other two cameras in terms of delamination detection for IRT. Although SC5600 performs
more accurately than T640 since it displays closer shapes of delamination in each case, both
cameras successfully depict delaminations at the middle areas of all test specimens after a certain
time from the beginning of heating during this laboratory test. Based on the result, it is certain that
the pixel resolution of the IR camera affects the performance of IRT, 320 × 240 pixels for 5.0 m
distance photography in this case. Thermal sensitivity or accuracy also might affect IRT results
since SC5600 shows better performance than T640.
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Figure 3-28. Processed IR images taken by each camera at 75 minutes after started (Case 2)

Figure 3-29. Processed IR images taken by each camera at 60 minutes after started (Case 3)

3.5. Application of the data processing methodology for a real concrete structure
In this section, the data processing methodology was applied to examine how it works for
a real concrete structure. In this study, a structure at the University of Central Florida as shown in
Figure 3-30 was chosen to try the methodology since a delamination was already found from the
structure by IRT before as reported by Catbas et al. (2015). As displayed in Figure 3-30, after the
delamination was found by IRT, that location was hammered and a delaminated spot was revealed.
In this study, the IR data collected by three cameras before hammering were used for the
application of the data processing method. Figure 3-31 shows raw IR images which the
temperature spans were set up to recognize the delaminated area easily at the middle of the
structure under the temperature range setting of 3.0 K. These IR images were taken at the distance
of approximately 4.0 m from the structure with no angle at nighttime, around 9 PM. Therefore, the
delaminated area should be displayed as a cooler temperature than the surroundings, and every
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camera indicated the cooler spot at the middle of the structure, even though the parts on the edge
of the structure also show cooler temperature values due to the boundary condition.

Figure 3-30. Structure which delamination was found by IRT (upper: the structure (used to be a
water tank), lower left: before hammering, lower right: after hammering)

Figure 3-32 depicts processed IR images by the same way as described in section 5.1. Since
temperatures of the delaminated area and the surroundings were already known, the processing
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methodology was easily applied for this IR data. As can be seen in Figure 3-32, each IR data
clearly indicates a delaminated area at the middle of the structure, even though these processed
images also depict misdetection due to the boundary condition as in the raw IR images. However,
the area where it is not affected by the boundary condition displays very clear damage detection
on the processed images. Therefore, this methodology has a potential to improve delamination
detection by IRT for concrete structures, especially huge areas of concrete surfaces such as
concrete bridge decks, namely, most of the area is not affected by the boundary condition.

Figure 3-31. Processed IR images

Figure 3-32. Processed IR images

However, there are two challenges in order to improve the methodology. Firstly, how to
obtain the information of temperature difference between sound and delaminated areas becomes a
challenge for this methodology. Since temperatures of the delaminated area and the surroundings
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at the structure were already known, the processing methodology was easily applied for those IR
data. However, for unknown defects, it is important to explore the temperature difference between
sound and delaminated portions. Finite Element Method (FEM) might be one of the ways to
simulate the temperatures as discussed in Chapter 4 and (Rumbayan and Washer 2014). Since even
IR cameras provide different temperature readings depending on camera specifications and the
photography angle, it is impossible to obtain both T(del.) and T(sound) from FEM analysis.
Furthermore, since temperature differences between the sound and delaminated parts were very
small, less than 0.5 °C in this experiment, even 1 or 2 °C of slight error leads different results in
this method. However, finite element modeling can simulate the temperature differences
accurately (Rumbayan and Washer 2014), and the temperature differences are almost identical
despite camera specifications and the photography angle. Therefore, if T(del.) or T(sound) can be
obtained, F(x, y) can also be gained based on FEM analysis; consequently, this method is
applicable. In terms of the reference temperature of the sound or delaminated point, the
temperature of the sound area should be chosen for the threshold value. Since the majority of
concrete surfaces are sound and would have homogeneous temperature, it is much easier to obtain
T(sound) from IR images. Moreover, the location of the delaminated area is usually unknown and
this method is trying to detect the delaminated part. In order to investigate the practicability of this
method for real concrete structures, further experiments under passive IR condition are needed.
Secondly, how to remove the effect of boundary condition around the edge part of the
structures is another challenge. Regarding the effect of boundary condition, the effect of data
collection time should also be considered. As Watase et al. (2015) argued that there is an ideal
time for IRT, there might be a different effect in terms of boundary condition depending on the
time. Therefore, favorable time window for IRT should be explored.
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3.6. Conclusions
By considering different camera technologies, IR image collection with different angles
and using an objective data analysis method for laboratory and field studies, the following
conclusions can be drawn from the findings.
1) Three different types of IR cameras were compared to examine how camera specifications
affect the results of IRT for subsurface delamination detection of concrete structures. Three
concrete plates with different thicknesses were used to simulate artificial delamination, and they
were attached onto a wooden board, which was equipped with an electric heating mat to heat
up the board and test specimens. Infrared images were taken from a distance of 5.0 m by the
three different IR cameras at the same time with angles of 0°, 30° and 45° (where 0° is
perpendicular). This comparative study leads following conclusions;
i) In the comparison of IR readings, it is found that when IR images are taken from an angle
perpendicular from the objects, IRT is less sensitive than when they are taken from a certain
angle regarding temperature reading of different types of IR cameras.
ii) Even though different IR cameras capture different temperatures from the concrete surface
when they are utilized at a certain angle, they have a potential to detect delaminated areas
under a given condition in spite of camera specifications.
iii)Regarding the comparison of IR images, no big difference can be recognized from IR images
taken at this laboratory test. However, SC5600 depicts the indications most clearly among
these three cameras in any cases and times, and SC5600 and T640 yielded color contrast
between the delaminated and sound areas faster than T420. These results indicate that the
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thermal sensitivity/accuracy and resolution might affect IRT results regarding the visibility
of damage indication.
2) Since the temperature difference between the sound and delaminated parts was very small, less
than 0.5 °C in this experiment, the color contrast of IR images became unclear, and it became
difficult and subjective to judge IR images. Therefore, a more objective data processing method
was developed by using MATLAB in this study. Through the comparison of processed images,
the followings were also found;
i) Only T420 shows lower performance than the other two cameras in terms of delamination
detection for IRT. Although SC5600 performs more accurately than T640 since it displays
closer shapes of delamination in each case, both cameras successfully depict delaminations
at the middle areas of all test specimens after a certain time from the beginning of heating at
this laboratory test. From the results, it is certain that the pixel resolution of the IR camera
affects the performance of IRT, 320 × 240 pixels for 5.0 m distance photography in this case.
ii) Thermal sensitivity or accuracy also might affect IRT results since SC5600 shows better
performance than T640.
3) In this study, the developed data processing methodology made it much easier to detect
delamination than raw IR images. Since this experiment was conducted by active IRT condition,
the study tried to apply this methodology to a real concrete structure under passive IRT
condition to investigate how it would work. In the application to the structure, it was revealed
that;
i) Each IR data clearly indicates delaminated area at the middle of the structure, even though
it depicts misdetection due to the boundary condition in the same way as raw IR images.
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ii) However, the area where it is not affected by the boundary condition displays very clear
damage detection on the processed images. Therefore, this methodology has a potential to
improve delamination detection by IRT for concrete structures, especially huge areas of
concrete surfaces such as concrete bridge decks, namely, most of the area that is not affected
by the boundary condition.
4) There are two challenges in order to improve the methodology;
i) How to obtain the information of temperature difference between sound and delaminated
areas becomes a challenge for this methodology. FEM is the promising way to obtain the
temperature difference for processing IR data.
ii) How to remove the effect of boundary condition around the edge part of the structures is
another challenge.

Regarding the effect of boundary condition, the effect of data collection

time should also be considered. Since there is an ideal time for IRT, there might be a different
effect in terms of boundary condition depending on the time. Therefore, favorable time
window for IRT should be explored.
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CHAPTER 4: FE MODELING FOR EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF IRT

4.1. Objective of this study
Due to inconsistent findings from experimental IRT implementations reported in the
literature and uncertainties associated with the utilization of the IRT with different parameters (e.g.
detectable size and depth for concrete structure assessment, time window to scanning,
heating/cooling cycles and condition), a detailed finite element (FE) analysis is carried out along
with experimental results from different specimens and camera technologies in order to provide a
better understanding of IRT applications.
In this study, a field test was conducted with manufactured concrete blocks mentioned in
section 2.4, which have artificial delaminations at different depths from the surface, 1.27 cm (0.5
in.), 2.54 cm (1 in.), 5.08 cm (2 in.) and 7.62 cm (3 in.). In this experiment, three different types
of IR cameras, SC5600 (cooled detector type camera), T650 and T420 (uncooled detector type
camera) manufactured by FLIR, were utilized to explore the effects of camera specifications on
IRT under static and dynamic situations. Even though the detail of this experiment will be
described in Chapter 7, the results showed that IRT can detect up to 2.54 cm depth of delamination
at any time period under the given condition. However, this result contradicts with other research
as summarized in Figure 1-6 since even deeper delaminations than 5.08 cm were detected by IRT
(Yehia et al. 2007).
This study explores why several researchers have come up with different conclusions.
There are several factors that can be assumed such as different sizes of delamination and different
weather conditions. One of the difficulties for NDE tests is making test specimens since those
specimens become relatively huge to simulate concrete bridges and their conditions. Therefore,
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making several sizes of delamination, embedding several depths from the surface, and handling
them under different conditions are very difficult; thus, limited test specimens have been utilized
for IRT experiments under limited conditions such as passive/positive conditions, fixed
orientations and limited weather conditions. Furthermore, since IRT results depend on the time of
data collection as mentioned in section 1.5, IRT test requires several instances of data collection,
as many as possible, to assess the effect of time of data collection. The effect of time might also
depend on the region, which means it is depending on the weather conditions.
Therefore, in this study, the Finite Element Method (FEM) model is employed to explore
sensitive parameters for effective utilization of IRT without a large number of experiments, which
require extremely time-consuming work. After a reliable model is established, critical factors of
detectability for IRT such as size of delamination (area, thickness and volume), ambient
temperature and sun loading condition (different season), and the depth of delamination from the
surface are clarified using the FEM model. Furthermore, FEM also explores detectability
temperature differences between sound and delaminated parts by IRT.
Rumbayan and Washer (Rumbayan and Washer 2014) applied FEM analysis and simulated
the thermal condition of the concrete block used for their past field test under similar
environmental conditions based on their three-month period of weather observation data and
experiment results. This study also followed steps to model the concrete blocks used in the
extensive field tests with different specimens in order to compare the model and experimental
results. In terms of weather information, some information is referred to climatological substation
data and literature since only temperature was measured during the test. The model is validated
with IRT test results under static condition, which was conducted in the field test.
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4.2. Model development
4.2.1. Settings of geometry and material properties
In this study, concrete test specimens mentioned in section 2.4 were modeled, and results
of FE model simulation and IRT were compaered in order to validate reproducibility of the
simulation. The test environment was simulated by using COMSOL Multiphysics software. In this
study, a typical concrete bridge deck in the USA was reproduced for the test specimen, while
Rumbayan and Washer (Rumbayan and Washer 2014) used standing upright concrete block, which
might represent a pier or concrete barrier of a bridge. The concrete model, 91.4 × 91.4 × 20.3 cm,
was established on larger ground, 6 × 6 × 1 m, and two pieces of styrofoam, 10.2 × 10.2 × 0.3 cm,
were installed inside the concrete as shown in Figure 4-1. The depth from the surface is the same
as the test specimens, 1.27 cm, 2.54 cm, 5.08 cm and 7.62 cm. The orientation of the concrete
block was also set up almost the same as the experiment as shown in Figure 4-1. The picture on
the left is the real concrete blocks used in the experiment, and images on the right depict the
modeled concrete block. In the experiment, concrete blocks were put on wooden stands to make
space through which wind blows, and those were set up on wooden pallets as shown in the picture.
However, in the model, a concrete block was placed on concrete stands, which have the same
height (20 cm) as wooden stands and the pallet for simpler modeling and simulation. In terms of
the mesh size, the “Finer” element size was selected for the concrete block in the COMSOL
software among the several predefined mesh sizes for more accurate characterization. Rumbayan
and Washer (Rumbayan and Washer 2014) concluded that there is a balance between
computational economy and accuracy in solution, which is true for any FE modeling application.
As for the styrofoam, the stands of the concrete block and the ground, “Coarser” element size was
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selected for economy since it can be considered that those materials are not sensitive for concrete
surface temperature. The material properties are set up as shown in Table 4-1.

Figure 4-1. Real and modeled concrete blocks (model: 1.27 cm depth of delamination)

Table 4-1. Material properties of the simulation model
Material Properties
Unit
Concrete Styrofoam
Thermal conductivity
W/(m·K)
1.6
0.024
Heat capacity at constant pressure J/(kg·K)
880
1130
Density
kg/m³
2300
25

Ground
0.6
800
1500

4.2.2. Sensitivity analysis
The parameters required to input in order to form the FEM model are as follows: solar
irradiance as the heat source, air and ground temperature and convective heat transfer coefficients
as ambient temperature conditions, location information, and analyzing date. Among these
parameters, solar irradiance and convective heat transfer coefficients were decided through the
sensitivity analysis as described below.
In this model, the primary heat source is solar radiation, and the direction of sunlight (zenith
angle and the solar elevation) over the simulation time is automatically computed from the
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longitude, latitude, time zone, date, and time by the software (COMSOL 2015). In this simulation,
the information is set up as follows: longitude; -81.190250, latitude; 28.591463, time zone; -5 h.
The location is the test field of the previous experiment and the location information was referred
to Google Maps (Google 2015). It is assumed that there is no cloud cover, and the solar irradiance
is 1,300 W/m2. This value was set up by sensitivity analysis with the values close to 1,300 W/m2
(1,100 W/m2 and 1,200 W/m2) based on several literatures, which Gautier et al. (Gautier et al.
1980) applied the value as 1,353 W/m2, Kang and Tam (Kang and Tam 2015) used 1,361 W/m2,
and Wang et al. (Wang et al. 2015) took 1302.84 W/m2.
Furthermore, there are three kinds of ambient temperature conditions in this model. The
ambient air temperature was set up as shown in Figure 4-2 based on the measured temperature
during the experiment (9 AM to 12 AM) and weather history of the climatological substation near
the test site (12 PM to 8 AM), derived from a weather database on January 21, 2015
(WeatherUnderground 2015). In terms of convective heat transfer, Kumar and Mullick (Kumar
and Mullick 2010) summarized several equations of wind heat transfer coefficient provided by
past research and compared it to their experimental result. In their comparative study, Sharples and
Charlesworth (Sharples and Charlesworth 1998) provided the closest value of wind induced
convective heat transfer coefficient ℎ𝑤 to their experimental values as Eq. (4.1), and Kumar et al.
(Kumar et al. 1997) established highest coefficient ℎ𝑤 as Eq. (4.2);
ℎ𝑤 = 6.5 + 3.3𝑉𝑤

(W/m2·K)

ℎ𝑤 = 10.03 + 4.687𝑉𝑤

(W/m2·K)

𝑉𝑤 ≤ 6 𝑚/𝑠

( 4.1 )

𝑉𝑤 ≤ 5 𝑚/𝑠

( 4.2 )

In the development of the model, wind speed data from the climatological substation near
the test site were referred, and the maximum wind speed was 3.3 m/s, and the maximum wind gust
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speed was 4.4 m/s. Based on the above two equations and the wind speed data, three different heat
transfer coefficients, 10 W/m2·K, 20 W/m2·K, and 30 W/m2·K, were utilized for sensitivity
analysis. As a result, a bulk heat transfer coefficient of 20 W/m2·K for all exposed surfaces were
used for the convective heat flux boundary condition. The ground at 1m below the surface is
assumed to be at a constant temperature of 22.5 °C throughout the day, corresponding to the mean
annual earth temperature around the central Florida area (Morris and Sheets 2011). In this study,
five cases of sensitivity analysis were conducted; (1) S: 1,300 W/m2, H: 10 W/m2·K, (2) S: 1,300
W/m2, H: 20 W/m2·K, (3) S: 1,300 W/m2, H: 30 W/m2·K, (4) S: 1,200 W/m2, H: 20 W/m2·K, (5)
S: 1,100 W/m2, H: 20 W/m2·K, where S represents solar irradiance and H represents heat transfer
coefficient.

Figure 4-2. Input temperature for the simulation

4.2.3. Sensitivity analysis results
The results of sensitivity analysis were carried out with the 1.27 cm delamination depth
model and IR results by comparing the temperature at the center and surrounding parts of the
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delaminated area in each IR reading and the simulation result. It should be noted that center part
is where there is delamination to be detected. The temperature and temperature difference between
the two points for five different cases of solar irradiance (S) and heat transfer coefficients (H) are
as shown in Figure 4-3.
In the field test, IR data was collected at 9 AM, 10:30 AM, 12 PM, 3 PM, 6 PM, 8 PM and
12 AM. All of the data was compared to the simulation results. The temperature of 5 mm away
from the edge of delamination part was used regarding the temperature of the simulation result.
Since delamination causes temperature differences and the effect gets weaker as it becomes farther
from the delaminated part, close points of temperature were compared.
As for IR results, even though the spot was not exactly 5 mm from the edge since the
delamination cannot be seen, the temperature of the close spot to the indicated delamination was
used. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient between simulation results and each IR reading in
each camera for center and surrounding parts and temperature difference were calculated as shown
in Table 4-2. In addition, since the most important factor for IRT is the temperature difference
between sound and delaminated parts, Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) of the temperature difference between simulation results and each IR readings were also
compared as shown in Table 4-3. In terms of correlation coefficient, each case shows very high
correlation between the model and IR readings, although the number of compared data was seven.
Regarding each element of center and surrounding part in Figure 4-3, simulation results
show relatively higher temperature readings than IR readings except 3 PM. However, the tendency
of temperature behavior in a day can be seen very similar to each IR data. As for the temperature
differences in each case, (1) shows relatively higher difference at 3 PM, and (3) shows different
trend compared to others, 10:30 AM made largest difference in the model while 12 PM yields the
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biggest difference in other cases and each IR data. In terms of (2), (4) and (5), it shows very similar
behavior. Compared MSE and RMSE, case (2) yields the closest result between SC5600, which is
the most accurate IR camera among the three cameras used in the test. Therefore, those conditions
were used in this study; Solar irradiance: 1,300 W/m2, Heat transfer coefficient: 20 W/m2·K.
This sensitivity analysis also indicated that the heat transfer coefficient (H) is a more
sensitive parameter than solar irradiance (S) for IRT simulation since temperature differences
between sound and delaminated parts are changing more when the heat transfer coefficient was
changed, especially during the daytime. This leads to the assumption that if IRT is utilized when
the wind is strong, the performance might be lower than a usual day, especially during daytime.
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Figure 4-3. Sensitivity analysis results: simulated and measured temperature and the differences
Table 4-2. Correlation between simulation results and each IR readings in each case
Center
SC5600
T650
S:1300, H:10
0.995
0.992
S:1300, H:20
0.991
0.986
S:1300, H:30
0.988
0.984
S:1200, H:20
0.990
0.988
S:1100, H:20
0.989
0.990
S: Solar irradiance
H: Heat transfer coefficient

T420
0.980
0.972
0.968
0.976
0.980

Correlation: r
Surrounding
Difference
SC5600
T650
T420
SC5600
T650
0.991
0.994
0.993
0.977
0.968
0.989
0.986
0.983
0.980
0.973
0.986
0.980
0.976
0.985
0.969
0.988
0.987
0.985
0.979
0.972
0.986
0.988
0.988
0.978
0.970

T420
0.963
0.971
0.963
0.969
0.967

Table 4-3. MSE and RMSE of temperature difference between simulation and each IR in each case
MSE
T650
0.16
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.04

SC5600
S:1300, H:10
0.10
S:1300, H:20
0.05
S:1300, H:30
0.09
S:1200, H:20
0.06
S:1100, H:20
0.07
S: Solar irradiance
H: Heat transfer coefficient

T420 SC5600
0.49
0.32
0.19
0.22
0.09
0.30
0.15
0.24
0.13
0.27
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RMSE
T650
0.40
0.21
0.24
0.20
0.21

T420
0.70
0.43
0.30
0.39
0.36

4.2.4. Comparison of simulation and IRT results
Figure 4-4 shows the example of concrete surface temperatures obtained by the simulation,

one is the center part of the delaminated area and another is the surrounding, 5 mm away from the
edge of delamination part. As it is mentioned in the section 2.2 and conceptually shown in Figure
2-1, the delaminated part is hotter than the sound part during the daytime and cooler than the
surroundings during the nighttime.

Figure 4-4. Simulated concrete surface temperature of delaminated and sound parts (1.27 cm depth)

Table 4-4 summarizes the numerical values of the surface temperature of the center part of
delamination and the surrounding part, about 5 mm from the edge of delamination part, and the
differences of simulation results and IR readings of each camera utilized in the experiment. While
the surface temperature at 3PM is very similar to the temperature readings by SC5600, the
temperatures at other times are little bit higher than IR readings. The main reason for this was the
assumption that there was no cloud cover and other obstacles creating a shadow on the concrete
block on this simulation. However, in the real test field, there are trees around the concrete blocks,
and it was observed that the shadow of a tree made temperature differences between shaded and
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sunny areas as stated in section 7.3.5. Therefore, it can be assumed that the time of the sun radiation
loading in the experiment was later than the simulation model in the morning due to surrounding
trees, which prevented the early morning sunlight from shining on the concrete blocks. In terms of
the temperature at 8 PM and 12 AM, similar considerations can be be assumed; surrounding trees
and particularly clouds created shadows on the concrete blocks and cooled down faster than the
simulation model.

Table 4-4. Surface temperature of the center part of the delamination and the sorrounding
Depth

1.27cm
(0.5in.)

2.54cm
(1in.)

5.08cm
(2 in.)

7.62cm
(3 in.)

Time
9am
1030am
12pm
3pm
6pm
8pm
12am
9am
1030am
12pm
3pm
6pm
8pm
12am
9am
1030am
12pm
3pm
6pm
8pm
12am
9am
1030am
12pm
3pm
6pm
8pm
12am

Simulation
Center

16.02
21.02
24.51
27.02
21.69
17.67
14.13
15.61
20.21
23.64
26.45
21.85
18.11
14.47
15.31
19.58
22.92
25.93
21.89
18.43
14.76
15.22
19.39
22.68
25.74
21.89
18.53
14.86

SC5600

Surrounding Difference

15.32
19.62
22.90
25.80
21.78
18.35
14.75
15.31
19.59
22.90
25.83
21.83
18.38
14.75
15.24
19.43
22.71
25.75
21.84
18.46
14.81
15.20
19.35
22.61
25.66
21.84
18.50
14.85

0.69
1.40
1.61
1.22
-0.09
-0.68
-0.63
0.31
0.62
0.74
0.63
0.02
-0.27
-0.28
0.07
0.16
0.21
0.18
0.05
-0.02
-0.04
0.02
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.05
0.02
0.01

Center

12.37
18.40
23.39
26.92
18.27
14.84
11.17
12.55
17.77
23.13
26.46
18.24
14.54
11.28
11.06
16.48
21.49
25.41
18.82
15.53
12.14
11.79
16.35
21.22
25.82
18.79
15.32
11.76

T650

Surrounding Difference

11.73
16.71
21.46
25.99
18.61
15.50
11.83
11.82
16.43
21.55
25.46
18.58
15.20
11.80
11.05
16.45
21.44
25.33
18.74
15.61
12.22
11.76
16.30
21.17
25.64
18.75
15.40
11.83

0.64
1.69
1.93
0.93
-0.34
-0.66
-0.66
0.73
1.34
1.58
1.00
-0.34
-0.66
-0.52
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.08
-0.08
-0.08
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.18
0.04
-0.08
-0.07

Center

11.44
18.25
22.28
25.06
19.29
15.44
12.06
11.35
17.52
21.66
25.01
19.29
15.38
12.01
9.67
16.62
20.24
24.00
19.73
16.02
12.61
10.08
16.14
19.66
23.17
19.50
15.72
12.56

T420

Surrounding Difference

10.55
16.97
20.54
24.22
19.54
15.90
12.56
10.35
16.43
20.08
23.82
19.53
15.78
12.31
9.47
16.54
20.14
24.16
19.69
16.07
12.67
10.08
16.05
19.71
23.30
19.43
15.62
12.42

0.89
1.28
1.74
0.84
-0.25
-0.46
-0.50
1.00
1.09
1.58
1.19
-0.24
-0.40
-0.30
0.20
0.08
0.10
-0.16
0.04
-0.05
-0.06
0.00
0.09
-0.05
-0.13
0.07
0.10
0.14

Center

11.92
17.18
21.82
25.24
19.94
15.87
12.94
11.35
16.59
20.96
25.09
19.95
15.78
12.40
10.45
16.05
20.37
23.98
20.28
16.13
12.92
10.68
15.60
19.92
23.40
20.04
15.89
13.00

Surrounding Difference

11.27
16.43
20.80
24.56
20.15
16.30
13.15
10.94
15.76
20.05
24.09
20.15
16.00
12.62
10.38
15.97
20.35
24.12
20.18
16.05
12.93
10.56
15.55
19.85
23.49
20.06
15.87
12.93

0.65
0.75
1.02
0.68
-0.21
-0.43
-0.21
0.41
0.83
0.91
1.00
-0.20
-0.22
-0.22
0.07
0.08
0.02
-0.14
0.10
0.08
-0.01
0.12
0.05
0.07
-0.09
-0.02
0.02
0.07

Figure 4-5 shows IR images for each depth of delamination taken by SC5600 at 3 PM and
12 AM (the location of delaminations are center and upper right side for 1.27 cm and lower right
side for other depth), and as shown in the raw IR images, the surface temperatures vary from one
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place to another, especially during the daytime (the temperature range of 3 PM is 10°C, while 12
AM is 5°C). On the other hand, Figure 4-6 shows simulation results at 3 PM and 12 AM for each
depth of delamination (the location of delaminations are center and right upper side for every
depth). The temperature ranges are set up 5 °C for each time as shown in the scales on top of each
time. Both 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm depth of delaminations can be seen clearly in the simulation results
just as in the IR images. Furthermore, 5.08 cm depth of delaminations can also be seen for both
times in the simulation results, even though the contrast is very weak. Therefore, even if
delamination can cause a temperature difference on the concrete surface between sound and
delaminated parts, if the effect of other factors are stronger than the effect of delamination under
the natural environment (e.g. sun-loading, ambient temperature, wind speed and so on), the
performance of the damage detection becomes more challenging with changing conditions in real
life than ideal stationary conditions.

Figure 4-5. IR images for each depth of delamination taken by SC5600 at 3 PM and 12 AM
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Figure 4-6. Simulation results of each depth of delamination at 3 PM and 12 AM
Figure 4-7 shows the distribution of temperature differences between delaminated and
sound parts by the simulation model and IR cameras used in the experiment (visualized values of
Table 4-4). In this experiment, only 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm depth of delaminations were detected by
IRT. In both cases, every result shows similar behavior. In fact, the differences between the
simulation and IR are less than the accuracy of IR cameras (± 1 °C or ± 1 % for SC5600 and T650,
± 2 °C or ± 2 % for T420). Regarding 5.08 cm and 7.62 cm depth of delaminations, since the
temperature differences between sound and delaminated areas are much smaller than the accuracy
of IR cameras, and close to the thermal sensitivity of IR cameras (<0.02 °C for SC5600 and T650,
<0.045 °C for T420), it was not possible to detect delaminations by IRT. It should be noted that
even simulation results show a similar small range of temperature difference for these two depths
of delaminations. Therefore, it can be concluded that these two depths of delamination cannot
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cause temperature differences to be detected by IRT on the concrete surface under the given
condition.
From these results (as summarized in Table 4-4), it can be concluded that this FEM model
was established properly even though this model does not reproduce cloud and other obstacles
around test specimens for sunlight, and the temperature differences between sound and damaged
parts are well simulated in each depth of delamination.

Figure 4-7. Distribution of temperature differences in each depth of delamination
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4.3. Discussion
4.3.1. Detectability temperature difference by IRT
When comparing the simulation results to the experimental findings, it is shown that FEM
analysis can potentially provide the effective detectability depth by IRT between delaminated and
sound areas. For example, it is seen that the simulation results at any time except 6 PM are outside
of the undetectable ± 0.20 °C band for the 2.54 cm depth of delamination, indicating detectability
of delamination. This simulation result is supported by the IRT test findings such that the
delamination was detected with any type of IR camera at any time. In terms of the result at 6 PM,
around 6 PM is the intersection point of the daytime heating and night time cooling effects for the
simulation model as shown in Figure 4-4. It was observed that concrete blocks were cooled down
faster than the simulation model. Therefore, it can be assumed that around 6 PM (approximately ±
1 hour) is an unsuitable time for IRT under the given conditions.
On the other hand, the 5.08 cm and 7.62 cm depth of delaminations could not be detected
by any camera at any time. In these two deeper delaminations, both simulation results and IR
readings by each camera are within the ± 0.20 °C band at any time except simulation result at 12
PM for 5.08 cm depth, although it is 0.21°C. These temperature differences are very similar to the
thermal sensitivity of IR cameras, <0.02 °C for SC5600 and T650, <0.045 °C for T420. Therefore,
if the temperature difference obtained from the simulation is less than 10 times of the camera
sensitivity, then the results obtained from IR data may be considered as noise since each pixel has
its own numerical value and it must be different more than the range of thermal sensitivity of the
cameras. More experimental data under different experimental and environmental conditions may
be needed for such a conclusion in every condition. However, this study shows promising results
for bridge deck models for such an assumption and also shows the potential that FEM simulation
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can investigate the detectability of temperature differences between sound and delaminated parts
by IRT prior to the inspection. Actually, this assumption of undetectable ± 0.20 °C band is similar
to the conclusion of Clark et al. (2003), where the temperature difference between the delaminated
and non-delaminated areas was approximately 0.2 – 0.3 °C for effective detection.

4.3.2. Estimation of detectable depth by IRT
Furthermore, detectable depth for 10 × 10 × 0.3 cm of delamination was explored by means
of the simulation results. The following three different delamination depths from the surface were
simulated: 3 cm, 3.5 cm and 4 cm. The results are listed in Table 4-5. Even 4 cm depth of
delamination, the temperature difference is 0.29 °C at 3 PM, so that it might be detectable for 4
cm depth of delamination. However, as Gucunski et al. (2013) stated, as well it is shown in Figure
4-5, the color variation of IR images is widely different depending on the spot, and it might be
difficult to detect the delamination by IRT around noon time. Therefore, considering that morning
or night time is better for IRT, about 3 cm is the maximum depth to effectively detect delamination
by IRT for 10 × 10 × 0.3 cm of delamination under the given condition, which is the environmental
condition of January 21, 2015 in Orlando, FL.

Table 4-5. Surface temperature difference
Time
9am
1030am
12pm
3pm
6pm
8pm
12am

3cm
Center

15.52
20.01
23.41
26.31
21.84
18.20
14.55

3.5cm

Surrounding Difference

15.29
19.54
22.84
25.82
21.81
18.39
14.76

0.23
0.47
0.57
0.49
0.03
-0.19
-0.20

Center

4cm

Surrounding Difference

15.44
19.86
23.23
26.18
21.86
18.29
14.63
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15.28
19.50
22.79
25.80
21.82
18.41
14.77

0.17
0.36
0.43
0.38
0.04
-0.13
-0.15

Center

15.39
19.73
23.09
26.08
21.88
18.35
14.68

Surrounding Difference

15.26
19.48
22.76
25.79
21.83
18.43
14.78

0.12
0.26
0.33
0.29
0.05
-0.08
-0.10

4.3.3. Effect of delamination size
The FEM model was further utilized to explore the effect of delamination size for IRT. In
the FE model, the size of 5.08 cm depth of delamination is changed into several different areas and
thicknesses to investigate if larger delamination at this depth can improve detection, since the depth
of delamination was not detected in the experiment in our experiments while another researcher
detected the same or deeper delaminations by IRT even with less advanced IRT cameras. The top
concrete cover for a bridge deck is typically 5.08 cm (2 in.), so a depth of 5.08 cm was chosen for
this analysis to explore the impact of delamination size at this depth. Table 4-6 summarizes the
size of delamination and the surface temperature of the center and the surrounding areas of the
delamination, about 5 mm from the edge of the delaminated part, and the temperature difference
between them. Table 4-6 shows varying delamination areas (A) from 100 cm2 to 900 cm2, varying
thickness (T) from 0.1 cm to 10 cm; hence the volume (V) varies from 10 cm3 to 1000 cm3 as
given in the Table.
Figure 4-8 illustrates the effect of delamination thickness and volume by plotting the
"Difference" which shows the difference between the center readings (delaminated part) and the
surrounding (sound part of the concrete) as a function of time. The figure shows that the effects of
thickness and volume do not have significant impact on the temperature difference between the
sound and delaminated parts of the concrete surfaces since the thickest/biggest delamination (10
cm/1000 cm3) does not show significant difference compared to the thinnest/smallest delamination
(0.1 cm/10 cm3).
On the other hand, when the effect of delamination area is explored under constant
delamination thickness for two cases, it is seen that the higher delamination area, the higher the
detectability. For this investigation, the thickness (T) of delamination was kept constant at 0.3 cm,
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and the delamination area (A) is simulated as 100 cm2, 400 cm2 and 900 cm2; hence the
delamination volumes (V) were 30 cm3, 120 cm3 and 270 cm3 respectively. The values of the
"Difference" are increasing with increasing area of delamination in each time. Consistent results
were also obtained when the thickness was changed from 0.3 cm to 1.0 cm with areas 100 cm2,
400 cm2 and 900 cm2; hence the delamination volumes (V) were 100 cm3, 400 cm3 and 900 cm3
respectively. Figure 4-9 shows that the larger area of delamination makes a larger temperature
difference. In addition, it is also observed that when the area is getting larger, the detectability
increases as evidenced with higher temperature "Difference."

Table 4-6. Surface temperature difference depending on size
Depth

Time

9am
1030am
12pm
5.08cm
3pm
(2 in.)
6pm
8pm
12am
Depth

Time

9am
1030am
12pm
5.08cm
3pm
(2 in.)
6pm
8pm
12am
Depth

Time

9am
1030am
12pm
5.08cm
3pm
(2 in.)
6pm
8pm
12am

A:100, T:0.1, V:10
Center

A:100, T:0.3, V:30

Surrounding Difference

15.27
15.22
0.05
19.48
19.38
0.10
22.79
22.65
0.13
25.82
25.69
0.13
21.87
21.83
0.04
18.47
18.48
-0.01
14.81
14.83
-0.02
A:100, T:2.0, V:200
Center

Surrounding Difference

15.35
15.27
0.09
19.67
19.49
0.18
23.03
22.80
0.23
26.06
25.83
0.23
21.92
21.86
0.06
18.40
18.44
-0.03
14.70
14.77
-0.06
A:100, T:10, V:1000
Center

15.35
19.68
23.06
26.13
21.97
18.43
14.69

Surrounding Difference

15.28
19.54
22.87
25.92
21.90
18.44
14.74

0.07
0.14
0.20
0.21
0.07
-0.01
-0.05

Center

A:100, T:1.0, V:100

Surrounding Difference

15.30
15.24
0.07
19.56
19.43
0.13
22.89
22.71
0.18
25.92
25.74
0.17
21.89
21.84
0.05
18.44
18.46
-0.02
14.77
14.81
-0.04
A:400, T:0.3, V:120
Center

Surrounding Difference

15.47
15.27
0.20
19.93
19.50
0.43
23.39
22.81
0.58
26.41
25.84
0.57
21.99
21.84
0.15
18.31
18.41
-0.09
14.55
14.74
-0.18
A:900, T:0.3, V:270
Center

15.54
20.09
23.61
26.65
22.06
18.27
14.45

Surrounding Difference

15.28
19.53
22.86
25.88
21.84
18.37
14.69

A: Area (cm2), T: Thickness (cm), V: Volume (cm3) of Delamination
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0.26
0.56
0.75
0.76
0.22
-0.11
-0.24

Center

Surrounding Difference

15.33
15.26
0.08
19.63
19.47
0.16
22.98
22.77
0.21
26.01
25.81
0.20
21.90
21.85
0.06
18.42
18.44
-0.03
14.73
14.78
-0.05
A:400, T:1.0, V:400
Center

Surrounding Difference

15.56
15.32
0.24
20.14
19.60
0.54
23.68
22.95
0.72
26.72
25.99
0.73
22.08
21.88
0.21
18.26
18.38
-0.11
14.43
14.67
-0.25
A:900, T:1.0, V:900
Center

15.67
20.39
24.05
27.15
22.24
18.23
14.25

Surrounding Difference

15.33
19.65
23.03
26.08
21.89
18.35
14.61

0.34
0.74
1.02
1.07
0.35
-0.12
-0.36

Figure 4-8. Effect of delamination thickness for damage detection

Figure 4-9. Effect of delamination area for damage detection

Therefore, this study can conclude that the most critical factor regarding delamination size
for IRT is the area of delamination; subsequently, the thickness affects the temperature difference
of the surface. The volume of delamination by itself is not a significant for detection of
delaminations using IRT.
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4.3.4. Effect of seasonal environment
In terms of the effect of ambient temperature and sun loading condition as conditions for
seasonal environment, the model of the 5.08 cm depth of delamination, 10 × 10 × 0.3 cm, was
simulated by utilizing the weather record of Orlando, FL, and the results are summarized in Table
4-7 and shown in Figure 4-10. In each season, the days are simulated without any rain the whole
day for the FE model. In this model, there are no significant differences depending on the season
under the given condition.

Table 4-7. Surface temperature difference depending on season
Depth

Time

9am
1030am
12pm
5.08cm
3pm
(2 in.)
6pm
8pm
12am
Depth

Time

9am
1030am
12pm
5.08cm
3pm
(2 in.)
6pm
8pm
12am

Spring (04/24/2014)
Center

Summer (09/2/2014)

Surrounding Difference

24.89
28.53
31.89
35.79
32.81
28.31
25.41

24.83
28.41
31.73
35.61
32.73
28.33
25.45

0.06
0.12
0.16
0.18
0.08
-0.02
-0.04

Fall (11/4/2014)
Center

20.82
25.23
28.35
29.45
24.87
22.64
20.59
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30.22
33.81
36.91
39.54
36.09
31.68
28.16

Surrounding Difference

30.15
33.68
36.74
39.37
36.03
31.70
28.20

0.07
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.07
-0.02
-0.05

Winter (01/21/2015)

Surrounding Difference

20.74
25.08
28.16
29.31
24.85
22.66
20.62

Center

0.08
0.15
0.19
0.15
0.03
-0.02
-0.02

Center

15.30
19.56
22.89
25.92
21.89
18.44
14.77

Surrounding Difference

15.24
19.43
22.71
25.74
21.84
18.46
14.81

0.07
0.13
0.18
0.17
0.05
-0.02
-0.04

Figure 4-10. Effect of season for damage detection

4.4. Conclusions
The use of infrared thermography (IRT) has been used experimentally for concrete
delamination detection. The past studies were conducted with limited experimental setups,
conditions as well as without comparing available IRT camera technologies which make a
difference in delamination detection. As a result, there are inconsistencies in the results reported
in the literature.
In this study, FE models of concrete blocks with artificial delamination used for the field
test are developed and analyzed to explore sensitive parameters for effective utilization of IRT.
After FE models are validated using the findings from the experimental counterparts, critical
parameters and factors of delamination detectability such as the size of delamination (area,
thickness and volume), ambient temperature and sun loading condition (different season), and the
depth of delamination from the surface are explored by using the FE models. Furthermore,
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detectable temperature difference between sound and delaminated parts by IRT is explored. As
validated with experimental results, FE modeling shows a potential that FEM analysis can provide
the effective detectability within a temperature difference range of approximately ± 0.20 °C band
between delaminated and sound areas. Since there is relatively “infinite” resolution and “no noise”
in the FE models, it might be possible to determine specifications for IRT cameras, lower
temperature ranges for detectability, site conditions and delamination depths using the FE results.
Through the sensitivity analysis, it was also found that the effect of the wind speed is more
sensitive than the solar irradiance since the temperature difference between sound and delaminated
parts are changing more when the heat transfer coefficent was changed, especially during the
daytime.
In terms of delamination size, the most critical factor is the area of delamination;
subsequently, the thickness affects the temperature difference of the surface. The volume of
delamination is not a significant parameter for detection using IRT. This study shows that the area
of delamination has much more impact than thickness and volume on the temperature differences.
If the delamination thickness is the same, a larger area of delamination induces larger temperature
difference improving delamination detection. In addition, the FEM analysis also shows that as the
area is getting larger, the impact of the thickness is also increasing.
As for the effect of seasonal environment, different conditions by season in Orlando, FL
are simulated and the results are compared. Under the weather condition of the given location, no
significant difference can be observed depending on season.
As shown in this paper, one of the advantages of FEM simulation is the possibility to
estimate a detectable delamination depth by IRT before field inspection and to provide ideal
inspection times. This study also shows that FEM can simulate the temperature distribution on
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structural elements efficiently with some information which can be obtained easily such as location,
orientation of structures and weather conditions. Furthermore, by developing such FE models of
bridges with other components (e.g. decks, girders, railings, and piers), it is possible to estimate
ideal inspection times and the approximate temperature difference between sound and damaged
parts. Such studies help select IRT technologies with appropriate specifications to detect depth of
delamination in each component prior to any bridge inspection by using only the weather forecast
information. These FE models can also be utilized for interpreting the data after the field IRT
implementations for a simpler, more accurate, and more reliable processing of IR data by defining
criteria for thermal contrast between sound and delaminated parts.
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CHAPTER 5: IRT DATA PROCESSING WITH FE MODELING

5.1. Objective of this study
The objective of this study is to propose a methodology to improve the usability and
efficiency of IRT for subsurface damage detection in concrete structures. One of the challenges of
IRT is how to interpret and detect delaminations from IR images since it becomes very subjective
to judge whether the color contrast of the image is a damage indication or not. As Washer et al.
(2013) argued, if the temperature span for IR images is setup too high or too low, it appears in the
IR image as if there is no anomaly even though there are some defects. Therefore, they
recommended adjusting the temperature span of IR images continuously throughout inspections.
However, it might require a lot of work during or after the bridge inspection. This study
consequently explores a more objective method than just comparing IR images to assess IR data.
Kee et al. (2012) and Oh et al. (2013) processed IR data mathematically by using MATLAB with
certain thresholds defined by iterative trials until the operator obtained the clearest contrast
between the sound and delaminated regions within each IR image. However, this procedure is very
subjective since the operator has to determine whether the contrast depicts damaged or sound
regions, even though these regions are usually unknown areas in terms of existing defects.
Processing IR data mathematically is more objective than judging the data from the color contrast
since it does not require a temperature span setting as mentioned above. Therefore, a more
objective data processing method was exploered by using IR data of a laboratory test under active
IRT conditions in Chapter 3. However, in either methods, how to determine the thresholds, in other
words, how to obtain the information of temperature difference between sound and delaminated
areas becomes a challenge for their data processing methodologies.
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In this study, an easier and more objective method to obtain the threshold for IR data
processing is explored by incorporating finite element (FE) model simulations. Even though FE
modeling is very useful, the research and application of FE analysis to IRT for the damage
detection are still limited (Waugh 2016b). In Chapter 4, the FE model simulation was employed to
explore sensitive parameters for effective utilization of IRT without a large number of experiments,
which require extremely time-consuming work. Rumbayan and Washer (Rumbayan and Washer
2014) also applied FE analysis and simulated the thermal condition of the concrete block used for
their past field tests under similar environmental conditions based on their three-month period of
weather observation data and experiment results. This study uses the FE model developed in
Chapter 4 to simulate the temperature difference between sound and delaminated portions. The IR
data obtained from a field test under passive IR conditions, which is used in Chapter 4 and will be
discussed in Chapter 7, are used to develop a more objective data processing method with the
combination of FE model simulation. Such a processing is expected to facilitate automated image
processing of large data sets effectively.

5.2. Processing IR data
5.2.1. FE model and IR data
Through the FE model simulation, the model simulated the temperature differences
between delaminated and sound parts very accurately, less than 1 °C of accuracy. However,
temperatures of each point at delaminated and sound areas have some different values between
simulation and infrared results. Actually, even the IR data results varied depending on which IR
camera was used as shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Even though those differences of each IR
data and simulation results are not big (only a few degrees Celsius or less than one degree Celsius),
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the temperature differences between sound and delaminated areas were smaller, at most 2 °C in
the field test. Therefore, it is difficult to determine a threshold for data processing from only FE
model simulation, yet it is possible to obtain the reliable value of temperature difference between
sound and delaminated areas from the simulation.
Figure 5-1 shows raw IR images of each concrete slab taken by SC5600 at 9 AM, 3 PM, 8
PM and 12 AM under static situation in the field test. In this study, only IR data taken by SC5600
is used for data processing since it provided better results than the other two cameras. The
temperature range of the IR images is set up to 5 K for all images except for the images taken at 3
PM (10 K) since the temperature distribution at 3 PM is much wider than at other times. Two types
of delamination were embedded at the center and the corner of the block (upper right side for 1.27
cm depth, lower right side for others). In this study, when the concrete blocks were casted, carrying
handles were set up at the two corners on a diagonal line to a reversed position of the corner
delamination by reinforcing bars (upper left and lower right corner for 1.27 cm depth, upper right
and lower left corner for others). Furthermore, thermocouples were attached on the surface of
concrete slabs with 1.27 cm and 7.62 cm depth of delaminations. Since they have a different
temperature distribution from the concrete surface, they were not considered as delaminations even
though IR images indicated different colors. Moreover, since the temperature distribution of the
concrete surface was not entirely homogeneous due to boundary conditions and the effect of
sunlight, some temperature differences were judged as noise or errors, namely, they were evaluated
as sound areas. This method becomes relatively subjective because the locations of the delaminated
parts were known beforehand. Therefore, this study aims to obtain results based on a more
objective judgment methodology.
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Figure 5-1. IR images of each depth of delamination taken at (1) 9 AM, (2) 3 PM, (3) 8 PM, (4) 12 AM
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5.2.2. Application of FE model simulation
The present study utilizes FE model simulations to obtain thresholds for IR data processing
more easily and objectively than the method Oh et al. (2013) conducted with iterative trials. Firstly,
temperatures of several points of a simulated concrete surface were compared to examine how
temperatures distribute on the concrete slab as described in Figure 5-2 through Figure 5-4. The
graph of Figure 5-2 depicts temperatures of eight points with approximately 1.4 cm apart from the
center of the delamination (x = 0 m, y = 0 m, h = 0.403 m) up to about 9.6 cm away (0.09625, 0,
0.0403) as plotted on the left image of Figure 5-2. From this graph, it is found that the highest
(lowest) temperature during daytime (nighttime) is the center part of the delamination, and the
temperature is decreasing (increasing) gradually as the point being away from the center even if it
is a delaminated area. Furthermore, the last three points, (0.06875, 0, 0.403), (0.0825, 0, 0.403)
and (0.09625, 0, 0.403), indicate almost the same temperature. Among these eight points, the first
four points are delaminated areas, and only the point of (0.055, 0, 0.403) which is located at 5 mm
away from the edge of the delamination, shows a different temperature from the other sound areas.
This result indicates that a slightly wider area, about 1 cm from the edge in this case, than the real
delamination size shows the temperature difference on the concrete surface, and other sound areas
have almost the same temperature as drawn in Figure 5-5.
Then, as depicted in the left image of Figure 5-3, temperatures of six points with intervals
of 4.6 cm from the center of the delamination were compared. The last point, 23 cm away from
the center, is the mid-point of an imaginary line that connects the center of the delamination and
the edge of the concrete slab. As can be seen, these four points on the sound area show almost the
same temperature at any time. From Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3, it can be concluded that the sound
concrete surface has almost homogeneous temperature except for the area near the delamination.
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Figure 5-4 shows the comparison of the temperatures at 10 cm increments starting from the center
of the delamination. In this case, the point of 40 cm from the center, the last point, indicates higher
(lower) temperature during daytime (nighttime). Furthermore, the last second point, 30 cm away
from the center, also shows a slightly different temperature from other sound areas located at 10
cm and 20 cm. It can be considered that these last two points are affected by the boundary
conditions. Therefore, it can be concluded that the boundary condition affects about 15 cm from
the edge of the concrete block under given conditions in this model simulation.
Through the comparison of temperatures at several points of the concrete surface, the
temperature of the sound area can be regarded as identical temperature except for the areas
surrounding the delamination and outside of the concrete block about 15 cm from the edge; thus,
the point of 23 cm from the center was chosen as the temperature of the sound area, and the
temperature of the center of delamination was selected as the temperature of the delaminated area.
In this way, temperature differences between sound and delaminated areas were obtained by the
FE model simulation.

Figure 5-2. Surface temperatures (from center to about 9.6 cm away; delamination area is 10.2x10.2x0.3 cm)
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Figure 5-3. Surface temperatures (from center to 23 cm away; delamination area is 10.2x10.2x0.3 cm)

Figure 5-4. Surface temperatures (from center to about 40 cm away; delamination area is 10.2x10.2x0.3 cm)

Figure 5-5. Image of surface temperature of delaminated and sound areas (left: daytime, right: nighttime)
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5.2.3. Methodology of data processing
This chapter develops the methodology, which was proposed in Chapter 3, to apply for
passive IRT. Theoretically, the concrete surface above the delamination becomes warmer than the
surroundings during the daytime, and the area over the delamination appears cooler during the
nighttime (Holst 2000). Therefore, two types of calculation are conducted in this method
depending on the time of data collection in order to obtain the same output despite of the daytime
heating or night time cooling effect.
Firstly, Equation (5.1) is applied for the night time cooling effect. IR data are specified into
a range of gray levels, such that all values lower than the delaminated area are depicted black (0
in MATLAB) and all values greater than the sound area are drawn as white (1 in MATLAB) and
all intermediate values are scaled within the range as given in Equation (5.1).

𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) =

0

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ))

1

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑))

𝑇(𝑥,𝑦)−𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙.)

{𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)−𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙.)

( 5.1 )

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) < 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑))

where T(x, y) is the experimental temperature value of each element, T(del.) is the
temperature of the delaminated part, T(sound) is the temperature of the sound area and F(x, y) is
the specified value of each element. Please note that “0” value is represented by a “black pixel”
indicating damage.
Secondly, Equation (5.2) is utilized for daytime heating effect in order to display the
delaminated area as black and the sound area as white, which is the same as the night time cooling
effect.
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F(𝑥, 𝑦) =

0

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ))

1

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑))

𝑇(𝑥,𝑦)−𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)

{𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙.)−𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)

( 5.2 )

(𝑖𝑓 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) > 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦) > 𝑇(𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑))

Furthermore, binary images are yielded for noise reduction by displaying only values
under certain thresholds of the specified range as black (0 in MATLAB) and the others are drawn
as white (1 in MATLAB) as shown in Equation (5.3).
0
𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) = {
1

(𝑖𝑓 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 0.1 𝑡𝑜 0.6
(𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠)

( 5.3 )

where G(x, y) is the value of each element of binarized image. Then, from those images,
an image which has relatively less noise and clearer delamination indication is chosen. This noise
reduction procedure is relatively subjective, yet this is more objective to judge a delaminated area
than to decide from raw IR images since the indication is displayed as black while the sound area
is shown as white. In this study, these thresholds of specified temperature are determined from the
FE model simulations.

5.2.4. Temperature span setting
Table 5-1 summarizes simulation results of both temperatures of defective and sound areas
at each time for each depth of delamination. The differences between those two temperatures are
also listed in the table. It is obvious that the surface temperatures of the sound part for each model
are the same at the same time in spite of the depth of delamination, and the differences are
decreasing as the depth becomes deeper. Since the shallowest delamination, 1.27 cm in this model,
causes the highest temperature difference and the others are within the range, the specified
temperature span is set up by the difference of 1.27 cm deep delamination model. Based on these
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values of temperature differences at each time, which is obtained from FE model simulation, the
IR data processing method is applied to detect delaminations. In terms of the reference temperature
of the sound or delaminated point, the sound part of temperature is obtained from the IR image.
Since the location of the delaminated area is usually unknown and this method is expecting to
detect the delaminated part, the temperature of the sound area should be chosen for the standard
value. Therefore, the specified temperature span Δ𝑇 and temperature of the sound area
𝑇(𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) are set up as follows;
a) Δ𝑇 = 𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) − 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) 𝑜𝑟 Δ𝑇 = 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) − 𝑇(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)) : From the FE model simulation
b) 𝑇(𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑): From experimental IR data
Then, temperature of delaminated area can be obtained as defined in equation (5.4)
𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) = 𝑇(𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) + 𝛥𝑇 (𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) 𝑜𝑟 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) = 𝑇(𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) − 𝛥𝑇(𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)

( 5.4 )

Table 5-1. Simulation results at each point and the difference
Time
9AM
3PM
8PM
12AM

1.27 cm (0.5 in.)
Defect

16.02
27.02
17.67
14.13

Sound

15.16
25.60
18.47
14.78

2.54 cm (1 in.)

Difference Defect

0.85
1.43
-0.80
-0.66

15.61
26.45
18.11
14.47

Sound

15.16
25.60
18.46
14.78

5.08 cm (2 in.)

Difference Defect

0.45
0.85
-0.35
-0.31

15.31
25.93
18.43
14.76

Sound

15.16
25.60
18.47
14.78

7.62 cm (3 in.)

Difference Defect

0.15
0.32
-0.04
-0.02

15.22
25.74
18.53
14.86

Sound

15.16
25.62
18.48
14.78

Difference

0.06
0.12
0.05
0.08

Regarding the temperature readings from IR images, temperatures of four points were
picked up from an IR image as displayed in left figure of Figure 5-6. Since each IR image shows
the effects of boundary conditions at the edge parts, the areas close to the center part were chosen
for reference temperatures of sound parts. Since this procedure is relatively subjective,
temperatures were read from four different areas as shown in the figure, and the average value was
used for the data processing to reduce the subjectivity. However, within the IR data, the image of
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5.08 cm deep delamination taken at 9 AM indicates a tree shadow at the right lower side as shown
in right figure of Figure 5-6. Therefore, only for this image, temperatures of only two areas which
are not affected by the shadow were selected for data input as shown in the right figure of Figure
5-6. Table 5-2 lists temperatures from IR images of each concrete blocks which have different
depths of delaminations at each time. Since these four test specimens were aligned on a roadside
closely as shown in Figure 4-1, every point indicates very close temperature at the same time
irrespective of the test specimens, which have different depths of delaminations. Therefore,
𝑇(𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) was also obtained from the average temperature of every test specimen at each time,
and both 𝑇(𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) and 𝑇(𝑑𝑒𝑙. ) are summarized in Table 5-3.

Figure 5-6. Example of temperature reading points

Table 5-2. IR readings at each point and the difference
Time
9AM
3PM
8PM
12AM

Point 1
11.52
26.14
15.45
11.71

1.27 cm (0.5 in.)
Point 2 Point 3 Point 4
11.57 11.46 11.56
26.24 26.22 26.10
15.74 15.84 15.72
11.94 12.19 11.91

Point 1
11.61
25.44
15.18
11.79

2.54 cm (1 in.)
Point 2 Point 3
11.71 11.76
25.31 25.77
15.44 15.64
12.08 12.16

Point 4
11.66
25.66
15.40
11.85
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Point 1
11.45
25.46
15.18
11.95

5.08 cm (2 in.)
Point 2 Point 3
11.46
25.23 25.52
15.54 15.63
12.19 12.35

Point 4
25.33
15.47
11.96

Point 1
11.76
25.73
15.29
11.68

7.62 cm (3 in.)
Point 2 Point 3
11.82 11.84
25.62 25.89
15.53 15.67
11.91 11.95

Point 4
11.61
25.78
15.42
11.79

Table 5-3. Established temperature span at each time
Time
9AM
3PM
8PM
12AM

T(sound)
11.63
25.72
15.51
11.96

T(del.)
12.48
27.14
14.71
11.31

5.3. Results of the IR data processing methodology
Based on the temperature spans defined in Table 5-3, each IR data was specified into the
temperature range. In this study, every image was smoothened by Gaussian filter as described in
Equation (5.5) to reduce noise (Shih 2010).
𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) =

1
√2𝜋𝜎

2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝑥 2 +𝑦 2
2𝜎 2

)

( 5.5 )

In this study, 9 × 9 matrix with σ=1.5 was used for the filter. Figure 5-7 displays those
specified and filtered images. Furthermore, these images were converted into binary images as
described in Equation (5.3) to reduce noise, and Figure 5-8 shows those converted images.
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Figure 5-7. Specified images by the established temperature spans
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Figure 5-8. Processed images

5.4. Discussion
As can be seen in Figure 5-8, every delamination at the middle part of the concrete block
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at 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm deep can be successfully detected by this data processing methodology,
while delaminations at the corner of the specimens at 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm deep can be detected
clearly only from the processed images taken at 9 AM. Images taken at 3 PM and 12 AM indicate
a lot of black areas, meaning those areas are considered as delaminated regions even though those
are sound areas. This can be considered that temperatures outside of the concrete slabs were
strongly affected by the boundary condition, and those areas were heated up or cooled down faster
than the other areas. At 3 PM, each image displays a large black area on the left side, which means
the left side temperature is higher than the established temperature range. On the other hand, the
right side temperature of the specimens at 12 AM is lower than the temperature span.
In the field experiment, these concrete blocks were set up as the left side became south;
thus, the left side of the concrete was heated up faster than the right side due to the sun loading
during the daytime, and the right side was cooled faster than the left side during the nighttime.
This can be attributed to so called ‘temperature leakage’ at the boundaries of the test specimen.
Therefore, this processing method has a limitation due to the fact that the edge areas of concrete
structures are affected by the boundary conditions. It should be noted that when this method is
employed at the edge part of the structure, the processed images might indicate those areas as
delaminated areas. However, the size of the test specimens used in this study is only 91.4 × 91.4
cm2, and the middle part of the delaminations were detected successfully even at 3 PM and 12 AM.
Therefore, the influential parts of the boundary conditions can be assumed approximately within
40 cm distance from the edge at any time. Since the areas of the bridge deck are much larger
(practically infinite) than the potential influential areas of the boundary condition, it can be
assumed that the boundary condition might be ignored for bridge deck inspections. Therefore, this
data processing methodology with FE model simulation has a potential to bring great
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improvements towards automated analysis of large IR images for bridge deck inspections.

5.5. Advantage of FE model simulation
Even though there are some limitations regarding boundary conditions in this method,
combined use of FE model simulation with IRT showed that the combination can improve
efficiency of IRT for concrete bridge inspections to detect subsurface delaminations. Figure 5-9
displays scaled original IR data image at 8 PM for 1.27 cm deep delamination (left) and specified
range image of the same condition with data smoothing (right). Obviously, the specified range
image shows much clearer indications of delaminations than the original scaled image. This is
because the temperature difference between the sound and delaminated area is much smaller than
the concrete surface temperature as shown in the left graph of Figure 5-10. This graph shows
temperatures of each element at the middle part of the original scaled image as a drawn dotted line
in Figure 5-9. As can be seen from the graph, the delaminated part shows a slight dimple at the
middle part; thus, delaminations of the original scaled image are unclear.
On the other hand, the right graph of Figure 5-10 depicts the delaminated area clearly at
the middle part. This graph presents the ranged values of each element at the middle part of the
specified range image as described by a dotted line part in Figure 5-9. Therefore, by specifying a
certain temperature range with FE model simulation, it becomes much easier to detect a
delaminated area not only for this data processing methodology, but also for other image
processing methodologies such as feature extraction, image segmentation and edge detection
techniques.
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Figure 5-9. Original scaled image and specified range image

Figure 5-10. Original temperature values and specified range values at the middle part of each image

5.6. Conclusions
In this study, a methodology that combines numerical modeling and IR data is presented to
process IR data to improve usability and efficiency of data analysis, possibly leading to automated
analysis and evaluation. Kee et al. (2012) and Oh et al. (2013) processed IR data mathematically
by using MATLAB with certain thresholds defined by iterative trials until the operator obtained
the clearest contrast between the sound and delaminated regions within each IR image. Processing
IR data mathematically is more objective than judging data from the color contrast since it does
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not require a subjective temperature span setting as Washer et al. (2013) mentioned. However, how
to determine the thresholds; namely, how to obtain the information of temperature differences
between sound and delaminated areas becomes a challenge for the previous studies.
In order to obtain thresholds for data processing, FE model simulation was utilized. This
study used the FE model developed in Chapter 4; the IR data obtained from a field test described
in Chapter 7 under passive IR conditions were used to develop a more objective data processing
method with the combination of FE model simulation. In terms of the temperature thresholds of
sound and delaminated areas, the temperature of the sound part was obtained from the IR image,
and the temperature of the delaminated area was defined by FE model simulation.
By using this method, delaminated areas of concrete slabs at 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm deep
could be detected more objectively than by judging the color contrast of IR images. However, it
was also found that the boundary condition affects the accuracy of the method (due to so-called
‘temperature leakage’), and the effect varies depending on the data collection time; the effect
was the least at 9 AM, and it was the largest at 3 PM and 12 AM in this study. Therefore, it is
important to find suitable time for data collection in order to reduce misdetection by this method.
However, it can be assumed that the influential area of the boundary condition is much smaller
than the area of a bridge deck in real life situations. Thus, it might be ignorable on real concrete
bridge decks since those areas which would be affected by the boundary conditions on bridge
decks are very limited compared to the total bridge deck area. Even though there are some
limitations regarding the boundary condition in this method, integrated use of FE model simulation
with experimental IRT showed that the combination can improve the efficiency of IRT use for
concrete bridge deck inspections to detect subsurface delaminations.
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CHAPTER 6: SUITABLE DATA COLLECTION TIME FOR IRT SCANS

6.1. Objective of this study
Capturing the temperature difference between sound and defective parts under ambient
conditions is key for infrared thermography (IRT) on concrete bridges. Effective utilization of the
IRT on civil engineering structures also depend on the application time window on structures. The
main objective of this study is to explore the favorable time windows for concrete bridge deck
inspections by IRT through field experiments and FE model simulations. As part of this objective,
development of a reproducible numerical model is discussed. Finally, the effect obstacles on bridge
surface such as gravel, wood chips that bring additional challenges to IRT are also evaluated
experimentally.
Previously, Watase et al. (2015) used specially designed concrete plates and thermocouples
to assess the favorable time for IRT. However, they defined the time windows by measuring
temperature difference between sound and delaminated areas by thermocouples. This requires
access to the bridge and installation of the calibration test setups on the bridges for 1-2 day of data
collection prior to the actual field IRT scan of the bridge decks. Even though a reliable FE model
was developed in Chapter 4, the number of reference data to check the reproducibility was limited.
Therefore, this study focused on collecting IRT data more frequently, on an hourly basis from
morning to midnight, and compared IRT data and simulation data to validate the correlation. Based
on the simulation model and experimental data, the data are interpreted for more effective IRT
implementation on real bridges by considering the favorable time windows along with some of the
challenges such as debris on bridge decks, which has been presented as an issue in the literature.
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6.2. Test settings
6.2.1. Test specimens
In the experiment, test specimens depicted in section 2.4 were used. In this study, the
concrete slabs which have delaminations at 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm were used as displayed in Figure
6-1 since delaminations at 5.08 cm and 7.62 cm were not detected in the field test under the given
conditions using cameras attached to a movable vehicle. In order to investigate the effect of
obstacles on the concrete surface for IRT, several types of obstacles, such as gravel and wood chips,
and tape of different color and size were installed on the concrete slab which has 2.54 cm deep
delamination as shown in Figure 6-1. Even though ASTM standard suggests to remove any debris
on the bridge decks prior to the utilization of IRT (ASTM 2014), it requires extra work for bridge
deck inspections. Furthermore, Gucunski et al. (2013) also suggests that the effect of debris and
markings on bridge decks is needed to be taken into account. Therefore, this study examines how
debris affects the result of IRT for bridge deck inspections.

Figure 6-1. Concrete test specimens (Delaminations - left: 1.27 cm, right: 2.54 cm)
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6.2.2. Temperature data
During the experiment, thermocouples were attached on the surface of both concrete slabs
as can be seen in Figure 6-1, and the other thermocouples were put between the concrete blocks
and wooden pallet to measure the air temperature whilie avoiding direct sun-loading. Furthermore,
this study utilized the weather record at the closest climatological substation as depicted in Figure
6-2. Figure 6-3 shows each temperature record during the test. As can be seen in the figure, the
temperatures of both thermocouples increase in the afternoon. This can be due to the sun shining
on these thermocouples during those times, even though they were placed under the concrete slabs;
thus, they were heated up by sun-loading and measured higher temperatures than the ambient
temperature. Compared to the temperature record of the climatological substation, these two
thermocouples indicate very close values except for these peak periods, the data of the
climatological substation can be substituted during the period which thermocouples were affected
by sun-loading. The temperature data of 2.54 cm deep delamination was chosen as ambient air
temperature for FE model simulation, and temperature record of the climatological substation was
validated during 2:48 PM to 4:27 PM.
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Figure 6-2. Location of test site and the closest climatological substation

Figure 6-3. Temperature record during the test

6.2.3. Photography situation
In this experiment, an infrared camera, T420 manufactured by FLIR Systems, Inc., was
utilized. The specifications are listed in Table 2-1. The field test was conducted on December 19,
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2015 at the University of Central Florida as shown in Figure 6-2. As depicted in Figure 6-4, IR
images were taken at a height of about 213 cm from the concrete surface, and each concrete slab
was photographed separately from the same location. The distance from the closest edges was 122
cm from the 1.27 cm deep delamination and 15 cm from the 2.54 cm deep delamination specimens.
IR images were taken every hour from 7 AM to 12 AM. Furthermore, in order to capture the
interchange point from the nighttime cooling effect to the daytime heating effect, IR data were
collected at 30-minute intervals from 7 AM to 10 AM.

Figure 6-4. Photography situation

6.3. FE model development
In Chapter 4, the concrete test specimens were modeled and the test environment was
simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics software, and the same model was utilized in this chpter.
The depth from the surface is the same as the experiment, 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm. The orientation
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of the concrete block was also set up in almost the same way as the experiment.

6.4. Results of 1.27 cm deep delaminations
6.4.1. IR data results
Figure 6-5 shows IR images of the concrete surface, which has 1.27 cm deep delaminations
at the center and lower left corner in the images. As mentioned in section 4.3, IR data were
collected at 30-minute intervals from 7 AM to 10 AM to capture the interchange point from the
nighttime cooling effect to the daytime heating effect, and then IR data were taken every hour from
10 AM to 12 AM. The temperature range of the IR images is set up to 5 K for all images. In this
study, when the concrete blocks were casted, carrying handles were set up at the two corners on a
diagonal line to a reversed position of the corner delamination by reinforcing bars (upper left and
lower right corner for 1.27 cm depth, upper right and lower left corner for 2.54 cm depth).
Furthermore, thermocouples were attached on the surface of concrete slabs (right side of the
middle part). Since they have a different temperature distribution from the concrete surface, they
were not considered as delaminations even though IR images indicated different colors. Moreover,
since the temperature distribution of the concrete surface was not entirely homogeneous due to
reasons such as boundary conditions and the effect of sunlight, some temperature differences were
judged as noise or errors, and in turn, they were evaluated as sound areas.
In the images from 7 AM to 8:30 AM, both delaminations can be distinguished clearly and
they indicate a lower temperature than the surroundings. Even though those parts on the edge also
show a lower temperature than the areas in the middle, this can be considered as the effect of the
boundary condition. The indication becomes unclear at 9 AM and disappears at 9:30 AM. Then,
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those delaminated areas become hotter than the surroundings after 10 AM. This result proved that
there is an interchange period from the nighttime cooling effect to the daytime heating effect, and
IRT cannot detect delamination during this period.
Regarding the opposite interchange period, from daytime heating to the nighttime cooling
effect, IR images at 3 PM and 4 PM do not show indications at the delaminated areas. Therefore,
the period of these interchanges are within 1 hour in the morning and within 2 hours in the evening
in this experiment under the given conditions. The noteworthy points other than the interchange
points are the effect of the boundary condition from 9:30 AM to 6 PM, and the IR image taken at
12 AM which became unclear compared to the image taken at 11 PM.
As for the boundary condition, the area on the edge which received sunlight is much hotter
than the other area during the period. Figure 6-6 displays pictures of the test site at some
characteristic times, and Table 6-1 summarizes weather conditions and IRT results. In this table,
each mark indicates following:
 Circle: overall irradiation to the surface for “Sun-loading”; cloudy sky for “Cloud”; clear
indication in the IR image for “Indication”
 Triangle: partial irradiation to the surface for “Sun-loading”; clear sky but some clouds in the
sky for “Cloud”; obscure indication in the IR image for “Indication”
 X-mark: no irradiation to the surface for “Sun-loading”; clear sky without cloud for “Cloud”;
no indication in the IR image for “Indication”
According to the record of the climatological substation, sunrise was at 7:12 AM and sunset
was at 5:32 PM on that day. However, the sun started to shine on the concrete slab from 9 AM due
to a tree and a building near the test site as can be seen in Figure 6-6. In IR images of Figure 6-5,
the sun shined from the left upper side to the right upper side as time passes from 9 AM, and those
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edges show much higher temperatures than the temperature range of the IR images which is set up
to 5 K. Therefore, those parts require another temperature range setting, and it makes more
challenging to evaluate IRT results. Furthermore, by setting several temperature ranges for the
same IR image, it might yield misdetections. Additionally, according to Gucunski et al. (2013), an
IR image taken around noon indicated substantial noise compared to another taken in the morning.
Therefore, the preferable time period to apply IRT for concrete bridge deck inspection might be
during the nighttime cooling effect in order to reduce the possibility of misdetection, even though
delaminated areas are also indicated clearly during the daytime heating effect period in this study.
In terms of the image from 12 AM, clouds might have affected IRT since the difference
between 12 AM and before 11 PM is only the sky condition, whether it was clear or cloudy. On
that day, the sky was always clear during the experiment except at 12 AM when the sky was
covered with clouds.
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Figure 6-5. IR images at each time for 1.27 cm deep delamination specimen
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Figure 6-6. Sun loading situation at characteristic times
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Table 6-1. Summary of weather conditions and IR results (1.27 cm depth)
Time
Ambient temperature (°C)
Humidity (%)
Sunloading (1.27 cm)
Cloud
Indication
Cooling/Heating

7:00 AM 7:30 AM 8:00 AM 8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM 10:00 AM 11:00 AM 12:00 PM
9.9
9.7
10
10.4
10.9
11.7
12.9
15.8
18
72
73
74
73
72
71
69
66
59
☓
☓
☓
☓
△
◯
△
◯
◯
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
◯
◯
◯
◯
△
☓
◯
◯
◯
Cooling Cooling Cooling Cooling Cooling
N/A
Heating
Heating
Heating

Time
2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM 5:00 PM 6:00 PM 7:00 PM 8:00 PM
Ambient temperature (°C)
20.3
18.9
17.8
16.7
15.1
14.5
13.7
Humidity (%)
59
58
60
65
71
74
78
Sunloading (1.27 cm)
◯
△
◯
☓
☓
☓
☓
Cloud
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
Indication (1.27 cm)
◯
☓
☓
◯
◯
◯
◯
Cooling/Heating
Heating
N/A
N/A
Cooling Cooling Cooling
Cooling
Note: Sunrise; 7:12 AM, Sunset; 5:32 PM
◯:overall irradiation(Sunloading); cloudy sky (Cloud); clear indication (Indication)
△: partial irradiation(Sunloading); clear sky but some clouds (Cloud); obscure indication (Indication)
☓: no irradiation(Sunloading); clear sky without cloud (Cloud); no indication (Indication)

1:00 PM
19.6
57
◯
☓
◯
Heating

9:00 PM 10:00 PM 11:00 PM 12:00 AM
13.2
12.9
12.8
12.7
80
82
84
86
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
◯
◯
◯
◯
△
Cooling
Cooling
Cooling
Cooling

6.4.2. Discussion on the effect of cloud
Figure 6-7 depicts the schematic diagram of the flow of thermal energy. The atmospheric
temperature changes depending on the heat balance. There are two types of radiation: visible
radiation and invisible infrared radiation. The first type, visible radiation, includes direct solar
radiation, diffuse solar radiation which is diffused in the atmosphere/clouds, and reflected solar
radiation which is reflected radiation of both direct and diffuse solar radiation by the ground/clouds.
Some of the diffused solar radiation returns to space and the rest of it reaches the ground. Reflected
solar radiation is diffused in the atmosphere and again returns to the ground or space. This total
amount of radiation is called global solar radiation. The second type of radiation is invisible
infrared radiation. Infrared radiation is emitted from the atmosphere such as clouds, water vapor,
and carbon dioxide, and the infrared radiation returns to space and reaches the ground. This is
called atmospheric radiation. Furthermore, the ground surface also emits infrared radiation which
is called earth radiation. The heat balance is decided by these two types of radiation, sensible heat,
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latent heat and underground conductive heat (Kondo 2000).
The Figure 6-7 depicts the heat balance during the daytime. If it is nighttime, the global
solar radiation becomes zero. Therefore, the infrared radiation emitted from the ground surface
goes to space; consequently, air temperature decreases during the nighttime. However, if there is a
cloud as depicted in the figure, the cloud absorbs the infrared radiation from the ground and emits
it again to the ground and space; thus, the air temperature near the ground is warmed up when the
sky is cloudy. On the other hand, when the sky is clear, most of the infrared radiation emitted from
the ground goes to space; consequently, the air temperature falls more than that of a cloudy day.
Even though, some radiation is diffused by water vapor and carbon dioxide, the effect is much
lower than the effect of clouds. This phenomenon is known as radiative cooling, and on sunny
days, the night tends to be cooler than on cloudy days.
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Figure 6-7. The flow of thermal energy (Source: (Kondo 2000))

In order to validate the effect of radiative cooling on IRT, the measured temperatures are
investigated. In this experiment, the concrete’s surface temperature was measured by two devices,
an IR camera and a thermocouple. Figure 6-8 describes the results; the surface temperature
measured by the thermocouple shows a much higher temperature than the temperatures measured
by the IR camera. A possible explanation for this behavior is that thermocouples used in this
experiment registered temperature values that are a combination of the concrete’s surface
temperature, the ambient air temperature and the temperature of the tape that is used to attach the
thermocouples onto the surface. Especially during the daytime, the effect of sun loading is larger
and the temperature is much higher than the IR data. Therefore, this combination gives rise to a
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higher temperature reading on a concrete surface than the actual temperature value of the surface.
On the other hand, the IR device continuously registers temperature values of the concrete surfaces.
Despite these two devices indicating different temperatures, both devices provide the consistent
results that the concrete surface temperature increased suddenly from 11 PM to 12 AM. There was
a decrease in air temperature until approximately 11:30 PM, at which point the air temperature
began increasing slightly until 12 AM. However, the temperature of the concrete surface changed
more than the air temperature. This can be due to the atmospheric temperature beingt affected by
infrared radiation from the ground, which decreases air temperature, and atmospheric radiation
from the clouds, which increases air temperature. Therefore, the change in air temperature was
smaller than the change in temperature of the concrete surface due to mainly infrared radiation
from the surface, which decreases the surface temperature.

Figure 6-8. Temperature results from IRT and thermocouples (1.27 cm depth)
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6.4.3. FE model simulation results
Firstly, in order to develop and then validate the accuracy of a FE model simulation, the
simulation results must be compared to the test results. Since the temperature of the concrete
surface measured by the thermocouple indicated a much higher temperature than the IR camera as
mentioned above, results from the IR camera are used for the validation of FE model simulation.
In this simulation, the following conditions were defined based on the record of the climatological
substation: Solar irradiance is 700 W/m2; Heat transfer coefficient is 30 W/m2·K. Furthermore,
since this day was sunny and the effect of radiative cooling was considered, the effect was also
integrated by setting up the sky temperature in the software. Through iterative trials, the sky
temperature was set up as -50 °C from the ambient air temperature. Figure 6-9 depicts ambient air
temperature and both temperatures from experimental IRT scans and FE simulation results at
delaminated and sound parts of the concrete surface. It is obvious that the simulation result shows
very close values for both delaminated and sound parts except during the morning and at 12 AM.
Regarding the difference in the morning, it can be considered that the FE model simulation
assumed a clear sky the whole day, while the concrete surface was shaded until 9 AM as can be
seen in Figure 6-6, and it caused a lower temperature than the simulation result in the morning. In
terms of the difference at 12 AM, the effect of clouds can be assumed as mentioned in section 6.4.2.
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Figure 6-9. Temperatures from experimental IRT and FE model simulation results (1.27 cm depth)

Furthermore, Figure 6-10 compares temperature differences between sound and
delaminated parts of IRT and FE model simulation at each time. Since the most important factor
for IRT is the temperature difference between sound and delaminated parts, the reproducibility of
it by FE model simulation was compared with the IRT result. As can been seen in the graph, the
reproducibility of FE model simulation is very close to the IRT result even during the morning. It
should be noted that the temperature differences vary at most approximately 1 °C depending on
the camera specifications even when using the same IRT method as can be seen in Figure 4-7.
Therefore, the small differences between the two results can be considered within the measurement
error range. In this result, temperature differences during the morning are also simulated accurately
even though the concrete surface was shaded and the simulation result indicated a higher
temperature than the real surface temperature recoded by IRT at that time. Thus, it can be
concluded that this FE model simulation can reproduce temperature difference between sound and
delaminated areas regardless of the surface being shined or shaded.
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Figure 6-10. Comparison of temperature differences (1.27 cm depth)

In terms of the interchange points between the nighttime cooling effect and the daytime
heating effect, the simulation result points out around 9 AM and 4 PM. These times match with
the IRT results at 9:30 AM and from 3 PM to 4 PM. Therefore, IRT should not be applied before
and after at least 1 hour from the interchange points of the simulation result. Furthermore, higher
temperature differences in the day can be observed from both results around 11 AM to 2 PM and
6 PM to 11 PM, and those time windows must be preferable for IRT. However, considering the IR
results displayed in Figure 6-5, IRT is affected by sun loading during the daytime heating cycle
and it might cause misdetections while IRT is not affected by the sun during the nighttime cooling
cycle. This result can also be seen from the report of Gucunski et al. (2013). The delaminated areas
of the thermal image recorded 40 minutes after sunrise indicate lower temperatures than those of
the surroundings; this can be considered the nighttime cooling effect. In this study, the cooling
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cycle also yielded much clearer damage indications than the heating cycle based on numerical and
experimental studies.
In terms of the nighttime cooling effect, it can be observed from the simulation result that
the effect becomes maximum at night, around 7 PM in this case, and then the temperature
difference decreases gradually from that time to the next morning until reaching the interchange
point a few hours after sunrise. Even though IRT would show a clear indication during the morning
as it was reported in (Gucunski et al. 2013), there is a high possibility of reaching the interchange
point during the bridge inspection if IRT is utilized for a real bridge deck inspection in the early
morning. On the other hand, if IRT is applied after sunset, there is enough time till the interchange
point. Thus, it can be concluded that nighttime is the most suitable time for the application of IRT.

6.5. Results of 2.54 cm deep delaminations
6.5.1. IR data results
Figure 6-11 shows IR images of the concrete surface which has 2.54 cm deep delaminations
at the center and left upper corner of the image, and Table 6-2 summarizes the weather conditions
and IRT results. These IR data were also collected at 30-minute intervals from 7 AM to 10 AM,
and then taken every hour from 10 AM to 12 AM. The temperature range of the IR images is also
set up to 5 K for all images. As mentioned in section 6.2.1, several types of obstacles, such as
gravel, wood chips, and tape of different color and size, were installed on the concrete surface to
investigate the effect of obstacles on the concrete surface for IRT as shown in Figure 6-1. In terms
of the effect of wood chips, the chips were placed around the middle part of the delaminated area.
Through the data collection, it showed lower temperature than the delaminated area and the
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surroundings during the cooling effect cycle (higher temperature during the heating effect cycle).
As a result, the delaminated area hidden by the wood chips could not be detected. This can also be
seen in the case of gravel. The reason can be considered that the debris have much smaller surface
area, so it was cooled down/heated up much faster than the concrete surface. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the debris on the concrete surfaces can be distinguished by IRT, although the
surfaces under those debris cannot be evaluated whether there are delaminations or not.
As for the tape, white and silver-colored tape was always cooler than the concrete surface.
This can be considered that these colors reflect sun loading without observing the heat. On the
other hand, black, green and brown-colored tape show higher or similar temperatures compared to
the surroundings from 11 AM to 2 PM while they yielded lower temperatures during other time
windows. It can be considered that this is also caused by the difference of heat absorption
depending on colors. However, it can be observed that these different colors can also be
distinguished by IRT. Furthermore, it can be assumed that if visual high-definition images are
taken at the same time, most of the debris can be distinguished by comparing IR and HD images
easily. Therefore, removing debris on the bridge deck is not always required for inspections of
concrete bridge decks by IRT.
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Figure 6-11. IR images at each time for 2.54 cm deep delamination specimen

Table 6-2. Summary of weather conditions and IR results (2.54 cm depth)
Time
7:00 AM 7:30 AM 8:00 AM 8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM 10:00 AM 11:00 AM 12:00 PM 1:00 PM
Ambient temperature (°C)
9.9
9.7
10
10.4
10.9
11.7
12.9
15.8
18
19.6
Humidity (%)
72
73
74
73
72
71
69
66
59
57
Sun-loading (2.54 cm)
☓
☓
☓
☓
△
☓
☓
◯
◯
◯
Cloud
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
Indication (2.54 cm)
◯
◯
◯
△
☓
☓
△
◯
◯
◯
Cooling/Heating
Cooling Cooling Cooling Cooling Cooling
N/A
Heating
Heating
Heating Heating
Time
2:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM 5:00 PM 6:00 PM 7:00 PM 8:00 PM
Ambient temperature (°C)
20.3
18.9
17.8
16.7
15.1
14.5
13.7
Humidity (%)
59
58
60
65
71
74
78
Sun-loading (2.54 cm)
◯
△
◯
☓
☓
☓
☓
Cloud
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
Indication (2.54 cm)
◯
☓
☓
◯
◯
◯
◯
Cooling/Heating
Heating
N/A
N/A
Cooling Cooling Cooling
Cooling
Note: Sunrise; 7:12 AM, Sunset; 5:32 PM
◯:overall irradiation(Sunloading); cloudy sky (Cloud); clear indication (Indication)
△: partial irradiation(Sunloading); clear sky but some clouds (Cloud); obscure indication (Indication)
☓: no irradiation(Sunloading); clear sky without cloud (Cloud); no indication (Indication)

9:00 PM 10:00 PM 11:00 PM 12:00 AM
13.2
12.9
12.8
12.7
80
82
84
86
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
◯
◯
◯
◯
△
Cooling
Cooling
Cooling
Cooling

6.5.2. FE model simulation results
Figure 6-12 depicts the ambient air temperature and both the temperatures from the
experimental IRT scan and simulation results at the delaminated and sound parts of the concrete
surface. This simulation result also shows values that are very close to the IRT results, even though
the temperatures are higher than the IRT results during the morning. The surface temperatures of
the IRT results at 12 AM also increased for this concrete slab in the same way as the 1.27 cm depth
specimen. Therefore, the same reasons can be assumed; the surface was shaded in the morning,
until 11 AM for this specimen, and clouds prevented radiative cooling at 12 AM.
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Furthermore, temperature differences between sound and delaminated parts of IRT and FE
model simulation at each time were also compared as displayed in Figure 6-13. As can been seen
in the graph, the reproducibility of the FE model simulation is also high through the data collection
time. In terms of the interchange points between the nighttime cooling effect and the daytime
heating effect, the simulation result indicates around 9 AM and 4 PM, and these times match the
IRT results, from 9 AM to 9:30 AM and from 3 PM to 4 PM.
Based on the results of FE model simulation for two concrete slabs, it can be concluded
that this FE model simulation can reproduce temperature differences between sound and
delaminated areas with high accuracy. Furthermore, time windows that should be avoided for IRT
application can also be obtained by the simulation, at least 1 hour before and after the interchange
points in time.

Figure 6-12. Temperatures from IRT and FE model simulation results (2.54 cm depth)
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Figure 6-13. Comparison of temperature differences (2.54 cm depth)

6.6. Conclusions
Effective utilization of the IRT on civil engineering structures also depend on the
application time window on structures. This study explores the favorable time windows for
concrete bridge deck inspections by IRT through field experiment and FE model simulations. In
this experiment, two concrete slabs, which have delaminations at 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm depths were
used. In addition, how debris affects the result of IRT for bridge deck inspections was investigated
by placing several types of obstacles on the concrete slab, which has 2.54 cm deep delaminations.
In this study, IR images were taken every hour from 7 AM to 12 AM. Furthermore, in order to
capture the interchange point from the nighttime cooling effect to the daytime heating effect, IRT
data were collected at 30-minute intervals from 7 AM to 10 AM.
In terms of IRT results of 1.27 cm depth delaminations on the test specimen, both
delaminations can be detected except for 9:30 AM, 3 PM and 4 PM data sets. This result proved
that there are interchange periods between the nighttime cooling effect and the daytime heating
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effect, and IRT cannot detect delamination during these periods. In addition, the period of these
interchanges were within 1 hour in the morning and within 2 hours in the evening for this
experiment under the given conditions. Furthermore, it was observed that the sides, which were
exposed to sunlight (including the edge) showed much higher temperatures than the other parts of
the surface. Therefore, those parts require another temperature range setting, and it makes it more
challenging to evaluate the IRT results. Moreover, by setting several temperature ranges for the
same IRT image, it might yield misdetections. Therefore, it can be concluded that the preferable
time period to apply IRT for concrete bridge deck inspection is during the nighttime cooling in
order to reduce the possibility of misdetection, even though the delaminated areas are also
observed clearly during the daytime heating period in this study.
As for the FE model simulation, a highly-reproducible model was constructed by
considering the phenomenon of radiative cooling. In this model, the sky temperature was set up as
-50 °C from the ambient air temperature through iterative trials. Especially for the temperature
differences between the sound and delaminated parts (the most important factor for IRT), the FE
model simulation performed high reproducibility compared with the experimental IRT results.
Based on the simulation and IRT results, higher temperature differences in the day can be observed
from both results around noontime and nighttime, and those time windows must be preferable for
the field implementation of the IRT. However, considering the IRT results, IRT is affected by sun
loading during the daytime heating cycle and it might cause misdetections while IRT is not affected
by the sun during the nighttime cooling cycle. Furthermore, it can be assumed from the simulation
result that the maximum effect is at night (around 7 PM in this case) and then the temperature
difference decreases gradually from that time to the next morning; subsequently, it reaches to the
interchange point a few hours after sunrise. Even though IRT would show clear indications of the
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delaminations during the morning, it would be weaker than the indications of the previous night,
and there is a high possibility to reach to the interchange point during the bridge inspection if IRT
is utilized for real bridge deck inspections in the early morning. On the other hand, if IRT is applied
after sunset, there is an enough time till the interchange point. Thus, it can be concluded that
nighttime application of IRT is the most suitable time window for concrete bridge deck inspections.
Since FE model is consistently agreeing with the IRT data collected from the field, it might
be possible to develop such a model to determine the favorable times as opposed to visiting the
structure to install test specimens [8] to determine the best times for field scans. Considering that
the authors are focusing on rapid bridge deck scans with instrumented vehicles operating at
highway speeds [20], elimination of prior access and installation of test specimens will
tremendously increase the rate of structures being scanned and evaluated. In addition, such models
validated with field data, will allow for further simulations of the bridge deck under environmental
and mechanical inputs.
Regarding the effect of obstacles on concrete bridge deck surfaces, it can be concluded that
debris on the concrete surfaces can be distinguished on the IR images since the debris have much
smaller surface areas, so that they are cooled down/heated up much faster than the concrete surface.
Furthermore, it can be assumed that if visual high-definition images are taken at the same time,
most of the debris can be easily distinguished by comparing IR and HD images. Therefore,
removing debris on the bridge deck may not always be required for concrete bridge decks by IRT.
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CHAPTER 7: FIELD LABORATORY STUDIES FOR HIGH-SPEED IRT
APPLICATION2

7.1. Objective of this study
This study intends to explore factors which affect IRT for subsurface damage detection in
concrete structures especially when IRT is utilized for bridge deck inspection while driving.
Particularly, the following are investigated in this study: a) IR cameras with different specifications,
b) Photography conditions such as data collection times, driving speeds, camera angles while
capturing images, c) Test specimens with different delaminations, d) Temperature condition, and
e) Data analysis approaches.
As Gucunski et al. (2015) mentions, one of the limitations of NDE methods for bridge
inspection is the speed of data collection. On the other hand, the valuable advantage of IRT is
potential application for high-speed data collection; namely, the ability to inspect a bridge deck
while driving at normal speeds without any lane closures in place of traditional sounding
inspection or other NDE techniques which mostly require lane closures. This advantage can reduce
dangers for both inspectors and motorists drastically since there are several potential dangers to
closing a lane for inspection while cars are driving in the adjacent lanes. Furthermore, it can also
inspect much faster than other NDE methods. Since many experiments have been conducted with
one IR camera, 3 different infrared cameras equipped with different specifications were utilized at
the same time for a comparison of camera specifications. Furthermore, usual experiments on IRT
have been conducted only under static conditions, so this study took IR images from a stopped and

The content of this chapter also appears in “Structural Monitoring and Maintenance, An International Journal” as:
Hiasa S, Catbas FN, Matsumoto M, Mitani M, “Monitoring Concrete Bridge Decks using Infrared Thermography with
High Speed Vehicles” (Accepted on 6/10/2016)
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moving vehicle to investigate the effect of data collection speed. There are two types of
applications for IRT, passive and active IRT. This study used passive IRT since it assumed the
application of IRT for real bridges under natural circumstances. IR data was collected several times
in a day to examine the effect of data collection time. In terms of size of delamination, only one
delamination size was installed into test specimens, even though delaminations were set up at
various depths from the surface as described in Figure 2-7.
In order to enhance reliability and applicability of IRT, especially for high-speed inspection
of bridge decks, it is important to better understand the critical factors that degrade the performance
of IRT. Thus, this study investigated several factors that might affect the performance of IRT,
especially when IRT is utilized for high-speed bridge deck scanning.

7.2. Methods of the experiment
7.2.1. Infrared cameras
In this study, three infrared cameras with different specifications as shown in Table 2-1
(T420, T650sc and SC5600 manufactured by FLIR Systems, Inc.) were utilized to evaluate the
differences of camera specifications and to avoid misconceptions by using only one IR camera test
result. As mentioned above, since several types of hardware for IE and GPR were compared and
produced different results, IRT must also be compared with different types of IR hardware to
accurately evaluate the difference in inspection reliability.
As shown in Table 2-1, T420 and T650sc have the same type of detector, uncooled micro
bolometer, while SC5600 has an InSb detector. IR cameras can be classified into two types
according to their detector type: thermal detectors and quantum detectors. These are often called
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uncooled and cooled detectors/cameras respectively. Since the effect of camera specifications has
not been discussed very much so far, many researchers used uncooled cameras which have similar
specifications to T420 and T650sc due to economic reasons. Typically, uncooled cameras have
lower costs and a broader spectral response than cooled cameras, although their response is much
slower and less sensitive than cooled cameras (FLIR 2013). In terms of the IR cameras used in this
study, SC5600 captures medium wavelength while others capture long wavelength. Furthermore,
SC5600 has much shorter integration time (time constant for uncooled cameras) than others, and
it helps to capture the exact figure of objects under high speed application without image blur
(FLIR 2015). Regarding the other aspects with the exception of detector type, SC5600 and T650sc
have approximately the same imaging resolution, and T420 has lower resolution. Moreover,
SC5600 and T650sc have the same thermal sensitivity, and it is two times more sensitive than
T420. Therefore, the differences in detector type, spectral range, integration time (time constant),
thermal sensitivity, and resolution are comparable. The results obtained by three different IR
cameras were compared to show how the specifications of each have evident effects on the degree
of accuracy in the detection of subsurface delaminations within concrete structures.

7.2.2. Test specimens
In the experiment, test specimens depicted in section 2.4 were used. As described in section
2.4, these specimens have artificial delaminations, each size is 10.2 cm × 10.2 cm × approximately
3.18 mm, made by foamed sheet and cardboard wrapped in plastic as shown in Figure 2-7 at a
different depth from the concrete surface, 1.27 cm, 2.54 cm, 5.08 cm and 7.62 cm. Each concrete
test specimen made for this experiment was designed as the same thickness, and the size is 91.4
cm × 91.4 cm × 20.3 cm as depicted in Figure 2-7.
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7.2.3. Photography conditions
Figure 7-1 shows the test location, Ara Drive, in front of the Stormwater Research Lab at
the University of Central Florida. The field test was conducted on January 21, 2015. As shown in
Figure 7-1, 4 concrete test specimens were set up along the roadside. In this experiment, concrete
blocks were put on wooden stands and pallets to make space through which wind blows under
concrete slabs as shown in the picture. IR images were taken from a vehicle equipped with the
three IR cameras at the same time while driving down the road at varying speed, from 0 to 48 km/h
(30 mph). 0 km/h refers to an idling stop, so that the engine was working during the photography.
Therefore, there was some vibration of the car due to idling even when the speed was 0 km/h. IR
images were taken at multiple times, 9 AM, 3 PM, 8 PM and 12 AM.

Figure 7-1. Test location and method
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Each camera’s position was set up with an angle between 45° to 50° (where 0° is
perpendicular) to capture the same width at the center of the image. As shown in Figure 7-2, each
camera’s position was calibrated with the help of a plastic calibration sheet (3.5 × 2.42 m). The
width was assumed to capture one lane of roadway width at one time. Due to the different Field of
View for each IR camera, their images look different when comparing SC5600 with the other two
cameras.

Figure 7-2. Camera position

7.2.4. Data analyzing methodology
Theoretically, delaminated areas show a hot spot during daylight and a cool spot at
nighttime. However, it is not always possible to detect subsurface delaminations in concrete
structures only from the color variation of raw infrared imagery since the concrete structure itself
tends to have a temperature gradient depending on location and orientation with respect to the sun
as discussed by Washer et al. (2010). Since specific processes are desirable to obtain a better result
from IRT as mentioned in (Kee et al. 2012; Oh et al. 2013), an infrared image processing software
(Matsumoto et al. 2012) was utilized in this study. This software indicates potential delaminated
areas which have cooler (hotter) temperature distribution than the surroundings during nighttime
(daytime) with three categories, red, yellow and blue colors in the order of severity, classified
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depending on magnitude of the temperature contrast. In this software, the higher contrast area is
evaluated as a more severe delamination. Figure 7-3 shows the methodology of analysis in this
study. Since IR cameras were mounted on top of the vehicle and images of test specimens on the
roadside were taken at a certain angle, the original IR images become like the upper images of (a)
with rainbow color. In the original IR images, since the concrete blocks were located at the left
side of the image with a certain angle, it was difficult to compare each specimen and figure.
Furthermore, as shown in the lower images, even images processed by the software produce a lot
of noise because the specimens were placed on a grass field. Therefore, these images were
deskewed into plain view to make it much easier to compare with others by compensating the
original image. Since the size of the specimens were known, the surface is 91.4 cm × 91.4 cm,
each image of a test specimen was compensated into plain view, and other parts were trimmed
except for the surface of concrete test specimens as shown in the (b) of Figure 7-3.

Figure 7-3. Original IR and processed images (a) and converted images (b) at 8 PM (Temperature: °C)
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7.2.5. Temperature
Through the experiment, ambient temperature and surface temperature of test specimens
were recorded by thermocouples. For the test specimens, thermocouples were attached onto them
with artificial delaminations at 1.27 cm and 7.62 cm depth. One thermocouple was attached on the
sound concrete surface, and another one measured ambient temperature for each test specimen as
shown in the right two images of Figure 7-4. Furthermore, in order to monitor the ambient
temperature of the test field, one thermocouple was attached on a shed wall in the shade for the
day’s entirety near the test site as shown in left image of Figure 7-4. The temperature record is
shown in Figure 7-5. In this graph, the records of thermocouples attached on a concrete slab with
1.27 cm deep delamination are described as “con 1.27”, which attached on the surface, and “con
1.27 air”, which set up a shaded part made by the specimen to measure air temperature near the
concrete slab. The legends of thermocouples attached on a concrete slab with 7.62 cm deep
delamination are similarly provided. The “air” shows the temperature that measured ambient
temperature of the test field at the shed. In terms of ambient temperature, the temperature
difference between the highest and lowest air temperature in a day (from 8 AM to 1 AM in this
study) was approximately 12 °C by “air” (max: 23.7 °C, min: 11.6 °C), and approximately 16 °C
near concrete slabs (“con 1.27 air”: 26.9 and 10.8 °C, “con 7.62 air”: 26.6 and 10.6 °C). Regarding
surface temperatures, thermocouples seem to be affected by sunlight since those temperatures are
unstable in the daytime and sometimes they decreased drastically. It can be considered that clouds
and trees around the test field made shadows sometimes, and they cased temperature variations in
the daytime.
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Figure 7-4. Temperature measurement

Figure 7-5. Temperature during test

7.3. Test results
7.3.1. Results of damage detection by both raw IR and processed images
Figure 7-6 shows raw IR and processed images of the concrete slab with 1.27 cm depth of
delamination taken at 9 AM, 3 PM, 8 PM and 12 AM at 0 km/h and 48 km/h. The temperature
range of the IR images is set up to 5 K for all images except images at 3 PM (10 K) since the
temperature distribution at 3 PM is much wider than at other times. Two types of delamination
described Figure 2-7 were embedded at the center and the corner of the block (upper right side for
1.27cm depth). In this study, both raw IR and processed images were investigated to determine
whether those images could detect delaminated spots or not.
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Figure 7-6. Comparison of 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) depth images taken at 0 km/h (left) & 48 km/h (right): (a) 9 AM,
(b) 3 PM, (c) 8 PM, (d)12 AM (Temperature: °C)

Table 7-1 summarizes the results. Delaminations detected clearly are listed as a circle
symbol, an obscure defect is marked as a triangle symbol, and non-detected delaminations are
marked as x-marks. If there are any differences between SC5600 and the other two cameras, those
parts are described by a boldface mark in the table. In this study, when the concrete blocks were
casted, carrying handles were set up at the two corners on a diagonal line to a reversed position of
the cardboard delamination by reinforcing bars (upper left and lower right corners of the images
in Figure 7-6). Furthermore, thermocouple was attached on the surface, lower end of the images
in Figure 7-6. Since they have a different temperature distribution from the concrete surface, they
were not considered as delaminations even though IR and processed images indicated them as
delaminated parts. Moreover, since the temperature of the concrete surface was not entirely
homogeneous temperature distribution due to boundary conditions and the effect of sunlight, and
so on, some temperature differences were judged as noise or errors, namely, they were evaluated
as sound areas. This method becomes relatively subjective because the locations of the delaminated
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parts were known beforehand.

Table 7-1. Result of delamination detection

7.3.2. Effect of camera specifications for IRT performance
As can be seen, the SC5600 showed the highest performance at any time and any speed.
Then, T650sc performed better than T420. In terms of the effect of data collection speed, when
T650sc and T420 took IR images at 48 km/h, indications of delamination became more unclear
and larger than those taken at 0 km/h. The reason can be due to the much slower integration time
(time constant) of uncooled cameras than that of cooled cameras, and that made blurred images,
since SC5600 did not show any differences between images taken at 0 km/h and 48 km/h at any
time. Furthermore, T650sc and T420 show relatively larger indication compared to SC5600 even
with images taken at 0 km/h. This shows that even the vibration caused by the idling of the car
affects the result of IRT with IR cameras which have longer integration time (time constant).
Regarding the effect of pixel resolution, images of T420 are much rougher than images of
the other two cameras as can be seen in Figure 7-6, and that makes it difficult to detect
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delaminations. Since T420 has 4 times lower resolution than the other two cameras, each pixel of
T420 image can be distinguished easily from Figure 7-6, and the larger pixels make T420 more
insensitive than the other two cameras. In this study, three cameras set up to take one whole lane
of a roadway as mentioned in section 4.2.3, so that the distance to the concrete slabs might be out
of the coverage for T420. The approximate size of each pixel is as follows; SC5600 and T650sc:
0.5 cm × 2.0 cm, T420: 1.0 cm × 4.0 cm, although each pixel size is not always the same since IR
images were taken with a certain angle. The upper side of the image was rougher than the underside
of the image, and they were not taken at the exact same locations. It can be concluded that the
main factor for lower performance of T420 than T650sc was the lower pixel resolution. When the
camera angle of T420 was changed to make the distance between the camera and concrete slabs,
the images became much clearer as shown in the left image of Figure 7-7. In this image, each pixel
size is approximately 0.3 cm × 0.7 cm. However, even though the image quality was improved
drastically by taking a closer distance, the area that can be taken at one time became much smaller,
here it was about 1 m width. Therefore, if T420 is used for bridge deck inspection and it is required
to provide the same quality as T650sc, data collection must be implemented three or four times
more than T650sc, or three or four cameras should be used at the same time to collect data of whole
one lane, about 3.6 m width typically. Furthermore, when T420 was used to take a closer distance
at driving speed, those images were more blurred as shown in the right image of Figure 7-7. This
can be due to the much longer time constant of uncooled IR cameras. These results indicate that
640 × 480 pixels for pixel resolution is preferable for efficient bridge deck inspection, and only
static photography is recommended for uncooled cameras.
In terms of other specifications such as spectral range and thermal sensitivity, those effects
could not be clarified by these comparisons.
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Figure 7-7. IR image taken by T420 with different angle and closer distance (left: 0 km/h, right: 48 km/h,
12 AM, 1.27 cm, Temperature: °C)

7.3.3. Effect of data collection speed for IRT performance
In order to evaluate how much data collection speed affected IRT performance for damage
detection, the results showed in Table 7-1 are evaluated by numerical scoring as follows: circles
are 1.0, triangles are 0.5, and x-marks are 0.0. Since 5.08 and 7.62 cm deep delaminations were
not detected in this experiment, up to 2.54 cm depth of delaminations were evaluated, so that the
score is counted by the four delaminations of 1.27 and 2.54 cm deep at the center and corner for
each time and speed. Therefore, the maximum score is 4 for each time and speed. The scaling
result is summarized as shown in Table 7-2. Even though the score of SC5600 at each time and
speed is never changed for both “Raw IR” and “Processed IR”, both scores of T650sc and T420
are degraded when they are used at 48 km/h, especially for “Raw IR”. Since SC5600 and T650sc
performed almost similar levels of damage detection at 0 km/h and only T650sc showed lower
performance at 48 km/h, the main factor that affects high-speed application of IRT is the longer
time constant (integration time) of uncooled IR cameras. Regarding the lower performance of T420,
the reason can be due to the lower resolution of the camera as mentioned in section 7.3.2.
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This comparison also found that processed images are very useful to detect delaminated
parts when IR data are collected from moving vehicles. Especially for uncooled cameras, the
performance of damage detection for high-speed inspection improved drastically: about 80% for
T650sc and 150% for T420. Therefore, it can be concluded that when IRT with uncooled cameras
are utilized for high-speed inspection, the IR image is affected by the speed of the data collection.
However, relatively reliable data can be obtained by processing the images, although the
performance is worse than cooled cameras.

Table 7-2. Result Scaling of delamination detection for each time and speed
1.27, 2.54cm
9AM
3PM
8PM
12AM
9AM
Processed 3PM
IR
8PM
12AM
Raw IR total
Processed IR total
Improvement
Raw
IR

SC5600
T650sc
T420
0km/h 48km/h Degradation 0km/h 48km/h Degradation 0km/h 48km/h Degradation
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
2.5
-38%
3.5
0.0
-100%
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
0.5
-88%
3.5
2.0
-43%
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
3.5
-13%
4.0
2.0
-50%
4.0
4.0
N/A
3.5
2.0
-43%
2.0
0.0
-100%
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
3.0
-25%
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
3.5
-13%
3.5
2.5
-29%
4.0
4.0
N/A
4.0
4.0
N/A
2.0
0.5
-75%
16.0
16.0
N/A
15.5
8.5
-45%
13.0
4.0
-69%
16.0
16.0
N/A
16.0
15.5
-3%
13.5
10.0
-26%
N/A
N/A
3%
82%
4% 150%

Moreover, areas of each indicated delamination spot for 1.27 and 2.54 cm deep were
measured manually, and the percentage of indicated area to the concrete surface is summarized in
Table 7-3. In this study, each delaminated spot area is designed to be approximate 1.25 % of
concrete slab surface area; area of delamination is 10.2 cm × 10.2 cm and area of slab surface is
91.4 cm × 91.4 cm. Although this comparison is relatively subjective since the locations of
delamination are known, the average ratios of SC5600 are very close to the designed ratio
regardless of data collection speed for raw and processed IR images, and their average and standard
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deviation are not changed even when the speed is 48 km/h. Regarding T650sc, the average ratios
are larger than designed, one even 0 km/h, and they are getting larger when it is used at 48 km/h.
Furthermore, the standard deviations at 48 km/h become much larger than at 0 km/h. The main
differences between SC5600 and T650sc are integration time, which mostly depends on whether
cooled or uncooled detector type, or spectral range, which is either SW or LW. In this comparison,
since only T650sc was affected by data collection speed when it was used while driving, it can be
concluded that the main factor which affects high-speed application is much longer integration
time. It can be assumed that the reason why T650sc shows relatively larger indications than real
size is that it was affected by the vibration of idling even at 0 km/h as mentioned above. As for
T420, it failed to detect delaminations when it was used at 48 km/h in many cases from raw IR
data, so that it is difficult to compare raw IR data, yet averages and standard deviations in any case
for T420 are much larger than the other two cameras. The reason is that there was not only a much
longer time constant, but also lower pixel resolution.
Furthermore, Figure 7-8 to Figure 7-10 show histograms of the ratios of indicated area to
the slab surface at 0 km/h and 48 km/h regardless of raw or processed IR images. From Figure 7-8,
it is obvious that almost every result of SC5600 distributes between a 1 to 2 percent range of both
0 km/h and 48 km/h. This result proves that SC5600 detects very accurately even when it is utilized
on a moving vehicle at normal driving speed. As for T650sc, the range became wider, from 1 to
2.5%, at 0 km/h, and when it was used at 48 km/h, the distribution became wider than those taken
at 0 km/h and in some cases it failed to detect delaminations as shown in Figure 7-9. T420 degraded
more than T650sc when it was used at 48 km/h as described in Figure 7-10. Therefore, this study
concludes that these two cameras are strongly affected by data collection speed, and the main
factor is their much longer time constant than cooled IR cameras.
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Table 7-3. Comparison of the percentage of indicated area to the concrete surface area
TIME

DEPTH Defect
(cm)
location

1.27
middle
2.54
1.27
corner
2.54
1.27
middle
2.54
3PM
1.27
corner
2.54
1.27
middle
2.54
8PM
1.27
corner
2.54
1.27
middle
2.54
12AM
1.27
corner
2.54
Average
Standard Deviation
9AM

SC5600
Raw IR
Processed IR
0 (km/h) 48 (km/h) 0 (km/h) 48 (km/h)
1.13%
1.75%
1.80%
1.72%
1.44%
1.52%
1.94%
1.66%
2.00%
2.24%
2.86%
2.43%
1.80%
1.72%
2.12%
1.81%
1.07%
0.92%
1.50%
1.54%
1.25%
1.57%
1.52%
1.73%
1.80%
1.22%
1.10%
0.94%
1.40%
1.47%
1.63%
1.53%
1.36%
0.91%
1.92%
1.52%
0.63%
0.43%
1.67%
1.47%
1.46%
1.37%
1.53%
1.91%
1.38%
1.23%
1.58%
1.54%
1.45%
1.72%
1.65%
1.79%
1.10%
1.20%
1.09%
1.25%
1.49%
1.61%
1.57%
1.76%
1.05%
1.14%
1.23%
1.15%
1.36%
1.38% 1.67%
1.61%
0.32%
0.41% 0.41%
0.33%

T650sc
Raw IR
Processed IR
0 (km/h) 48 (km/h) 0 (km/h) 48 (km/h)
2.47%
5.99%
3.95%
4.88%
3.08%
4.47%
2.22%
3.86%
2.74%
4.23%
2.83%
4.01%
1.84%
3.78%
2.54%
3.92%
1.72%
1.45%
1.15%
1.32%
2.15%
2.05%
2.39%
1.86%
2.97%
1.58%
1.72%
2.10%
2.16%
3.15%
1.87%
1.96%
1.53%
1.56%
1.65%
1.80%
2.33%
2.91%
1.46%
0.40%
1.61%
1.72%
1.58%
1.26%
1.33%
2.57%
1.95%
1.18%
1.37%
1.15%
2.36%
1.19%
2.08%
1.68%
1.02%
1.14%
2.05%
2.35%
2.48%
1.23%
1.98%
2.96% 2.07%
2.19%
0.51%
1.38% 0.67%
1.28%

Figure 7-8. Distribution of indicated damage area size ratio by SC5600
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T420
Raw IR
Processed IR
0 (km/h) 48 (km/h) 0 (km/h) 48 (km/h)
8.49%
4.88%
4.24%
2.66%
2.85%
3.56%
3.41%
4.79%
3.66%
2.74%
3.76%
3.59%
3.54%
2.89%
1.97%
1.52%
1.95%
1.59%
2.08%
2.71%
2.38%
1.59%
2.54%
1.28%
2.44%
2.16%
4.16%
2.43%
1.55%
1.39%
1.51%
1.58%
2.87%
1.44%
1.50%
2.77%
0.91%
1.46%
1.67%
2.54%
2.59%
2.00%
2.54%
1.35%
1.19%
2.56%
3.97%
1.56%
1.66%
2.76%
1.98%
1.52%
2.95%
2.32% 2.46%
2.31%
1.60%
0.92% 1.14%
0.97%

Figure 7-9. Distribution of indicated damage area size ratio by T650sc

Figure 7-10. Distribution of indicated damage area size ratio by T420

7.3.4. Detectable depth of delamination for IRT
In terms of detectable depth of the delamination in the concrete slabs, up to 2.54 cm (1 in.)
depth can be detected clearly in any cases for SC5600. As for T650sc and T420, up to 2.54 cm
depth can be detected at 0 km/h, even though some of them are not clear. However, when data
were collected at 48 km/h, IR images become obscure or cannot detect delaminated areas
especially from the raw IR images. Furthermore, since the locations of delaminated parts are
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known, the judgment tends to be subjective for T650sc and T420 even though those images are
unclear and it would be challenging to distinguish in a blind test. Therefore, it can be assumed that
detecting delaminations from real concrete structures by an uncooled camera becomes more
difficult, especially when it is utilized for high-speed applications.
Furthermore, for 5.08 cm (2 in.) depth delamination, only SC5600 indicates the potential
that can detect delamination up to 5.08 cm by processed images in any speed as shown in Figure
7-11, although the shapes are not exactly square. In some research, however, IRT detected 5.08 cm
or deeper delaminations; therefore, it can be considered that SC5600 might be able to detect
delamination at 5.08 cm depth from the surface if larger size of delamination is used as discussed
in chapter 4.

Figure 7-11. Comparison of 5.08 cm depth images taken at 0 km/h and 48 km/h at 8 PM (Temperature: °C)

7.3.5. Environmental effects for IRT
The images on the left of Figure 7-12 show deskewed IR and processed images taken at 9
AM at 0 km/h by SC5600 for the test piece has 5.08 cm deep delamination, and the image on the
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right is the original IR image. Both IR images clearly show a temperature difference between the
upper left side and lower right side of the concrete surface. This difference was caused by the
shadow of a tree which was located behind the test site. This result shows that if there is a shaded
part on the concrete surface, the result of IRT is strongly affected by sunlight and shadow even in
the morning. As a matter of fact, measured concrete surface temperatures of 1.27 and 7.62 cm
depth delamination test specimens in Figure 7-5 show drastic temperature changes sometimes from
after sunrise until sunset respectively at different times even though they are located close to each
other. It can be explained by the effect of shadows due to clouds or surrounding trees. Furthermore,
the range of temperature change on the concrete surface during daytime, around 11 AM to 5 PM
is much larger than the range during the morning or nighttime. As shown in Figure 7-6-(b), in spite
of the temperature range of IR image at 3 PM being 2 times wider than at other times, the left edge
part shows much higher temperature than the right part; actually, it exceeds the temperature range.
It is also apparent that the concrete surface temperatures vary from one place to another. Therefore,
it can be assumed that there is more “noise” during the daytime since the concrete surface
temperature is randomly changing with a much wider range than morning or nighttime from time
to time, and from one place to another as it is mentioned by Kee et al. (2012). Based on these
results, it can be concluded that direct sunlight strongly affects the assessment results of IRT, and
nighttime would be the suitable time window for IRT due to less false detections and interferences
of sunlight, although further experiments are needed.
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Figure 7-12. Effect of sunlight: left; deskewed, right; original (9 AM: SC5600; 0km/h)

7.4. Conclusions
In this research, three IR cameras with different specifications were compared at different
times and speeds of data collection to explore several factors which affect IRT for subsurface
damage detection in concrete structures, especially when IRT is utilized for bridge deck inspection
while driving. Four concrete test specimens with artificial delaminations were prepared for this
experiment. The results show that IRT can detect up to 2.54 cm delamination from a concrete
surface at any time period in this experiment. However, there should be an undetectable time zone
when the delaminated and sound parts become an equilibrium state in the early morning and
evening as it is assumed by Matsumoto et al. (2012). Since the delaminated area was already hotter
than the surroundings at 9 AM, the equilibrium state must be earlier than 9 AM under the condition
of this test. Similarly, that area was cooler than the surroundings at 8 PM, so that it must be earlier
than 8 PM.
In terms of the effect of data collection speed, the main factor that affects high-speed
application of IRT is the much longer time constant (integration time) of uncooled IR cameras
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since the cooled camera used for this study, SC5600, did not show any differences between images
taken at 0 km/h and 48 km/h at any time. This study proved that SC5600 detected very accurately
even when it was utilized with a moving vehicle at normal driving speed. On the other hand,
uncooled cameras, T650sc and T420, were strongly affected by data collection speed, and when
they were used at 48 km/h, their damage indication became larger than those taken at 0 km/h.
Therefore, this study concludes that when IRT with uncooled cameras are utilized for high-speed
inspection, the IR image is affected by the speed of the data collection.
Regarding the effect of pixel resolution, lower pixel resolution, 320 × 240 pixels, caused
much lower performance when the camera was attached on a vehicle to take images of one lane
width of a roadway, and this result indicates that 640 × 480 pixels for pixel resolution is preferable
for efficient bridge deck inspection. Even though IR cameras with lower resolution can take better
quality images due to the closer distance, the area that can be taken at one time also became much
smaller. Thus, data collection must be implemented three or four times more than higher resolution
cameras, or three or four cameras should be used at the same time to collect data of one lane
completely.
It is also apparent that the concrete surface temperatures vary from one place to another
during daytime. Therefore, it can be assumed that there is more “noise” during the daytime since
the concrete surface temperature is randomly changing with a much wider range than morning or
nighttime from time to time, and from one place to another. Based on these results, it can be
concluded that direct sunlight strongly affects the assessment results of IRT, and nighttime would
be the suitable time window for IRT due to less false detections and interferences of sunlight. In
this study, the same conclusion as Chapter 6 was obtained.
In terms of other specifications such as spectral range and thermal sensitivity, those effects
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could not be clarified by this study. Moreover, other types of cooled detectors such as QWIP, PtSi
and MCT, which have different specifications and are not compared in this study, should also be
compared. This study, however, was able to reveal two important factors of camera specifications
for efficient bridge deck inspection by IRT, although further experimentation is required to
improve the accuracy and reliability of IRT. Shorter integration time, which cooled type cameras
are typically equipped, enables high-speed inspection at normal driving speed without any lane
closures while having the same level of accuracy and reliability as when IRT is used under a static
situation. In addition, higher pixel resolution is also preferred to inspect larger areas of bridge
decks at one time.
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CHAPTER 8: FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR HIGH－SPEED IRT SCAN ON A
BRIDGE

8.1. Objective of this study
The main objective of this study is to comprehensively evaluate the utilization of IRT
considering different technologies, critical environmental parameters and uncertainties for bridge
deck evaluation. For this purpose, a real bridge was scanned and the results were compared with
some other NDE technologies that were implemented on the same bridge. It should be mentioned
that the IRT was implemented at highway driving speeds making this more practical and faster
method than the previously implemented technologies. While IRT has been applied for bridge
deck inspection from a driving vehicle, the research on high speed application of IRT for bridge
deck inspection has not been implemented sufficiently by considering different conditions, time
windows, technology specifications and uncertainties.
Therefore, in this study, the accuracy and reliability of IRT for high-speed applications is
evaluated with 3 different infrared cameras equipped with detectors for both SW and LW by
comparing with other NDE techniques used under static situation by other researchers. In this
study, a field test has been performed at the same part of the bridge where Gucunski et al. (2013)
and Oh et al. (2013) conducted a field test for comparison purposes. If IRT can perform damage
detection at highway speed with certain accuracy around the same level as other damage detection
methods under static situations, IRT can bring great improvement for bridge deck inspection with
LCS because both techniques allow for non-contact application and both can instantly portray a
wide range of concrete structures at one time (Khan et al. 2015; Maldague 2002; McCann and
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Forde 2001; Waugh 2016a); hence, they do not require lane closure, and the combination will be
the fastest and safest inspection method.
In order to evaluate the feasibility of IRT for high-speed application, IR images were taken
while driving over a deteriorated bridge in this research. Furthermore, for the purpose of
investigating the effect of IR camera specifications for high-speed application, three different types
of IR cameras were used at the same time, and the results are presented in a comparative fashion.

8.2. Overview of past research
The test bridge of this research is Haymarket Bridge, which is part of VA Route 15 running
over Interstate 66 in Haymarket, Virginia and it was tested in the past. The specific testing location
was the bridge’s southbound shoulder indicated as the dashed-line box, 25.2 × 3.6 m2 (84 × 12 ft2),
in Figure 8-1 (1). The bridge was built in 1979 and consists of two span steel main girders, and a
reinforced concrete deck. Its deck is 21.6 cm (8.5 in.) thick, and concrete covers 60 mm (2.4 in.)
from the top steel reinforcing bars (Oh et al. 2013). In the field test, 8 core samples were drilled
after the data collection of each NDE method which was used in the previous research, and each
core was assigned the number from C-1 to C-8 respectively in this study as shown in (2) of Figure
8-1. Some of past test results are also shown in (3) of Figure 8-1 (Gucunski et al. 2013; Oh et al.
2013). A common grid point system was marked on the bridge deck at 0.61 × 0.61 m (2 × 2 ft.)
spacing (Oh et al. 2013) to compare the locations of each method properly, and the location of
each core sample was also shown with other test results. In Figure 8-1, the images of (a) and (b)
show the results from different types of IE, (c) is from IRT (IR data was collected only up to
Horizontal Test Coordinate 41), and (d) is from chain drag (Oh et al. 2013). The predicted locations
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of the delamination defects are indicated in black in those images. Both (e) and (f) are results from
GPR (Gucunski et al. 2013), and both images indicate the potential delamination by each color as
shown in each legend.

Figure 8-1. Overview of past field tests: (1) location, (2) cores, (3) results (Source: (Gucunski et
al. 2013; Oh et al. 2013))
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In (a) to (d) of Figure 8-1, the empty and filled circles indicate delamination and solid core
samples respectively. C-3, C-4 and C-8 have delamination at the depth of the top bar, especially,
C-3 and C-4 has much more severe delamination than C-8, and C-3 has another delamination at
the shallow part. Other cores are considered as sound parts regarding whether those parts are
delaminated or not, even though some of them have surface cracking. In terms of (e) and (f) in
Figure 8-1, the locations of the cores are illustrated on the images by filled circles, which indicate
solid cores, and stairs, which indicate cores include delamination, although C-4 and C-6 must be
error indications.

8.3. Methods of the test
8.3.1. Infrared cameras
One of the shortcomings of the past studies where IRT was employed for bridges is that
different technologies, test conditions and high speed applications were not compared, leading to
limitations in understanding what can be accomplished using IRT as an NDE method for bridges.
In this study, three infrared cameras with different specifications, T420, T640 and SC5600 were
utilized to evaluate the impact of camera specifications when IRT is utilized at normal driving
speed. Use of different cameras avoids misconceptions as opposed to interpreting only one IR
camera test result. Since several types of hardware for IE and GPR were compared and they
showed different results, IRT also must be compared with different types of IR hardware, and the
variations in inspection results must be evaluated. In the past study, T400 manufactured by FLIR
Systems, Inc. was used for IRT. For the purposes of comparison of cameras, Table 8-1 summarizes
the specifications of each IR camera.
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Table 8-1. Three Infrared Cameras Used in This Study and Their Primary Specifications
Camera Number
Detector type
Thermal Sensitivity (NETD)
Accuracy
Resolution
Spectral range
Frame Rate
Field of View
Integration Time/Time Constant
(Electronic Shutter Speed)
Utilized by

T400

T420

T640

Uncooled
microbolometer
<0.05°C at 30°C
±2℃ or ±2%
320 × 240 pixels
7.5 - 13 µm
30 Hz
25° × 19°

Uncooled
microbolometer
<0.045° at 30°C
±2℃ or ±2%
320 × 240 pixels
7.5 - 13 µm
60 Hz
25° × 19°

Uncooled
microbolometer
<0.035°C at 30°C
±2℃ or ±2%
640 × 480 pixels
7.5 to 14 µm
30 Hz
25° × 19°

<0.02°C at 25°C
±1℃ or ±1%
640 × 512 pixels
2.5-5.1 µm
100 Hz
20° × 16°

12 ms

12 ms

8 ms

10 μs to 20 ms

Past research

This research

This research

This research

SC5600
InSb

As shown in Table 8-1, T400 and T420 are similar models and have almost the same
specifications, and T400, T420 and T640 have the same type of detector, uncooled micro
bolometer. On the other hand, SC5600 has an InSb detector. IR cameras can be classified into two
types, thermal detectors and quantum detectors, and they are so-called uncooled and cooled
detectors or cameras respectively. Typically, uncooled cameras have lower cost and a broader
spectral response than cooled cameras; however, their response is much slower and less sensitive
than cooled cameras (FLIR 2013). In terms of the IR cameras used in this study, SC5600 captures
medium wavelength while others capture long wavelength. Furthermore, SC5600 has much shorter
integration time (time constant for uncooled camera) than others, and it helps to capture an exact
figure under high speed application without image blur (FLIR 2015). Regarding to aspects other
than the detector type, SC5600 and T640 have approximately the same imaging resolution, and
T420 has lower resolution. Moreover, they have different thermal sensitivities; SC5600 is the most
sensitive followed by T640, T420 and T400 in order of sensitivity. The detector type, spectral
range, integration time (time constant), thermal sensitivity and resolution are considered. The
results obtained by three different IR cameras while driving were compared to other NDE methods
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utilized under static condition, which is shown in Figure 8-1.

8.3.2. Photography conditions
Three IR cameras were mounted on a vehicle as shown in Figure 8-2. Each camera’s
position was set up with an angle between 45° to 50° (where 0° is perpendicular). Since these
cameras have a certain angle and the images are tilted, IR images are deskewed into a plan view
to make it easier to identify the delaminated location by calibrating to the original image with a
known size plastic sheet, 2.42 × 3.50 m, as shown in Figure 8-3. These images were just expanded
based on the aspect ratio of the sheet, and consequently the pixel size of the upper side became
larger than the lower side. The data collections were conducted 2 times, 8:50 PM and 10:30 PM
on October 2nd in 2014, at a speed of 64 km/h (40 mph). In order to avoid the effects of sunlight
and shadow by traffic and other obstacles which strongly affect the result of IRT, the field test was
conducted only during night-time as recommended in (Hiasa et al. 2014). It is also mentioned that
nightly cooling effect works better than daytime heating effect for IRT (Kee et al. 2012).
According to Washer et al. (2013), the necessary temperature change for IRT under passive
condition is at least 8.2 °C, and the temperature change on this day was 9 °C, 25 °C at 4:45 PM
and 16 °C at 11:35 PM, at the closest climatological substation (WeatherUnderground 2014).
Therefore, it can be considered that the ambient temperature condition was suitable for IRT.
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Figure 8-2. Images of IR cameras setup

Figure 8-3. Compensation of original image into plan view

8.3.3. Data processing
In this study, the infrared image processing software described in section 2.3 was utilized
for data analysis. This software indicates potential delaminated areas which have cooler (hotter)
temperature distribution than the surroundings during nighttime (daytime) with three categories,
red, yellow and green colors in the order of severity, classified depending on the magnitude of the
temperature contrast. In this software, the higher contrast area is evaluated as more severe
delamination. The temperature gradients are calculated and the results are categorized by taking
advantage of a database of several delaminations for more accurate classification. The field test on
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the bridge was conducted at night, so that the software discriminates cooler spots than the
surrounding area as delaminated area with three severity categories according to the magnitude of
temperature variation.
The main steps of data processing are as follows: 1) compensating each IR image into plan
view, 2) processing each IR data by using the software, then 3) combining each processed image
manually as shown in Figure 8-4. As mentioned above, IR images were taken with a certain angle,
the upper side is farther away than lower side of the image, and when it was deskewed, the image
quality of upper side became rougher than the lower side, while the lower side of deskewed image
is narrower than the upper side as shown in Figure 8-3. Therefore, a certain amount of the upper
side images were trimmed, and each image was superimposed to obtain necessary width for the
comparison with the other research results shown in Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-4. Combining each image
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8.4. Test result
8.4.1. Comparison of Core Sample Location
The first image of Figure 8-5 shows the HD image of the road surface taken by LCS, and
the next image is a raw IR image taken by SC5600 at 8:50 PM. As it is mentioned above, the
processed IR data is shown in insets labeled (1) to (6) in Figure 8-5, and (1) to (6) are processed
IR images taken at 8:50PM and 10:30PM respectively. From the HD image, marks of grouting,
which was grouted after core sampling in the past research, can be observed. Empty circles for
delaminated parts and empty triangles for sound parts at the time of the previous research.
Although the delaminated cores must be repaired by the grouting, it can be considered that the
surrounding parts are still delaminated because there are no marks of repair work, such as patching
around the cores. Since cement is used for grout and the thermal conductivity is very close to
concrete, 1.5 W/m·°C, it can be assumed that those grouted areas must be evaluated as sound areas
by IRT. Based on the marks, a grid line was also drawn on the HD image as shown in the figure.
As for IR and processed images, a grid line and points of core samples were drawn based on the
explicit marks to distinguish the location, such as patched areas and white lane, as shown in the
figures. Even though HD and IR/processed images do not coincide with each other perfectly due
to the deskewed IR images combined manually, those small errors were deemed small and ignored
(Catbas et al. 2015).
In this study, these test results from (1) to (6) were compared to past research results from
(a) to (f) in Figure 8-1 by evaluating these results at the location of the core samples. Furthermore,
the shapes of these delamination areas were also compared with the past research results with other
NDE methods.
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Figure 8-5. HD and IR processed images: (1), (2) SC5600; (3), (4); T640; (5),(6); T420
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Table 8-2 summarizes the results of the comparison, including other NDE methods
employed by the past research. In this comparison, IRT with SC5600 (2) taken at 10:30 PM shows
100% accurate damage detection, which is the same as IE-1 (a). SC5600 (1) taken at 8:50 PM
cannot detect delamination at C-8 which was a difficult one to detect. As it was mentioned above,
the location of the core sample was repaired by grouting in the past research. Probably, the
surrounding area was still delaminated; as a result, the location was evaluated as delaminated.
Since C-8 had less severe delamination than C-3 and C-4, and the crack location was deeper than
the other 2 cores as shown in Figure 8-1, some NDE methods failed to detect them in the past tests.
This result indicates the potential that there is an ideal time zone to maximize the performance for
IRT because (1) could not detect the delamination while (2) could, despite the fact that both images
were taken by same camera and at the same driving speed. As for T640 and T420, even though
(3), (4) and (6) indicated delamination at C-8, there were some misdetections, listed in the table as
FP (False Positive), which were sound areas but evaluated as delaminated areas. Since these two
types of IR camera have high ratio of FPs (the number of FPs out of all errors), the indications of
delamination might be misdetections. These results might be caused by a much longer time
constant of uncooled cameras, and high-speed application made the image blur on their IR images.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the results obtained by uncooled IR cameras such as T640 and
T420 are less reliable at normal driving speed than other methods, including IRT with a cooled
camera (SC5600).
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Table 8-2. Comparison of Accuracy for Each NDE Methods
Point
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
Accuracy
FP(%)

(a)
IE - 1
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
100%
No error

(b)
IE -2
○
○
× (FN)
○
○
○
○
× (FN)
75%
0%

(c)
IRT(T400)
○
○
○
○
○
○
N/A
N/A
100%
No error

(d)
Chain drag
× (FP)
○
○
○
○
○
○
× (FN)
75%
50%

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
IRT(SC5600) IRT(SC5600) IRT(T640)
IRT(T640)
(8:50 PM)
(10:30 PM)
(8:50 PM)
(10:30 PM)
C-1
○
○
× (FP)
× (FP)
C-2
○
○
○
× (FP)
C-3
○
○
○
○
C-4
○
○
○
○
C-5
○
○
× (FP)
× (FP)
C-6
○
○
× (FP)
× (FP)
C-7
○
○
○
○
C-8
× (FN)
○
○
○
Accuracy
88%
100%
63%
50%
FP(%)
0%
No error
100%
100%
Note: FP = False Positive (Judged sound part as delaminated part)
FN = False Negative (Failed to detect delamination)
Point

(e)
GPR - 1
× (FP)
○
○
× (FN)
○
○
○
× (FN)
63%
33%

(f)
GPR - 2
○
× (FP)
○
× (FN)
○
○
○
× (FN)
63%
33%

(5)
IRT(T420)
(8:50 PM)
× (FP)
○
○
○
× (FP)
○
○
× (FN)
63%
67%

(6)
IRT(T420)
(10:30 PM)
× (FP)
× (FP)
○
○
× (FP)
× (FP)
○
○
50%
100%

sound
sound
delaminated
delaminated
sound
sound
sound
delaminated
FP/all errors

sound
sound
delaminated
delaminated
sound
sound
sound
delaminated
FP/all errors

8.4.2. Comparison of Shapes of Indicated Delamination
Furthermore, indicated shapes of delamination were compared to past test results. IE-1,
IRT (with T400) and Chain drag were chosen for this comparison since those three methods
performed better delamination detection than the others among (a) to (f) in the comparison of each
core sample location as shown in Table 8-2. Except for the locations of 8 core samples, there is no
evidence that indicated areas by each technique are delaminated. Thus, this study considered that
the areas indicated by these three methods are most likely delaminated, and the previous study
which utilized different methods in a static manner is compared with this study where a moving
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vehicle is utilized to detect delaminations in a dynamic manner. In terms of the results of this study,
each camera result taken at 10:30 PM was chosen since SC5600 performed 100% accurately for
comparison of the core samples. Although T640 and T420 showed slightly better damage detection
at 8:50 PM than their 10:30 PM results, it can be assumed that there is not much difference between
these two times for the uncooled cameras (T640 and T420). In this comparison, four areas of
damage locations where each technique indicated delaminations were separately compared. Figure
8-6 shows outcomes of each method at the Horizontal Test Coordinate from 0 to 10, Figure 8-7
indicates from 10 to 20, Figure 8-8 displays from 24 to 31 and Figure 8-9 presents from 33 to 44.
For efficient comparison, major indications by the three IR cameras used in this study were
enclosed by a dotted line, as shown in the figures. Some indications can be considered as white
lane marks of the road were ignored, even though only SC5600 indicated white lines as
delaminations since it signified those parts as cooler spots than the surroundings while the other
two cameras showed them as hotter parts; thus, the processed images of these two did not indicate
those areas as delaminations. It should be noted that this comparison of areas will be relative,
except where there is data from concrete cores. However, if each method indicated similar
locations or shapes of delamination, the accuracy and reliability of those indications are highly
probable.
In terms of Figure 8-6, each technique indicated the lower left area (1-3 and A-C of the
coordinates), and three IR cameras used in this test point out a delamination right above C-1 same
as chain drag. These three cameras also show indications at the right and left side of C-1, which is
indicated by (a) IE-1, (c) IRT (T400) and (d) Chain-drag, although T640 and T420 indicate larger
area than the others. In Figure 8-6, SC5600 shows very similar results to (a) and (d).
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Figure 8-6. Comparison of indicated shapes of delamination (0 to 10 of Horizontal Test Coordinate)

Regarding Figure 8-7, there are four major indications detected by the past research; 1) 1012 and A-C, 2) 13-17 and A-F, 3) around C-4, 4) 17-20 and D-F. In this area, SC5600 also points
out almost similar locations and shapes of delamination to (a) IE-1 and (d) Chain Drag, and T640
and T420 show larger indications. Compared to T400, which was utilized under static conditions,
T640 and T420 results are larger in spite of the camera specifications being similar or better than
T400. Therefore, these two cameras can be considered to be affected by high-speed application.
IRT results with T420 and T640 can be expected to be the same if not better than T400 if they
were used in static mode.
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Figure 8-7. Comparison of indicated shapes of delamination (10 to 20 of Horizontal Test Coordinate)

Similar results can also be seen in Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9. However, there are long
horizontal damage indications, 35-43 and C-E of the coordinates, in the results from three IR
cameras, which cannot be seen from past research results. Therefore, this might be new
delamination caused after past research, undetected delamination by past research, or misdetection
by IRT in this study. However, it is likely that there is delamination in those areas due to
consistency of the 3 IR cameras.
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Figure 8-8. Comparison of indicated shapes of delamination (24 to 31 of Horizontal Test Coordinate)

Figure 8-9. Comparison of indicated shapes of delamination (33 to 44 of Horizontal Test Coordinate)

By comparing the indicated location and shape of delaminations, the results revealed that
IRT using SC5600 show almost identical shapes as IE-1, which is considered as the most accurate
method among several NDE methods as presented in the past research, and also chain drag, which
is a traditional bridge deck inspection method. Again, it should be noted that IRT using SC5600
was utilized at a normal driving speed without any lane closures. In addition, both T640 and T420
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show relatively larger areas of damage indications than other methods, including IRT with T400,
which is a similar type to T420 and used in the past under static situation. This result indicates that
these two IR cameras (T420 and T640) are affected by high-speed application. Although these two
cameras can detect delaminations, there is a high probability that those results have more safety
margins in detecting delaminated areas as mentioned above, consequently, those require detailed
inspections more frequently than others.
Regarding the effect of shutter speed for high-speed application of IRT, a simple
investigation was conducted. In this study, the integration time of SC5600 was set up as 3 ms based
on the ambient temperature condition, and the time constant of T640 and T420 are 8 ms and 12
ms respectively. In addition, the data collection speed was 64 km/s. Therefore, collected data
distance per shutter can be calculated and Table 8-3 summarizes the results. As can be seen,
SC5600 covers 53 mm during one shutter while T640 covers 142 mm, about 3 times longer than
SC5600, and T420 covers 214 mm, about 4 times farther than SC5600. These differences make
blurred images for uncooled cameras when they are used for high-speed application. Furthermore,
a two-dimensional simple image was visualized as described in Figure 8-10 depicting how
integration time (time constant) affects the result of IRT. It is assumed that there is 20 °C of
homogeneous temperature surface and 100 mm of delamination at the location from 250 to 350
mm, which has a higher temperature (20.5 °C) than the surrounding, and the temperature
distribution is drawn by a solid line. If each IR camera is used at 64 km/h, the output of each
camera at each location is described by dotted lines in Figure 8-10. As can be seen, while SC5600
can show the actual temperature of the delaminated spot, even though the area is smaller than the
actual size, both T640 and T420 indicate lower temperatures than the real one. Therefore, these
two cameras provide not only blurred images, but also incorrect temperature distributions when
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they are used at a normal driving speed. Although this is a simplified case and real structures have
a non-uniform temperature distribution on their surface, longer shutter speed devices would cause
significantly more errors when applied to real structures if they are used at high speed. Thus, it can
be considered that the different results between these two cameras (T420 and T640) and T400
were generated even though they have higher/similar specifications to T400.

Table 8-3. Comparison of collected data distance per shutter

Data Collection Speed (m/s)
Shutter Speed (ms)
Collected data distance/shutter (mm)

T420
17.8
12
214

T640
17.8
8
142

SC5600
17.8
3
53

64 km/h

Figure 8-10. Effect of shutter speed for high-speed application

From these comparisons, the factor most likely to affect high-speed IRT application is the
integration time of an IR camera. Therefore, cooled cameras are the ideal devices for bridge deck
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inspection when IRT is used while driving since cooled detectors have much shorter integration
time than uncooled detectors. In terms of the effect of spectral range, the effect was not conclusive
in these comparisons. As for the thermal sensitivity, the effect was also not clear by these
comparisons. IRT with T400, the lowest sensitivity camera, performed similar level of damage
detection to IEs, chain drag and SC5600 (the highest sensitivity camera), and better than T640 and
T420. In terms of pixel resolution, the results of T640 and T420 were compared since T640 has 4
times higher quality of resolution than T420 while both of those two have the same detector type,
which can be considered the most sensitive factor for this test’s results. When the results, (3) and
(5), (4) and (6) in Figure 8-5, were compared, T420 shows less damage indications than T640.
This outcome is due to each pixel size of T420 being 4 times larger than T640’s; thus, the results
of T420 became less sensitive than T640.

8.5. The uncertainty of infrared thermography
There are a number of considerations and factors that affect the outcome of IRT. Thermal contrasts,
spectral range and resolution of the camera, distance and utilization speed are some of the critical
aspects that need to be explored. Figure 8-11 shows original IR images taken by each IR camera
at 10:30 PM, and the visual image at the same location. When original IR images taken by each
camera are compared, there are some differences in temperature characterizations identified by
SC5600, and the two other cameras, T640 and T420. One of the big differences is that both T640
and T420 capture different temperatures depending on the distance, especially the upper right side
of their images. The farther objects show lower temperature readings (see Figure 8-11). On the
other hand, SC5600 captured almost similar surface temperature regardless of the distance.
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However, an important observation for IRT is the thermal contrast between delaminated and the
surrounding areas, and both two cameras provided the thermal contrast properly. Therefore, the
effect to the final result can be considered as very limited. This might be caused by the difference
of spectral range or detector type since the main differences between SC5600 and the other two
cameras are these two factors, although decisive evidence to conclude the factor could not be
obtained in this comparative study. According to Tashan et al. (2015), when IR images are taken
from a farther distance, there is a possibility that temperature readings of IR images vary depending
on the distance, in their case, an IR image taken from 0.7 m distance showed 4 °C higher
temperature than those taken from 5 m and 10 m. They considered that this may be due to the
increase in the transmission distance between the camera and the object, and it causes more errors
in the emissions readings of the IR camera. However, it should also be noted that the location,
shape and size of defects were accurately detected even from 10 m distance, although the
temperature reading was different from the image taken from 0.7 m. Furthermore, they used a
camera with an uncooled micro bolometer with 8 – 14 µm of spectral range and 640 × 480 of pixel
resolution, which has similar specifications to T640. This result supports the assumption that IR
cameras equipped with an uncooled detector or LW spectral range might be affected by the
distance of data collection for IRT.
Another difference is that the areas of white lane marks captured by T640 and T420 show
higher temperatures than the surrounding concrete surface, while the areas taken by SC5600 show
lower temperatures than the surroundings. This is why SC5600 indicated the areas of white lane
mark as delaminated areas while T640 and T420 discriminated the parts as sound parts. These
differences of T640 and T420 might be caused by their spectral range, long wavelength (7.5 - 14
µm), as Hashimoto and Akashi (2010) and Nishikawa et al. (2000) mentioned that LW machines
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tend to be influenced by the reflection of the sky. Furthermore, T420 showed incorrect temperature
at this time, about 1 to 3 degree Celsius, even though it identified temperature differences between
potential delaminated and sound areas correctly. This reason can be considered due to the quarter
of the pixel resolution of T640, and this might lead to significantly more errors than T640 in the
emissions readings for both factors of the distance of IR photography and the effect of reflection
of the sky as mentioned above.

Figure 8-11. HD image and original IR images taken by each IR camera at 10:30PM

8.6. Conclusions
In this study, the accuracy and reliability of IRT for high-speed applications to detect
concrete delaminations are evaluated with 3 different infrared cameras with different specifications
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in a comparative fashion with other NDE techniques used by other researchers. A field test was
performed on a bridge where past research was conducted for the comparison purpose. In this
study, IR data was collected while driving at normal driving speed (~64 km/h) without any lane
closures while the IR and other NDE data of past research was collected under static situation with
lane closure during the test. Furthermore, effects of IR camera specifications for high-speed
application was explored by comparing the results obtained from the three different types of IR
cameras.
In the comparison at locations where core samples were available, IRT with SC5600 at
10:30 PM showed 100% accurate damage detection, the same as IE-1, while SC5600 taken at 8:50
PM could not detect delamination at C-8. This result indicates that there is an ideal time zone to
maximize the performance for IRT because one could not detect the delamination while another
could, in spite of both images having been taken by same camera and at the same driving speed.
As for IRT with T640 and T420, even though they indicated delamination at C-8, there
were misdetections. These results might be caused by the much longer time constant of uncooled
cameras, subsequently, high-speed application made the image blur on their IR images. Therefore,
this study can conclude that the results obtained by uncooled IR cameras are less reliable than
other methods, including IRT with a cooled camera, if they are utilized at normal driving speed.
Furthermore, identified location and shape of the delaminations by three IR cameras were
compared with the past research. The result revealed that IRT with SC5600 showed almost
identical delamination shapes as IE-1 and chain drag, which provided accurate results in the past
research. It should be noted that SC5600 was utilized at normal driving speed without any lane
closures. In addition, both T640 and T420 showed a relatively larger delamination area than other
methods. IRT with T400, which was used in the past test under a static situation and has almost
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the same specifications with T420 gave comparable results to IE-1. This result indicates that these
two cameras (T420 and T640) are affected by high-speed application. Although these two cameras
can detect delaminations, there is a high probability that the identified areas are larger than actual.
Based on these comparisons, the factor most likely to affect high-speed IRT application is
the integration time of an IR camera, that is, cooled cameras are the ideal devices for bridge deck
inspection when IRT is used while driving since cooled detectors have much shorter integration
time than uncooled detectors. In terms of the effect of spectral range, a long wavelength IR camera
tends to be affected by the distance and reflection of the sky’s temperature. As for the thermal
sensitivity, the effect was inconclusive in this study. In terms of pixel resolution, the lower
resolution camera is less sensitive than the higher resolution camera in detecting the delaminations.
While more tests are recommended for future research with more core samples and tests at
various regions, this study nevertheless shows that IRT implementation under normal driving
speed with a cooled camera has high potential to evaluate concrete bridge decks without lane
closure at much more quickly than other NDE methods.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS
The ultimate goal of this research is to reduce the burden of bridge inspections, especially
for bridge decks, in place of traditional sounding test, chain drag and hammer sounding methods,
by using IRT with the combination of LCS. However, there were still several challenges and
uncertainties of using IRT for bridge inspections. This study revealed those challenges and
uncertainties, and contributed to enhancing the reliability and accuracy of IRT through several
experiments. Figure 9-1 summarizes the main findings in regard to challenges and uncertainties of
IRT discussed in section 1.5, and the details are mentioned in following sections.

Figure 9-1. Summary of findings in regard to challenges of IRT in this study
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9.1. Data Collection Time
This study found that there are interchange periods between the nighttime cooling effect
and the daytime heating effect, and IRT cannot detect delamination during these periods. In
addition, the period of these interchanges were within 1 hour in the morning and within 2 hours in
the evening in this study under the given conditions. Furthermore, it was observed that the sides
which were exposed to sunlight (including the edge) showed much higher temperatures than the
other parts of the surface. Therefore, those parts require another temperature range setting, and it
causes additional work to evaluate the IRT results. Moreover, by setting several temperature ranges
for the same IR image, it might yield misdetections. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
preferable time period to apply IRT for concrete bridge deck inspection is during the nighttime
cooling effect in order to reduce the possibility of misdetection, even though the delaminated areas
are also indicated clearly during the daytime heating effect period in this study.
Furthermore, it can be assumed from the simulation result that the maximum effect is at
night, around 7 PM in this case, and then the temperature difference decreases gradually from that
time to the next morning; subsequently, it reaches the interchange point a few hours after sunrise.
Even though IRT would show clear indications during the morning, it would be weaker than the
indications of the previous night, and there is a high possibility to reach the interchange point
during the bridge inspection if IRT is utilized for real bridge deck inspections in the early morning.
On the other hand, if IRT is applied after sunset, there is enough time till the interchange point.
Thus, it can be concluded that nighttime application of IRT is the most suitable time window for
concrete bridge deck inspections.
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9.2. Size of Delamination
The past studies on IRT were conducted with limited experimental setups and limited
conditions as well as without comparing available IRT camera technologies which make a
difference in delamination detection due to the difficulty of making and handling test specimens
as mentioned in section 1.5.5. In order to overcome the limitation, FE model simulation was
utilized in this study. FE models of concrete blocks with artificial delamination, which were used
for field tests, were developed and analyzed to explore sensitive parameters for effective utilization
of IRT. After FE models were validated using the findings from the experimental counterparts,
critical parameters and factors of delamination detectability regarding the size of delamination
(area, thickness and volume) were explored by using the FE models. Through the FE model
simulations, it was found that the most critical factor is the area of delamination; subsequently, the
thickness affects the temperature differences of the surface between sound and delaminated areas.
The volume of delamination is not a significant parameter for interior damage detection using IRT.
This study shows that the area of delamination has much more impact than thickness and volume
on the temperature differences. If the delamination thickness is the same, a larger area of
delamination induces a larger temperature difference; consequently, it improves delamination
detection of IRT. In addition, the FEM analysis also shows that as the area is getting larger, the
impact of the thickness is also increasing.

9.3. Data Collection Speed
Through the field laboratory experiment and field test on a bridge, it was found that the
factor most likely to affect high-speed IRT application is the integration time/time constant of an
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IR camera, that is, cooled cameras are the ideal devices for bridge deck inspection when IRT is
used while driving since cooled detectors have much shorter integration time than uncooled
detectors. This study proved that SC5600, which equips a cooled detector, detected very accurately
even when it was utilized with a moving vehicle at normal driving speed. On the other hand,
uncooled cameras, T640/T650sc and T420, were strongly affected by data collection speed, and
when they were used from a moving vehicle, their damage indication became larger than those
taken at 0 km/h.
Furthermore, the comparative study with other NDE methods conducted by other
researchers revealed that when compared at fully documented locations with 8 concrete cores, a
high-end IR camera with cooled detector, SC5600, distinguished all sound and delaminated areas
accurately. Moreover, indicated location and shape of delaminations by three IR cameras were
compared to other NDE methods from past research, and the result revealed that the cooled camera
showed almost identical shapes to other NDE methods including chain drag. It should be noted
that the data were collected at normal driving speed without any lane closures, thereby making it
a more practical and faster method than other NDE technologies such as IE and chain drag, which
provided accurate results in the past research. In addition, both T640 and T420 showed a relatively
larger delamination area than other methods. This result indicates that these two cameras (T420
and T640) are affected by high-speed application. Although these two cameras can detect
delaminations, there is a high probability that the identified areas are larger than the actual size.

9.4. Camera Specifications
As mentioned in section 9.3, the integration time/time constant of IR cameras is the most
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critical factor for high-speed application. IR cameras with shorter integration time enable highspeed inspection at normal driving speeds without any image blur. Typically, cooled type cameras
equip much shorter shutter speed than uncooled type cameras. Therefore, even if cooled cameras
are used in a dynamic manner, IRT can provide the same level of accuracy and reliability as when
it is used under a static situation. Moreover, IRT with a cooled camera performed almost identical
damage indication to other NDE technologies such as IE and chain drag, which provided accurate
results in the past research.
In terms of the effect of pixel resolution, lower pixel resolution, 320 × 240 pixels, caused
much lower performance when the camera was attached on a vehicle to take images of one lane
width of a roadway, and this result indicates that a pixel resolution of more than 640 × 480 pixels
is preferable for efficient bridge deck inspections. Even though IR cameras with lower resolution
can take better quality images if they are used at a closer distance, the area that can be taken at one
time also becomes much smaller. Thus, data collection must be implemented three or four times
more than higher resolution cameras, or three or four cameras should be used at the same time to
collect data of one complete lane.
As for the effect of spectral range, a long wavelength IR camera tends to be affected by the
distance and reflection of the sky’s temperature. In the comparative study at the real bridge, there
were some differences in temperature characterizations identified by SC5600, and the two other
cameras, T640 and T420. One of the big differences was that both T640 and T420 capture different
temperatures depending on the distance. The farther objects show lower temperature readings. On
the other hand, SC5600 captured almost similar surface temperature regardless of the distance.
According to Tashan et al. (2015), when IR images are taken from a farther distance, there is a
possibility that temperature readings of IR images vary depending on the distance. They considered
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that this may be due to the increase in the transmission distance between the camera and the object,
and it causes more errors in the emissions readings of the IR camera. This result supports the
assumption that IR cameras equipped with a long wavelength spectral range might be affected by
the distance of data collection for IRT. However, an important observation for IRT is the thermal
contrast between delaminated and the surrounding areas, and both two cameras provided the
thermal contrast properly. Therefore, the effect to the final result can be considered as very limited.

9.5. FE Model Simulation
Through field laboratory exprimentation, a highly-reproducible model was constructed by
considering the phenomenon of radiative cooling. Especially for the temperature differences
between the sound and delaminated parts, the most important factor for IRT, the FE model
simulation performed high reproducibility compared with the IRT results. Through the sensitivity
analysis, it was also found that the effect of the wind speed is more sensitive than the solar
irradiance since the temperature difference between sound and delaminated parts were changing
more when the heat transfer coefficent was changed, especially during the daytime. As for the
effect of the seasonal environment, different conditions by season in Orlando, FL, were simulated
and the results were compared. Under the weather condition of the given location, no significant
difference can be observed depending on the season. Furthermore, detectable temperature
difference between sound and delaminated parts by IRT was explored in this study. As validated
with experimental results, FE modeling shows a potential that it can provide the effective
detectability within a temperature difference range of approximately ± 0.20 °C band between
delaminated and sound areas.
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One of the advantages of FEM simulation is the possibility to estimate a detectable
delamination depth by IRT before field inspection and to provide ideal inspection times. This study
proved that FE model simulation can simulate the temperature distribution on structural elements
efficiently with some information which can be obtained easily such as location, orientation of
structures and weather conditions. Furthermore, by developing such FE models of bridges with
other components (e.g. decks, girders, railings, and piers), it is possible to estimate ideal inspection
times and the approximate temperature difference between sound and damaged parts. Such studies
help select IRT technologies with appropriate specifications to detect depth of delamination in each
component prior to any bridge inspection by using only the weather forecast information. These
FE models can also be utilized for interpreting the data after the field IRT implementations for a
simpler, more accurate, and more reliable processing of IR data by defining criteria for thermal
contrast between sound and delaminated parts.

9.6. Data Interpretation
In this study, a more objective method to process IR data was developed by using MATLAB
with FE model simulations. FE model simulation was utilized in order to obtain thresholds for data
processing. In terms of the temperature thresholds of sound and delaminated areas, the temperature
of the sound part was obtained from the IR image, and the temperature of the delaminated area
was defined by FE model simulation.
By applying this method to the IRT results of field laboratory experimentation, delaminated
areas of concrete slabs at 1.27 cm and 2.54 cm deep could be detected more objectively than by
judging the color contrast of IR images. It was also found that the boundary condition affects the
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accuracy of the method, and the effect varies depending on the data collection time; the effect was
the least at 9 AM, and it was the largest at 3 PM and 12 AM in this study. However, it can be
assumed that the influential area of the boundary condition is much smaller than the area of bridge
decks. Thus, it might be ignorable on real concrete bridge decks since those areas which would be
affected by the boundary conditions on bridge decks are very limited compared to the total bridge
deck area. Even though there are some limitations regarding the boundary condition in this method,
combined use of FE model simulation with IRT showed that the combination can be a great
contribution to IRT for concrete bridge deck inspections to detect subsurface delaminations.
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CHAPTER 10: RECOMMENDATION

The notable contribution of this study for the improvement of IRT is that this study revealed
the preferable conditions for IRT, specifically for high-speed scanning of concrete bridge decks.
This study shows that IRT implementation under normal driving speeds has high potential to
evaluate concrete bridge decks accurately without any lane closures much more quickly than other
NDE methods, if a cooled camera equipped with higher pixel resolution is used during nighttime.
While more tests are recommended for future research since the number of tests conducted by this
study are limited, IRT has the potential to replace/reduce the traditional methods of bridge
inspection more efficiently and effectively with the combination of computer vision-based
technologies since both techniques allow high-speed bridge deck scanning without any lane
closures that are typically required by traditional methods and other NDE techniques. Thus, there
is no danger for inspectors and motorists, and the combination can inspect bridges much faster
than other methods. Therefore, this study concludes that IRT has a potential of significantly
improving the traditional practice for bridge assessment.
Even though IRT presented a high level of performance throughout the study, it can be
construed that IRT is not a perfect method for damage detection of concrete bridge decks because
it sometimes fails to detect some defects depending on several conditions which might affect the
detectability of IRT such as data collection time and weather conditions. Furthermore, IRT has
some limitations regarding detectable depth, even though IRT can detect delamination, de-bonding
and voids present in concrete structures just like the traditional ways of bridge inspection such as
chain drag and hammer sounding. As it was clarified by FE model simulation, the detectability is
highly dependent on the area of delamination. However, this can also be considered that as the
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defects increase in severity, the easier it is to be detected by IRT. Usually, bridge administrators
make maintenance plans in order of severity of bridge conditions, and even if they find a tiny/light
defect, they leave it as it is and keep monitoring it for several years until it becomes a severe defect.
Therefore, the limitation is not a serious problem even if IRT cannot detect small and/or deep
defects which can be taken into account as minor damage at that time.
Despite some limitations of IRT, the data collection speed is a great advantage for periodic
bridge inspections compared to other NDE methods. Moreover, there is a high possibility to reduce
inspection time, labor and budget drastically if high-speed bridge deck scanning by the
combination of IRT and LCS becomes a standard bridge deck inspection method. Of course, in
order to complement imperfections of IRT, other NDE methods such as RABITTM system or other
NDE methods such as hammer sounding or chain drag should also be utilized for a more
comprehensive and detailed diagnosis of concrete bridge decks. As mentioned in section 1.4,
RABITTM system equips a HD camera system and four NDE technologies, IE, GPR, USW and
ER, and inspects bridge decks automatically. Since four NDE methods are used by RABITTM, a
more comprehensive assessment of bridge condition can be implemented than only IRT by
mutually complementing each method’s shortcomings. However, the average data collection speed
is 350 m2 of bridge deck area per hour (Gucunski et al. 2015), and IRT has 600 times higher
productivity than RABITTM, when IRT is used with a vehicle driving at 60 km/h. It should also be
noted that while RABITTM requires lane closures, the combination of IRT and LCS scans bridge
decks without lane closures.
Therefore, the author recommends combined application of the high-speed scanning
combination and other NDE methods to optimize bridge deck inspections. For example, if those
complementary technologies such as RABITTM are utilized at 5 or 6 year intervals or only when
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critical defects are found by IRT and LSC scanning, bridge deck inspection would become more
effective, efficient, economical and practical than current practice. Figure 10-1 depicts the concept
of bridge deck inspection strategy.

Figure 10-1. Concept of Bridge inspection strategy (Picture source of RABITTM: (FHWA 2015d))
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